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ABSTRACT 

In the last decade there has been a drastic increase in the penetration of variable 

generation (VG) such as wind and solar. VG increases the MW variability that must be met 

in the regulation and reserve markets. If VG penetration levels are allowed to increase 

without providing additional flexibility in the form of fast response regulation, reserves, and 

capacity, then the required capabilities will be provided by the existing conventional 

generation fleet. This “do-nothing” approach will lead to increased cycling of the existing 

plants and thus weaken the health of the current grid. The increase VG capacity penetration 

will also necessitate increased transmission capability in the grid in order to facilitate 

increased VG energy penetration. All these boils down to endowing the grid with the 

capability to be flexible by investigating the various options such as transmission expansion, 

demand control, fast responding generation, VG MW output control, expanding the 

balancing areas and/or investing in storage technology. 

In this dissertation, the primary focus is on storage technologies, which is one of the 

attractive means to meet VG variability due to their fast response. With sufficient energy 

storage capability, they also promise many other valuable grid services such as peak 

shaving, load leveling, relieving congestion, increasing VG energy penetration, and 

deferring generation and transmission expansion plans. The objective and contribution of 

the dissertation is hinged on developing tools and assessment methodologies to perform 

economic assessment of storage. 

The work develops a high-fidelity technology adaptive storage dispatch model for 

production costing study within a co-optimized energy and ancillary market. This tool is 
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used to investigate the grid benefits and economic viability of different class of storage 

under various wind penetration scenarios, compare them with other competing solutions, 

and devise appropriate monetizing schemes for their services. This work also proposes an 

integrated approach involving production costing and automatic generation control 

simulation tools to assess short-term storages. Based on the application in IEEE 24 bus 

system, many conclusions and indicators on storage venture’s profitability and risks are 

drawn. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Storing is an inherent nature of human psychology and intelligence for ensuring a 

sustainable future. From time immemorial we see animals and humans hoard food that is 

consumed during times of the year when there were no crops. Later century’s storage was 

used as a business scheme to earn greater profits from people by storing crops and supplies 

during surplus times and then selling at very high prices during scarcity. Storing water was a 

radical idea to meet the human needs of irrigation and consumption by construction of dams 

and reservoirs. This expanded the human thinking of storing sources of energy that can be 

used at a later time.  

As human race advanced in technology and science there was advent of electrical 

energy in the later nineteenth century. Electricity became the popular convenient way to 

transform energy from different sources that included, solar, chemical, and mechanical and 

so on. Electricity’s versatility was adapted in various applications like transportation, 

heating, lighting, communication, medical science and in recent time’s computation. By the 

latter half of the twentieth century electricity was part of common man’s life and not 

considered as an elusive magical power with men that were called wizards. Today, 

electricity is the backbone and driving force of the modern industrial civilization.  

Power industry over many years has been thriving heavily on fossil fuel based 

generation technologies. Storing and transporting these fuels such as natural gas, coal, oil 

has been an integral part of the overall resource management strategy and system 
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operations. Electricity unlike the other forms of energy cannot be stored, and has to be 

transmitted and used as it is being generated. It can be converted to another form of energy 

such as potential, kinetic or chemical. Thus until recently electricity was not stored in a 

major scale.  

Most electricity is generated by burning fossil fuels and using the steam produced to 

run the steam turbines to generate electricity. Though there is an abundance of fossil fuels 

available yet it is a finite resource. It is fast depleting with the increase in consumption of 

electricity and changing lifestyle of people that is heavily dependent on artificial means than 

natural living. Thus the exhaustion of fossil fuels has a significant consequence upon 

generation of electricity. 

The more grave concern is the emissions of harmful gases such as carbon dioxide 

from the fossil fuel generation units. Increased emissions have led to rise of global warming 

that is a serious threat to the human race. The climate change alarm with the rise in prices of 

fossil-fuels such as oil due to its fast depletion has made nations of the world support 

renewable sources of energy. Renewable sources such as the sun, wind, rain, tides and 

geothermal heat are naturally replenished and free from emissions. In the last decade there 

has been a drastic increase in the penetration of renewables especially in the power 

generation sector.  

1.2 MOTIVATION 

Variable generation (VG), i.e., wind and solar, increases the MW variability that 

must be met in the regulation and reserve markets, and it effectively increases MW 

requirements in capacity markets since it offers little itself. If VG penetration levels are 
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allowed to increase without providing additional flexibility in the form of fast response 

regulation, reserves, and capacity, then the required capabilities will be provided by the 

existing conventional generation fleet. For example, a “do-nothing” approach, assuming 

high VG growth, will likely result in cycling existing plants, many of which were built to be 

base-loaded, particularly nuclear, coal-fired, and combined cycle plants. Cycling these 

plants result in larger and more frequent thermal variations throughout the plant which in 

turn increases maintenance and causes more frequent forced outages and shorter lifetimes. 

Likewise, VG’s lack of capacity for peak periods results in operating the power system with 

an overall level of increased capacity while individual units operate at lower capacity 

factors.  

To provide regulation, reserves, and capacity services that high VG penetration 

levels will require, the following solutions are proposed: 

 Increase conventional generation:  

This is the traditional solution to providing these services. Combustion turbines are 

often used, since they are fast and their investment costs are relatively low. The advantages 

of this approach are it is an energy resource and it provides grid stabilization via additional 

inertia and voltage control. By “conventional generation,” we refer to synchronous 

machines, some of which may be quite fast such as the GE LMS100, a 100 MW combustion 

turbine which can synchronize and reach full load in 10 minutes at 46% efficiency [1].  

 Control VG:  

Controlling VG away from its maximum energy extraction point provides for ramp-

down capability if the VG is on-line and generating, and ramp-up capability if the VG is 

generating below its maximum energy extraction point. The strength of this approach is that 
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VG-ramping capability can be extremely fast; in addition, this approach requires no 

significant capital investment in that, given a VG facility is to be built, its implementation 

requires only control and communication. 

 Demand control:  

Demand-side control can also provide these services. Of particular interest are 

thermal-electric loads (air conditioning, space heating, and water heating) and energy-

intensive manufacturing processes such as aluminum smelting [2].  

 Expand balancing area (BA) size:  

This approach has two beneficial effects: it increases the amount of conventional 

generation that can be utilized, and it increases the geographical diversity of the VG which 

tends to decrease the normalized variability (variability as a percentage of installed 

capacity). It is possible to increase BA size for purposes of automatic generation control 

while retaining the grid oversight typically provided by regional BAs. 

 Storage Technology:  

Storage technologies typically store electricity in the form of chemical energy 

(batteries), kinetic energy (flywheel), potential energy (pumped hydro, compressed air) 

during off-peak demand periods and discharge the stored energy during peak demand 

periods. Storage technologies are attractive to meet variability by VGs due to their fast 

responding ability. Furthermore since they absorb electricity at off-peak periods when 

renewables like wind are in excess they help to curtail spillage of renewables by charging 

during those times.  Thus they help to improve the penetration of VGs.  

Storage technologies though have been around for many decades and promise a wide 

range of benefits to the nation’s power sector such as grid optimization improvement for 
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bulk power production, smoothing variable renewable energy sources, alleviating 

investment planning to support peak demands, and providing ancillary services [3], due to 

the high capital investments there are some impediments in their wide-spread usage in the 

grid. Therefore tools that capture the impact of storage and its contributions in grid 

operation have become the necessity for system planners to understand the role of storage in 

future generation portfolios and adequately value them [4]. In this dissertation, the 

integration of storage technologies into the grid will be investigated for its economic 

viability. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this work is to develop a modeling and evaluation approach to 

assess the extent to which storage will play a role in providing grid services to make the grid 

economical and flexible enough to accommodate the VGs in future generation portfolios. A 

high-fidelity technology adaptive storage model is developed that emulates the various 

abilities of every storage technology so that it can be used in studies to value its 

contributions, and appropriately monetize its benefits. Using this simulation environment we 

can analyze the various benefits that storage has the potential to offer to the grid such as 

relieving transmission congestion, transmission deferral, lowering the LMP (locational 

marginal price) price of electricity, reducing cycling of conventional units and impact on 

cycling. 

Storage technologies majorly can be classified based on their input (charging) and 

output (discharging) energy forms.  
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 Type-1 storage use electric energy as input but not as output, an example includes 

producing ice during off-peak periods for use in air conditioning during peak periods. Such 

storage technologies also provide the functionality to control the demand, and can 

participate in demand side management programs. 

 Type-2 storage provides electric energy as an output but does not use it as an input, 

e.g., concentrated solar thermal generation utilizes solar energy to heat molten salt which is 

then used as a heat source for a steam-turbine process, hydrogen production through steam-

reforming and then conversion to electricity via fuel cells.  

 Type-3 storage technology is that which utilizes electric energy as input and 

produces electric energy as output. Pumped hydro (PHS), compressed air energy storage 

(CAES), batteries ranging from lead acid to latest sodium sulfur, flywheels and so on are the 

existing storage technologies that have been successfully adapted into grid operations.  

 Type-4 storage is another type where the energy input is non-electric and the output 

is also non-electric. Most fossil fuels allow this such as natural gas, petroleum and coal are 

stored and retrieved in the fossil fuel form.  

The use of natural gas to make ammonia which can be stored and then used to 

produce nitrogen for fertilizer which can be stored and used to produce biofuels which can 

be stored and finally utilized to fuel our vehicles illustrates how circuitous a ‘storage’ route 

may be.  

In this work, type-3 storages are investigated because of their capability to offer 

multiple benefits including load leveling, regulation, reserves, congestion relief, and 

capacity services (for both generation and transmission), during both the charging and the 
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discharging cycles. This type includes technologies with both low power to energy ratios 

(CAES and pumped hydro) called as bulk energy storage and high power to energy ratios 

(flywheels, batteries, and super-capacitors) called as short-term storages. The dissertation 

will develop modeling and evaluation approaches addressing both varieties of type-3 storage 

and draw suitable conclusions on conditions of their economic viability and grid 

profitability. 

1.4 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 

The dissertation is organized as follows.  

Chapter 2 presents literature survey on type-3 storage technologies, storage taxonomies 

on storage based on their characteristics and services they provide. This chapter also 

presents the various research challenges in the realm of storage integration in grid, and 

emphasizes the research focus of this dissertation. 

Chapter 3 develops a high-fidelity storage dispatch model for electricity markets. The 

model developed is endowed with the ability to adapt to different class of storage devices, 

and also captures these energy limited storage devices’ ability to provide multiple market 

services. The chapter illustrates application of the developed model in production costing 

studies to assess the avenues where different class of storage participates in grid affairs. 

Chapter 4 assesses the role of bulk energy storage in co-optimized energy and ancillary 

market using the dispatch model developed in chapter 3. Compressed air energy storage is 

used as the representative bulk energy storage device, and its impact on grid under various 

wind penetration levels are investigated. The chapter also develops a systematic 

methodology to incorporate cycling related costs within generation bids, and quantify the 
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ability of storage to reduce such costs. The chapter sheds light on strategies to monetize 

storage benefits and how they impact on payback of such projects. Finally the chapter 

compares bulk energy storage to other solutions including combustion turbine and 

transmission expansion. 

Chapter 5 assess short-term storage devices using an integrated approach developed 

which involves connecting production costing and automatic generation control (AGC) 

tools. This chapter presents state space models of CAES and battery, and integrates them 

into AGC module of IEEE 24 bus system. The chapter investigates the various grid-level 

and machine-level benefits such fast acting storage promises, and devises ways to monetize 

them for their improved economics. Batteries and flywheels have been used as 

representative for this class of storage devices. The chapter also discusses the importance of 

importing valuable information about such device’s grid services from small-time sale 

studies such as AGC to long-term planning studies in order to render the assessments and 

the conclusions credible. Finally, the chapter also sheds light on few other applications of 

state space models of storage, which can help appropriately size them for specific 

geography. 

Chapter 6 presents conclusions, significant contributions of this dissertation and some 

directions for future work. The chapter also draws market prices from MISO and PJM in 

order to relate the discussions and conclusions presented in this dissertation about storage to 

some of the existing markets. The chapter also gives a list of my publications through the 

course of my PhD. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing popularity of storage technology especially to further the integration 

of renewable energy onto the grid, there is a need of different taxonomy based on its various 

features. We need to classify the storage technologies based on its ability to serve the grid, 

the different monetary avenues, performance, investment and maintenance cost and demand 

response functions. Such taxonomy will be very handy and useful for the energy policy 

makers and the power system planners to invest appropriately for future portfolios, and 

investigators to develop appropriate storage models. In this chapter a literature survey on 

type-3 storages is performed and taxonomies of various storage technologies based on their 

characteristics and potential grid applications are created. The chapter also sheds focus on 

some of the major challenges in the realm of storage integration to grid. 

In further discussions, storage technologies are broadly classified into two categories 

based on their energy storage capability: bulk energy storage and short-term storage. Bulk 

energy storages are those that have the capability to sustain stored energy across several 

hours, while short-term storages are those that have very high ramp rate with the ability to 

instantaneously respond to net-load fluctuations and typically have sub-hourly energy 

sustaining capacity. 

2.2 STORAGE TYPES 

In this section, an overview of the various existing type-3 storage technologies is 

presented. The storage options considered are directly controllable within the power 
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systems. This survey excludes storage schemes such as PHEVs and others which cannot be 

directly controlled. 

2.2.1 Long-term or large-scale storage technologies 

2.2.1.1 Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS) 

Pumped hydro storage facilities have proved to be reliable technology over the years for 

applications requiring long-term and large storage capacities, and have proliferated in most 

parts of the world. Typically, cheap off peak power is used to pump the water into an 

elevated reservoir, thereby storing energy in the form of potential energy, which is utilized 

through conventional hydro-turbine technology as electricity demand increases [5]. 

Presently, siting of new PHS face objections regarding their effect on environment, similar 

to what transmission lines are facing [6]. Pumped hydro is particularly difficult to use in the 

Midwest of the United States. 

2.2.1.2 Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)  

CAES technology is similar to PHS, in that the cheap off peak power is used to store 

energy in the form of compressed air in huge tanks or caverns through compressors [7]. For 

high wind energy penetration levels, CAES’s ability to support large-scale power 

applications with low capital cost per unit energy makes it attractive. CAES can be used at 

the wind plant level, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, or at the system level. Some studies also 

hint at utilizing CAES systems at small-scale power levels in the range of 10 MW or less for 

the purpose of load shifting up to 3 hours, transmission curtailment, forecast hedging etc [6].  
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The new generation CAES are the undersea air storage bags. These bags would store 

the compressed air and would be placed in water bodies such as lakes, oceans that provide 

naturally a high pressure environment thus saving on expending efforts and funds to build 

the high pressure containers. Hydrostar from Canada, E.ON from Europe and University of 

Nottingham are investigating to commercialize this concept [8, 9]. 

 

Figure 2.1 CAES system with Wind Source 

2.2.2 Short-term or small-scale storage technologies 

2.2.2.1 Chemical Storage 

Chemical storage devices are typically the electrochemical storage devices that 

convert chemical energy to electrical energy. These devices are categorized as primary 

batteries, secondary batteries and fuel cells [10]. Batteries have chemical components such 

as the electrodes built in them whereas fuel cells have synthetic fuel that supply energy from 
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outside such as hydrogen, methanol or hydrazine. Secondary batteries are batteries that can 

be recharged and primary batteries cannot be recharged once the active chemical built in 

them is used up. Thus “batteries” refer to only secondary batteries. This energy conversion 

requires comparatively less maintenance, no noise and no harmful emissions. 

Fuel cells—Hydrogen energy storage (FC– HES) 

Fuel cells use chemical energy to produce electricity by electrolysis of water, and in 

the presence of an electrolyte triggers reaction between the hydrogen in the anode side and 

oxygen from air (oxidant) in the cathode side to form water and produce electricity in this 

process of oxidation-reduction. It produces water and heat as by-products, and hence is 

environment friendly. According to the electrolyte the electrochemical cell is named as 

proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), molten 

carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) etc [11]. Typical fuel cell key processes are electrolysis, 

oxidation-reduction to generate peak-hour demand, and a hydrogen buffer tank ensuring 

adequate resources in emergency periods [6]. 

Battery Energy Storage 

Battery storage technology has made rapid advancement from the earlier 

applications in electronics to transportations for hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), to recently 

in electric grid applications such as primary frequency control [12, 13] etc. In following sub-

sections various battery technologies have been presented.  
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i . Sodium Sulfur Battery (NaS) 

NaS battery technology, a high-temperature battery system working at around 300°C 

with an efficiency of 89% [14], has been successfully used in countries like in Japan, USA 

etc. for large-scale power grid applications such as peak shaving, and wind power 

stabilization, backup power. On a daily basis, NaS batteries can discharge for about eight 

hours [15, 16]. NaS batteries consist of molten sulfur as the anode and molten sodium as the 

cathode separated by a solid electrolyte made of beta alumina ceramic. During discharge, 

the electrolyte lets only positive sodium ions flow through it, while electrons flow in the 

external battery circuit to produce electricity. The sodium ions combines with the sulfur to 

form sodium polysulfide during discharge, which reverses during charging process releasing 

the positive sodium ions back to form sodium.  

ii. Flow Battery Technology 

These batteries are between the fuel cell and secondary battery as the electrolyte 

contained in the electrochemical cell converts chemical energy to electrical energy directly. . 

They are also known as redox batteries, flow cells and regenerative fuel cells [17]. Their 

supply of power is dependent on the charged electrolytes.  

This battery system can increase in power capacity in terms of storage amount by 

increasing size of tanks and power output by increasing the size of electrodes. These operate 

around ambient temperature unlike other batteries that require high temperature ranges. The 

major drawbacks of this storage scheme are the manufacturing, installation, maintenance 

and reliability issues.  
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Vanadium redox batteries and Zinc bromide batteries are the commercially available 

flow batteries. Vanadium redox battery is a stack of power cells that form the two oppositely 

charged electrolytes and are separated by a proton exchange membrane. In Zinc bromide 

batteries the electrolyte is stored in separate tanks and thus called a hybrid flow battery [18].  

iii. Lead-Acid Batteries 

Lead acid batteries consist of lead and lead dioxide electrodes in sulphuric acid as 

electrolyte. When discharged the electrodes turn into lead sulphate and sulphuric acid 

dissolves as water. These batteries are the forerunner in field of battery technology and thus 

have the lowest cost. These batteries are deployed in various applications such as the UPS, 

emergency lighting, electric vehicles and grid energy storage devices [19]. Southern 

California grid in 1988 installed a 40-MWh lead-acid battery for peak shaving application 

[20]. 

iv. Nickel-Cadmium Batteries 

This is a relatively mature battery technology finding its utility in backup power 

applications, spinning reserves, power-ramp control and power tools. They have a low 

energy density, good lifetime, high discharge rate and competitive price [21].  These 

batteries are toxic due to presence of cadmium.  

v. Nickel-Metal-Hydride Batteries 

Nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) batteries have the same electrical behavior as the nickel-

cadmium batteries. Some of the benefits of NiMH batteries are high power applications, low 

maintenance, long life, good energy density and low cost per watt, good thermal design and 
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configurable design [22]. These batteries have successfully demonstrated its operation in 

hybrid electric vehicles.   

2.2.2.2 Thermal Energy Storage 

Thermal energy involves storing energy in a thermal reservoir such as molten salt, 

pressurized water etc. by either supplying heat from solar energy or extracting heat to 

maintain the reservoir at colder state. 

Typically they are used in applications to offset temperature difference between day 

and night, such as heating at night, or producing ice during night, supplying chilled water 

systems etc. to cool the building in hot day time in HVAC/R applications [23]. Themis 

power station in France that uses molten salt to store heat is designed to store 40,000kWh of 

thermal energy, equivalent to almost 1 day of average sunlight [6]. 

2.2.2.3 Super-Capacitors 

Super-capacitors are growing in popularity in the storage market as it has attractive 

claims. Their operation is similar to capacitors with one major difference being the usage of 

ionic conductor as electrolyte instead of insulating material, for the electrolyte made of 

conductors with a very large specific surface allows ion movement. Some of the major 

benefits in deploying these storage devices are improved power quality, enhanced reserve 

capacity, increase system reliability and stability, effective load management and rapid 

charge-discharge characteristics [24]. Some of the disadvantages are leakage issues, high 

maintenance and high capital costs. 
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2.2.2.4 Flywheel energy storage (FES) 

Flywheels work under the principle of mechanical inertia. Energy is stored in the 

form of rotational kinetic energy by rotating a disc or rotor (flywheel), which can be 

extracted in the form of electricity by expending the stored rotational energy in opposite 

direction [25]. The configuration can be thought of as a combined motor-generator module. 

The larger the flywheel speed, the greater is the storage capacity. However, it requires 

expensive strong material such as steel or composite materials to withstand the high 

centrifugal stresses. A flywheel mounted on magnetic bearings placed in vacuum chamber 

can store 400 Whr/kg for a period of 24 hours when rotated at 15000 rpm [6]. Various 

applications [26] of flywheel technology includes load leveling on railway power systems, 

power quality improvement in green energy systems, UPS systems for short duration ride 

through, and frequency regulation [27].  

2.2.2.5 Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) 

Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) stores energy in the form of a 

magnetic field that is created by the flow of direct current in a superconducting coil such as 

niobiumtitane (NbTi) filaments [6, 28], below its superconducting critical temperature. This 

energy is released back, by discharging the coil, when needed for various purposes such as 

meeting peak demand during day, improving power quality, and powering transportation 

systems [6, 29]. SMES includes a power conditioning system that is basically an 

inverter/rectifier module. The advantage of SMES over other storage technologies are its 

very low power loss with a high efficiency of greater than 90% and its very fast 
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charging/discharging responses [29]. The main limitation is the high cost related to the 

requirements of refrigeration and superconducting wire. 

2.3 STORAGE TAXONOMY 

2.3.1 Based on general characteristics 

Table 2.1 presents a comprehensive comparisons of various storage options [6, 24, 

30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] with respect to different performance criteria. For 

instance, in the wake of drastic promotion of renewable energy, specifically wind farms, 

there is a growing interest in identifying large capacity and fast responding storage options 

to smooth out slow and fast wind variations respectively. Therefore such a classification of 

storage technologies based on their characteristics will help choose the best suited 

technology for specific applications. 

From the table CAES is a highly attractive large scale storage option as it is a 

matured technology with long life expectancy, large power capacity, low capital and 

maintenance costs for per unit energy and reasonable efficiency. CAES also finds its 

applicability in ancillary services provided to the grid, peak-shaving, and VAR support [39]. 

The CAES [40] is also expected to address the variability of wind energy by performing 

load leveling, ramping and frequency regulation, reducing or eliminating wind spillage.  

NaS batteries are a viable option for fast responding storage with high power ratings 

and efficiency with moderate capital cost per unit power and per unit energy. The key 

differentiating characteristics of this battery is its exceptional energy density which is five 

time higher than other existing batteries [41]. These batteries have one third of the footprint 
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Table 2.1 Energy Storage Technology Compared   

 

when compared with traditional lead-acid batteries [42] with a very prompt response of 1 ms 

for full charge to full discharge which makes it best suited to deal with the fast fluctuations 

of wind plant. Table 2.1 also indicates NaS as environmentally friendly with moderate 

maintenance costs and wide range of applications. 

Flywheel technology which is conceptually built on the potter’s wheel principle is a 

mechanical battery. This latest technology in storage virtually requires no maintenance. Its 

cyclic life capability makes it very attractive for frequency regulation services. In ISO New 
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England these flywheels have been installed and proved to be effective for over 150,000 full 

charge/discharge cycles at a constant full power charge/discharge rate with zero degradation 

in energy storage over time. This system round trip efficiency is over 85 %. These fast 

responsive flywheels produce less CO2 emissions compared to the conventional fuel units. 

From Table 2.1 flywheel cost/kW is very attractive in comparison to other technologies. 

2.3.2 Based on grid services provided 

Table 2.2 gives storage technology application in various grid reliability services that 

are necessary for the balanced operation of the grid. This kind of taxonomy is a step further 

ahead than the previous commonly used taxonomy, wherein various storage technologies’ 

characteristics are suited to specific grid application requirements for an easy perusal. 

Inertial response can be emulated with additional technology in power-electronics based 

storage like flywheel, batteries. Here we find that storage technologies such as CAES are 

desirable as it can provide all grid reliability services. Apart from these, storage 

technologies such as CAES, batteries and PHS can also reduce transmission curtailments. 

Fast acting technologies such as flywheels, SMES, super-capacitors can improve power 

quality. It is to be noted that most of the battery technologies can serve as both bulk as well 

short-term energy storages based on their rating. 

 The various abbreviations are: 

IR – Inertial Response, Reg – Regulation, LF – Load Following, SR – Spinning Reserve, 

NSR – Non-Spinning Reserve, RR – Replacement Reserve, VS – Voltage Support 
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Table 2.2 Storage Technology Grid Reliability Applications 

- Possible                  - Not possible 

Storage Type 

Reliability Function 

IR 

Primary 

Frequency 

Response 

Reg 
L

F 
Energy 

S

R 
NSR RR 

VG Tail 

Event 

Reserve 

VS 

CAES          

PHS          

Flywheel          

Metal Air Batteries          

Lead Acid Batteries 

Valve Regulated Lead Acid 

(VRLA) 
         

Flooded Stationary Lead 

Acid Battery 
         

Starting Lighting & igniting 

Batteries 
         

Flow Batteries 

Zinc Bromide          

Vanadium Redox          

Polysulphide Bromide           

Nickel Cadmium          

Lithium Ion          

Sodium Sulphur Batteries          

Super Batteries          

Electrochemical Capacitor 

Energy Storage (ECES) 
         

Superconducting Magnetic 

Energy Storage (SMES) 
         

Fuel Cells          

Thermal Storage 

Ice Storage          

Molten salt          

Hot Bricks          
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2.3.3 Based on available operational modes 

Four-quadrant vs. two-quadrant regulation provision: Four quadrant (4Q) 

regulation provision means the technology can provide regulation up (RU) and regulation 

down (RD) via both its charging and discharging operations. Two quadrant (2Q) regulation 

provision means the technology provides RD and RU by only two ways. For example, as 

seen in Figure 2.2, a FW provides RD by charging and RU by discharging only [43], by 

virtue of its storing energy in the form of kinetic energy in a unidirectional rotating mass. 

On the other hand, the bulk storage technologies are capable of supplying RU and RD 

through charging or discharging alone within an hour. Batteries that have a physical storage 

medium to retain energy are capable of also operating in 4Q regulation mode, depending on 

its MWh size.  

 

Figure 2.2 Storage modes of regulation provision 
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2.3.4 Based on opportunities in demand response programs 

Considering the charging operation of storage to be load in the system, storage 

technologies are available for participating in various demand response programs. From 

Table 2.3 we find the most batteries, CAES, PHS and fuel cells are capable of participating 

in all the demand response programs. Storage is meant only to aid the grid with its 

operations; utilizing storage for demand response is more preferred than utilizing the 

domestic and the commercial loads. One of the major challenges in implementing demand 

response is the control strategy required to monitor and command distributed resources. 

Storage technologies can be easily controlled by the utility services. Furthermore, in some 

cases using commercial and domestic loads for demand response programs may impose 

discomfort on the customers, which is not the case with storage. 

From the survey presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 we find storage to have the potential 

to provide reliability grid services and participate in demand response programs. Yet there 

are many challenges with storage technologies making its way within national generation 

portfolio. 
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Table 2.3 Storage Technology Demand Response Applications 

- Possible                   - Not possible 

Storage Type 

Demand Response Programs 

Grid services Energy Bids Dynamic Pricing 

Emergency 

Interruptible 

Load Service 

Capacity 
Ancillary 

Services 

Day 

Ahead 

Real 

Time 

Time of the Day 

Schedule/ Streaming 

Prices/  Call Options 

CAES      

PHS      

Flywheel      

Metal Air 

Batteries 
     

Lead Acid Batteries 

VRLA      

Flooded 

Stationary Lead 

Acid Battery 

     

Starting 

Lighting & 

igniting 

Batteries 

     

Flow Batteries 

Zinc Bromide      

Vanadium 

Redox 
     

Polysulphide 

Bromide  
     

Nickel 

Cadmium 
     

Lithium Ion      

Sodium Sulphur 

Batteries 
     

Super Batteries      

ECES      

SMES      

Fuel Cells      

Thermal Storage 

Ice Storage      

Molten salt      

Hot Bricks      
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2.4 RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

In this section some challenges with storage technologies gaining wide-spread 

utilization within grid are summarized: 

2.4.1 Technological 

2.4.1.1 Materials Research 

Storage technologies have suffered from high investment cost that has led to its low 

investments in the grid portfolios. Of course, because of its low acceptance in the grid their 

manufacturing cost and production costs have remained high. There have been many 

research efforts to investigate better materials for storage technologies. In the field of 

batteries most of the research funds are dedicated to find newer materials with higher 

efficiency and lower cost.  Recent development of the nano-materials has been a promising 

option for the batteries and electrochemical capacitors [44]. These high-strength materials 

could benefit storage technologies such as flywheels, SMES and the containment vessels of 

CAES. Further developments on superconducting materials would impact SMES. Materials 

with higher thermal strength enabling higher round-trip efficiency are of great interest for 

upcoming storage technologies.  

2.4.1.2 Power Conversion System (PCS) 

Every storage technology needs some auxiliary power conversion system to interact 

with the grid. The PCS contributes 20% of the total cost of the storage technologies as stated 

in [44]. There is much scope of improving and optimizing the performances of these devices 
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to help storage technologies improve its efficiency and lower its cost. In particular the 

semiconductor switches, device cooling system, packaging, and ways to integrate storage to 

the grid require significant research break through.  

2.4.1.3 Improved Fabrication Techniques 

Manufacturing processes for small-scale storages such as batteries and capacitors that 

require mass production needs to be made more efficient, less expensive, with better safety 

for workers and made environmental friendly.  

2.4.2 Workforce Expertise and Training 

The US grid is familiar with bulk storages such as PHS which is attractive where 

geographical conditions support requires attention to mitigate adverse environmental effects. 

Yet newer technologies such as CAES, flywheels, new generation of flow batteries, fuel 

cells and others have very little practical implementation in the grid. So there is limited 

knowledge about operation and maintenance for storage technologies, and there is 

significant need for special training and detailed manuals to provide guidelines to operators 

of storage facilities. 

2.4.3 Economic Evaluation and Operational Strategies 

Storage technologies have been part of the power system for many decades. Recent 

advancement in storage technologies has changed the traditional paradigm of utilizing these 

resources. In current times there is great need to develop a systematic methodology to 

evaluate the economics of the various types of storage technologies available. These 
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economic assessments are essential to investigate the different operational strategies of 

storage technologies and how their services can be remunerated. Here some of the critical 

building blocks for the economic evaluation framework are summarized: 

2.4.3.1 Dispatching Framework 

Typically storage has been dispatched for grid services and evaluated for economic 

viability using “price taker” models [45, 46, 47], where historical market prices are used to 

ascertain energy arbitrage opportunities for storage and the extent of revenues storage can 

earn. Such price taker methods use storage efficiency and fuel cost to find a bidding strategy 

such that storage can make overall profits from energy transactions in market [48]. 

The pitfalls of this approach of dispatching storage technology are as follows: 

1. Grid Interactions: In assessing storage as a price taker entity in the market, we 

do not account for storage’s interaction with grid and vice-versa. For instance, 

storage energy and ancillary dispatches will impact market prices, which will not 

be captured. It also doesn’t account for storage’s value in the grid under various 

grid scenarios such as increased variable generation and impact of competitive 

technologies. 

2. Dispatch in Co-optimized Market: Studies do acknowledge that [45, 47] bulk 

energy storage can make higher revenues by dispatching in a co-optimized 

market than just energy only market. There are opportunities to reserve a portion 

of energy from being dispatched in energy market for providing regulation 

services in ancillary market, and carry over the left over energy by virtue of 

participation in ancillary market to the next day to sell it in energy market. 
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Depending upon price signals such a dispatch of storage in a co-optimized 

market will beget higher revenues. However there are no systematic dispatch 

tools that can identify such opportunities for gaining higher revenues by 

providing both energy and ancillary services using both charging and discharging 

operations. A dispatch framework that can ascertain such opportunities in the co-

optimized market for storage will help better value its capability to provide 

various services. 

2.4.3.2 Modeling Needs  

There is a requirement for high-fidelity storage models that can capture the typical and 

the special characteristics of each storage technology in the various planning studies. 

1. Multiple Services: In operational planning studies done to optimally dispatch storage 

for grid operations, one of the essential characteristic that has not been rightly 

modeled in the past storage models is the inter-dependency of the storage and its 

reservoir status. Studies fail to capture the dependency of the charging side and 

discharging side commitments to its reservoir energy status. Thus this leads to 

erroneous dispatch of the storage in the grid. The most important areas of 

improvements that are needed are summarized below. 

2. Technology Adaptability: In recent times there has been much technological 

advancement in newer and existing storage technologies, but proper representation 

of different storage models in the planning software is lacking. Over the years, PHS 

has been popular, and hence most of the commercial power system planning 

software has a model of PHS in-built in their software [49, 50]. However due to 
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differences in the operational characteristics of various storage technologies, poor 

representation will lead to under-estimating the value of storage. For example, as 

mentioned in section 2.3.3, different types of storage provide regulation in different 

ways and need appropriate dispatch schemes. Even within the class of bulk-energy 

storage, certain storage are adept to perform simultaneous charge-discharge 

operation within same hour like batteries, while such a quick turnover from charge to 

discharge and vice-versa is a challenge in PHS. These features have economic 

implications. 

Therefore it is not just enough to create a technology neutral model [51], i.e., 

representing storage through generic characteristics, but they have to be technology-

adaptable with specific characteristics of the various storage technologies’ modeled. Such 

models would also avoid the need for system planners to change their existing programs and 

platforms, as they can simply upgrade these models into the existing system programs. 

2.4.3.3 Monetizing Benefits 

Due to lack of the high fidelity storage models with ability to adapt itself to represent 

the different storage technologies’ unique characteristics, many of the benefits and services 

provided by these technologies are not captured. Hence there arises a need to capture and 

monetize the benefits offered by the storage technologies to the grid under the renewable 

integrated future grid generation portfolios. The needs mentioned in this section are a 

consequence of needs for assessment framework and storage dispatch modeling mentioned 

in sections 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2. 
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1. Revenue opportunities from co-optimized market: With increasing wind 

penetration and with the consequent increase in intra-hour ramping and regulation 

requirements, storage finds newer avenues to participate in grid services due to 

fast ramping capability apart from the traditional “peak shaving” applications. As 

a consequence of inadequate storage dispatch models there are no economic 

assessments that capture entirely the storage technology benefits. 

Modeling details of certain specific aspects of storage such as reservoir capacity 

will also enable .;;lascribing economic value to its capacity flexibility. 

2. Assessment of Grid Benefits: With the changing grid portfolio we find newer 

challenges in grid operations that can be greatly relieved by investing in storage 

technologies. But there are no tools that evaluate the grid phenomenon of cycling, 

higher ramping capability, wind spillage, emissions, and the quality of reserves 

especially regulation reserve quality. Therefore study framework that can quantify 

these storage benefits to grid are needed in order to effectively monetize them.  

To assess the benefits of certain storage, study framework that integrates 

tools at various time scales are also required. For instance, tool that can integrate 

the storage dispatch models and storage transient models will be valuable to study 

the interaction of storage capacity bids with markets and also the real-time 

performance of storage respectively, each of which will educate the investigator 

about benefits to storage and grid at respective time-scales.  

3. Benefit Programs: There is a need to make newer policies and incentives by the 

policy makers for storage technologies to get revenue for the various benefits it 

has to offer to the grid. There have been efforts towards this by Federal Energy 
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Regulation Committee (FERC) [52]. FERC issued a ruling on October 20, 2011, 

that would fairly compensate energy storages for providing certain key reliability 

services on the electric grid. There have been pilot programs in ISO-NE to 

compensate fast-responding resources for its actual performance. As part of the 

previous point, tools will be used to study the effectiveness of these benefit 

programs too. 

2.5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents a survey on various types of type-3 storage technologies, 

divided into two broad categories as bulk or long-term storage and short-term storage 

technologies. In this chapter, taxonomies of various storage technologies based on their 

characteristics and potential grid applications are also created. Such storage taxonomies help 

to understand the commonalities and variability among the various technologies in terms of 

their characteristics and functionalities, and render valuable help in choosing the best suited 

technologies for specific applications. They also help in creating suitable generic models for 

each category of storage, thereby making it possible to accommodate a broad variety of 

storage within planning studies. 

The chapter also sheds focus on some of the major challenges in the realm of 

integration of energy storage onto power grid. The main focus of this dissertation will be on 

the challenges of section 2.4.3 corresponding to developing suitable framework for 

operational planning and performing comprehensive economic evaluation of storage. 
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CHAPTER 3 HIGH-FIDELITY DISPATCH MODEL OF STORAGE 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR PRODUCTION COSTING STUDIES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

With the increase in wind penetration and the consequent increase in intra-hour 

ramping and regulation requirements, storage finds multiple avenues to participate in grid 

services. Traditionally storage is dispatched in energy markets as a price taking unit [53]. 

Storage dispatch within a co-optimized framework for both energy and ancillary services 

(AS) have been investigated [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. However, such price-taking approaches 

that self-schedule storage based on historical market prices cannot account for the impact of 

storage dispatch on market prices, nor can they assess the value of storage under changing 

grid scenarios [60, 61]. In this dissertation, storage technologies are dispatched in a co-

optimized market by allowing them to submit bids to a central scheduler as an active market 

participant [62]. Although some studies have developed such storage models [63, 64, 65, 66, 

67], none of them have accounted for the interdependencies between reservoir level and all 

ancillary to which they may contribute. 

The objective of this chapter of the dissertation is to create a high-fidelity storage 

dispatch model for assessing the full economic benefit of different storage technologies 

within production costing (PC) studies. The storage technologies are classified into two 

broad classes based on their energy storage capability: bulk energy storage and short-term 

storage [68]. Bulk energy storage has the capability to sustain stored energy across several 

hours, as is the case for pumped hydro storage (PHS) and Compressed Air Energy Storage 

(CAES). While short-term storage are those that have very high ramp rate with the ability to 
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instantaneously respond to net-load fluctuations, typically with sub-hourly energy sustaining 

capacity, which is the case for batteries, flywheels, and superconducting magnetic energy 

storage (SMES). The model has high-fidelity by virtue of its ability to capture the different 

storage technologies’ specific characteristics and realistically dispatch them for energy and 

AS at hourly and sub-hourly (5-minute) dispatch intervals. This is illustrated by adapting the 

developed model to three different storage technologies, namely CAES, batteries and 

flywheels. 

Section 3.2 identifies the modeling needs for dispatching storage technologies in a 

co-optimized market and delineates the various contributions of the proposed model. 

Section 3.3 presents the PC formulation; Section 3.4 presents the proposed high-fidelity 

dispatch model for bulk and short-term storage technologies, and Section 3.5 presents 

simulation results of a PC study for the IEEE 24-bus reliability test system (RTS) integrated 

with wind and storage. Section 3.6 concludes. 

3.2 MODELING NEEDS IN CO-OPTIMIZED MARKET 

We have identified two types of modeling needs necessary to adequately represent 

storage in both hourly and sub-hourly dispatch programs. These modeling needs differ 

depending on whether the storage is bulk or short-term, as described in what follows. 
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3.2.1 Grid services and operational modes 

3.2.1.1 Bulk energy storage technologies  

Bulk storage technologies have the capability to provide multiple services in such as 

peak shaving, regulation, spinning, and non-spinning reserves.  

Their typical modes of hourly commitments are: charging, discharging, and idling. 

With respect to regulation service, bulk technologies can provide up- and down-regulation 

services via both their charging and discharging operations. Figure 3.1 shows four-quadrant 

storage operation, i.e., charge increase/decrease and discharge increase/decrease. A 

conventional generator can be considered to operate in two quadrants, i.e., discharge 

increase/decrease to provide up- and down-regulation respectively. A bulk storage 

technology is capable of operating in this same way, and it is also capable of operating in 

the other two quadrants, i.e., charge increase/decrease to provide down- and up-regulation 

respectively. 

 

Figure 3.1 Four-quadrant storage operation and regulation provision 
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3.2.1.2 Short-term storage technologies  

Short-term storage technologies are typically employed in balancing market to 

provide regulation services [68]. As seen from Fig. 1, flywheel, SMES and batteries operate 

in two quadrants, i.e., up-regulation by discharging and down-regulation by charging. This 

implies the model must be able to dispatch them for charging and discharging in same 

period, be it an hourly and sub-hourly dispatch program. 

Though technically, bulk technologies like CAES can also charge and discharge 

within the same hour, when dispatched at sub-hourly intervals. However, due to the losses 

involved in frequent round-trip operations, combined with the fact that they can operate in 

four-quadrants may obviate the necessity to have a same hour charge/discharge. Instead, 

their hourly charging and discharging can be regulated in a co-optimized market to take 

advantage of sub-hourly price volatility. 

As the MWh size of short-term storage devices increase, they can also provide other 

services, though their operation will still be in two quadrants due to unidirectional rotation 

of flywheel and current flow in superconducting coil. On the other hand, larger batteries can 

operate in four quadrants due to bi-directional current flow, a feature not captured in recent 

literature [55, 57, 58]. 

3.2.2 Capacities  

3.2.2.1 Bulk energy storage technologies – Energy capacity 

When emulating bulk technology’s ability to provide multiple services, it is essential 

to observe the energy limitation of the storage reservoir. The energy capacity of bulk storage 

introduces inter-period dependency in storage dispatch, and therefore the model must 
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capture the relationship between reservoir energy status and energy and AS commitments 

through both charge and discharge operations, for realistic dispatch decisions. There are 

published studies that have modeled bulk energy storage providing multiple services within 

a hourly unit commitment (UC) program [54, 59, 63, 64, 65, 66]; however, all lack this 

essential component of capturing the interdependency between dispatch decisions in a co-

optimized market and the reservoir energy status. 

3.2.2.2 Short-term storage technologies – Power capacity 

The charge/discharge capacities for storage are expressed in terms of their MW 

capacity as is done in standard dispatch programs. This convention is satisfactory for short-

term storage technologies with sub-hourly continuous charging and discharging capabilities, 

when dispatched at sub-hourly (say, 5-min) intervals [68]. However when such technologies 

are assessed using hourly dispatch programs, their hourly charging and discharging capacity 

should be expressed in terms of energy capacity subject to the number of charge-discharge 

cycles in an hour; doing otherwise will lead to lower estimation of their commitments and 

revenues [59]. 

3.3 PRODUCTION COSTING FORMULATION 

The PC formulation is a multi-period linear programming model with DC power 

flow constraints. This problem has network structure. The energy flows for the set G of 

generation and set T of transmission arcs are optimized to supply the set D of demand nodes 

over dispatch horizon Th, where the primary characteristics of each arc are cost of energy 

flow, efficiency, minimum and maximum capacity. All arc flows are in per-unit energy. 
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However, we choose a power base of 1MVA and a time base of 1 hour, so that, for PC 

simulations of 1-hr time steps, arc flows are numerically equal to the power flows. 

Operating reserves provide MW capacity service over an hour, which is expressed in terms 

of hourly energy (MW-hr). 

3.3.1 Hourly Unit Commitment Formulation 

The objective function of hourly UC problem in equation (3.1), a mixed integer 

linear program, minimizes the total production cost. Generator offer bids are modeled as a 

piecewise non-decreasing cost function [69], as shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2 Generator bid function 

In the network flow based optimization model, this is modeled as three parallel flow 

segments with different cost and flow limit characteristics as shown in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 Generation arc characteristics with piecewise bid function 
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 e(i,j)(t) is p.u. energy flow and C(i,j)(t) its cost at hour t across all system arcs (i,j) 

 esr
(i,j)(t) is p.u. spinning reserve capacity and C

sr
(i,j)(t) its cost at hour t, where (i,j)G; 

 ensr
(i,j)(t) is p.u. non-spinning reserve capacity and C

nsr
(i,j)(t) its cost at hour t, where 

(i,j)G; 

 ereg+
(i,j)(t) is p.u. up-regulation capacity and C

reg+
(i,j)(t) its cost at hour t, where (i,j)G; 

 ereg-
(i,j)(t) is p.u. down-regulation capacity and C

reg-
(i,j)(t) its cost at hour t, where (i,j)G; 

 Sx
(i,j)(t) is start-up and S

y
(i,j)(t) is shut-down costs, (i,j)G; 

 X(i,j)(t) is start-up and Y(i,j)(t) is shut-down indicators; 

 X0
(i,j)(t) is start-up and Y

0
(i,j)(t) is shut-down indicators for non-spinning reserves, where 

(i,j)G; 
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 Lj(t) is p.u. energy demand not served at hour t, where jD; 

 Penj(t) is the cost penalty for Lj(t)  

The optimization is subject to the following constraints [65, 70, 71]. Equation (3.2) 

ensures nodal energy balance at every node j. Equation (3.3) constrains the arc energy 

within limits. 

)()()()(.)( ),(),(),( tdtLtetet jj

k

kj

i

jiji    
(3.2)

 

),(
max

),(),(
min )( jijiji EteE      

(3.3)
 

 η(i,j)(t) is the efficiency of the arc (i,j) 

 dj(t) is the p.u. demand at hour t at node j 

Transmission arcs are modeled by DC power flow relations. 

 )()()()( ),(),( tttbte jijiji   , ∀ (i,j)T    
(3.4)

 

  )(ti         
(3.5)

 

 b(i,j)(t) is the p.u. susceptance of line (i,j) 

 θi(t) is the angle at node i at hour t, bounded by (5) 

Wind is modeled as negative load, limited by hourly forecast W(t) based on 

historical data, as shown by (3.6). 

)()( ),(),( tWte jiji  , ∀ (i,j)wind generator    
(3.6)

 

Each generator is limited within bounds, as shown in (3.7). 
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),(),(),(
min

),( )( jijijijiji EUteEU  , ∀ (i,j)G 
(3.7)

 

 U(i,j)(t) is the UC decision (binary variable) at hour t; where it is 1 if ON and 0 if OFF. 

 E
min

(i,j) and E
max

(i,j) are the hourly minimum and maximum possible p.u. energy 

production. 

Generation units are subject to hourly ramp-up and ramp-down constraints, as shown 

in (3.8) and (3.9) respectively. 

60)()1()( ),(),(),( trrtete jijiji  , ∀ (i,j)G   
(3.8)

 

60)()()1( ),(),(),( trrtete jijiji  , ∀ (i,j)G  
(3.9)

 

 rr(i,j)(t) is the per minute ramp rate 

The required up-regulation (R
+
(t)) and down-regulation (R

--
(t)) for the system at 

hour t, as given in (3.10)-(3.11), is provided by the committed generators that are ON; 

wherein generator’s regulation bid is constrained by its 5-min ramp rate, as given in (3.12)-

(3.13). The required capacity for hourly up- and down-regulation services are estimated as a 

function of system net-load variability [72]. 
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reg  

, ∀ (i,j)G 
(3.12)

 

5)()()(0 ),(),(),( trrtUte jijiji
reg  

, ∀ (i,j)G  
(3.13)

 

The required contingency reserves (a 10-min service) at every hour are provided by 

spinning (RSR(t)) and non-spinning reserves (RNSR(t)), as shown by (3.14)-(3.15); wherein 

each generator’s spinning and non-spinning reserve bids are constrained by its 10-min ramp 

rate as shown by (3.16) and (3.17). The required contingency reserve must be at least greater 

than the maximum generation, with RSR(t) contributing at least 50% of it. Due to (18), a 

generator can choose to commit for non-spinning reserve only when OFF. 
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 U
0
(i,j)(t) is the non-spinning reserve commitment decision (binary) at hour t when it is 

OFF; 1 indicates quick start. 

Every generator is constrained by its upper and lower limits for offering both energy 

and AS, as given by (3.19-3.21).  

),(
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Equation (3.22 and 3.23) defines the relationship between UC decision variables and 

start-up and shut down indicators, which are part of the objective function in (3.1). 

, ∀ (i,j)G       
(3.22) 

  , ∀ (i,j)G    
(3.23)

 

The generating units are also subject to minimum up and down time constraints [73]. 

3.3.2 Economic Dispatch Formulation 

3.3.2.1 Hourly Dispatch 

The economic dispatch (ED) formulation is a linear program, given by equations 

(3.1-3.21), where the UC binary variables are known parameters. It will not have start-

)()()()( ),(),(),(),( tYtXtUtU jijijiji  1

)()()()( ),(),(),(),( tYtXtUtU jijijiji
0000 1 
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up/shut-down components in the objective function, nor minimum up/down time 

constraints. 

3.3.2.2 5-minute Dispatch 

The 5-minute ED has the same formulation as the hourly ED, with the following 

modifications: 

a. Ramping Constraint: Generator participation in energy market is constrained by 5-

min up/down ramp rates, imposed using (3.8) and (3.9) modified accordingly. 

b. Energy Capacity: The unit of energy is defined as MW-5min, with base power being 1 

MVA and time being 5 minutes.  

c. UC-ED relationship: A Th-hour ED will be formulated as Th*12 5-min ED, while 

maintaining the hourly UC decisions across every 12 5-min successions. The 5-min wind 

and load data is the source of net-load variability within the 5-min ED. 

3.3.3 Regulation Requirement Estimation 

Regulation is a capacity service dedicated to compensate for the unscheduled 

minute-to-minute fluctuations in the system net load (load minus wind) and generation [74]. 

Typically many studies assume the regulation and ancillary service requirements as some 

percentage of peak-load in the system. ISOs compute the required regulation based on 

historical cleared regulation or net load deviations [74, 75, 76]. In this chapter, the 

regulation requirements are made an increasing function of 1-minute net load variability 

[77, 78], as given by (3.24) for RU and (3.25) for RD.  

)()( .min5 xmatR                                                    (3.24) 
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)()( .min5 xmatR                                                  (3.25) 

where  

 max(σ5min.) is the maximum of standard deviations of 1-minute net load 

deviations over every 5 minutes interval, i.e., the market clearing interval, in 

an hour. This is obtained from the 1-minute load and wind data for the 

scheduling hour t. 

 The constant multipliers α
+
 and α

-
 are estimated from historical net load 

deviations data, such that 99 percentile of all 1-minute variations within 

every 5-minute intervals are accounted, which is enough to comply with 

CPS-2 standards of allowing only 2% net load violations [77]. 

3.4 STORAGE MODELING 

Figure 3.4 shows a generic storage node i connected to a grid node j. for two 

consecutive time periods. In Figure 3.4, and in all notation used in this section, subscripts 

(j,i) denote charging, subscripts (i,j) denote discharging, and subscripts (i,i) denote reservoir 

energy level. The figure also shows the various AS storage can provide through charging 

and discharging operations. This section elaborates how these arcs are used to devise a 

dispatch model for the two classes of storage technologies, respecting their operational 

features as delineated in section 3.2. 
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Figure 3.4 Storage model 

3.4.1 Bulk energy storage technologies 

3.4.1.1 Modeling hourly discharging and charging operation 

The modeling for discharging arc (i,j), is identical to the modeling of generation per 

(3.7)-(3.23). The modeling for charging arc (j,i) is similar to discharging arcs, with the 

difference being in the manner in which charging operation provides ancillary services (i.e., 

like the difference in load and generation entities providing ancillary services. E.g., increase 

in generation provides up-regulation, while load entity achieves that by decrease in 

demand). 

The energy charged e(j,i)(t) from the grid at period t is included within (3.2), and is 

subject to the charging limits (E
min

(j,i) and E
max

(j,i)) modeled by (3.3). The ramp rates 

(rr(j,i)) are modeled using (3.8-3.9). The AS provided through charging operation, namely 

up-regulation (e
reg+

(j,i)(t)), down-regulation (e
reg-

(j,i)(t)) and spinning reserves 
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(e
sr

(j,i)(t)) are included within (3.10-3.11) and (3.14-3.15). The up- and down-regulation 

capacity bids are limited by 5-min ramping capability as in (3.12-3.13) and spinning reserve 

capacity bids are limited by 10-min ramping capability of the charging operation as in 

(3.16). 

Equations (3.26-3.28) ensure that the charging operation respects its charging limit, 

while also ensuring the hourly bulk storage charging and discharging operations are disjoint, 

i.e., within a single hour storage either charges, discharges or stays idle. This is 

accomplished using (3.28). This variable U
C

(j,i)(t) is also used in (3.12), (3.13) and (3.16) 

accordingly (i.e., in the place of U(j,i)(t)) for charging arc. 

)()()()( ),(),(
min

),(),(),( tUEtetete ij
C

ijij
reg

ij
sr

ij  
     

(3.26)
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C

ijij
reg

ij  
      

(3.27)
 

             
(3.28)

 

Equation (3.26) models the charging operation’s ability to provide up-regulation and 

spinning reserve services by reducing its charge at period t. So accordingly, (3.26) ensures 

that the storage charges additional energy above its minimum rating (E
min

(j,i)) to provide 

these services. Equation (3.27) models the charging operation’s ability to provide down-

regulation by increasing the charge in period t. Thus (3.27) ensures availability of enough 

charging space from its maximum rating (E
max

(j,i)) to provide this service. 

10  )()()( ),(),(),( tUtUtU jijiij
C
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3.4.1.2 Modeling hourly storage reservoir operation  

Existing models [63, 64, 65, 66] capture the dependency between charge/discharge 

operations and reservoir status using equation (3.29), i.e., the stored energy at period t 

modeled by the reservoir status arc (i,i) is comprised of energy stored up until period t-1 less 

any leakage, plus (less) the energy to be charged (discharged) at period t. 

)()()1()( ),(),(),(),(),(),( tetetete jiijijiiiiii       
(3.29)

 

But equation (3.28) doesn’t account for all the AS that the storage is capable of providing. 

For instance, if the storage is committing to supply down-regulation through its charging 

operation, then it needs to ensure that the reservoir has sufficient capacity to store that 

anticipated volume of energy.  

In our high-fidelity model, the storage reservoir dynamics accounts for both the 

energy and AS provisions. The stored energy at period t is comprised of energy stored up 

until period t-1 less any leakage, plus (less) the energy to be charged (discharged) at period 

t, and the anticipated services to ancillary market (3.30).  
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Also, in the existing models the reservoir capacity is typically limited within a minimum 

and maximum (E
min

(i,i) and E
max

(i,i)), without accounting for its participation in ancillary 

market [63, 64, 65]. Studies that just model two-quadrant regulation operation of bulk 
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storage also do not model these equations (3.31) and (3.32), which are a consequence of 

these technologies’ four-quadrant operation [54, 55, 58, 59].  

),(
max

),(),(),(),(),( )()()()()( iiij
sr

ijij
reg

ijii Etettette       
(3.31)
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reg
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(3.32)
 

If storage is scheduled to provide up-regulation and spinning reserve via its charging 

operation at period t, then (3.31) ensures enough volume within the reservoir at that period 

to inject the additional charge and reduce it when required. If due to some uncertainty, the 

anticipated reduction in charging to provide up-regulation or spinning reserve does not 

happen, still the free volume ensured within the reservoir by (3.31) will accommodate the 

excess energy charged. Similarly, if the storage is scheduled to supply down-regulation via 

its discharging operation at period t, then (3.32) ensures that it has enough stored energy in 

its reservoir, either amassed at the same period or apriori, to provide this. For the provision 

of AS these constraints that account for anticipated energy flow in and out of the reservoir 

must be modeled. Otherwise the reservoir does not operate within realistic bounds and 

consequently the commitment decisions will be infeasible. 

3.4.2 Modeling bulk storage in 5-min. dispatch program 

Typically storage technologies are more effective and reap higher benefits from real-

time balancing markets with shorter dispatch intervals. The developed storage dispatch 

model is equally applicable in real-time ED programs.  

All the characteristics of 5-min. ED mentioned in section 3.3.2.2 holds true for 

storage modeling too. Storage participation in electricity market is constrained by 5-min 
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up/down ramp rates. The basic energy unit being MW-5min., a 100MW CAES with 4 hour 

storage capacity is modeled in a 5-minute dispatch program with 4800MW-5min energy 

capacity, i.e., it could sustain energy across 48 5-min. dispatch intervals. 

3.4.3 Short-term storage technologies 

The proposed charging, discharging and reservoir operation models for bulk 

technologies can be adapted to short-term technologies by introducing certain operation 

specific equations and appropriately changing arc parameters such as efficiency, bids, ramp 

rate, and capacity bounds to represent these technologies with high fidelity. 

3.4.3.1 Operational mode 

The short-term storage technologies are directly dispatched using ED without 

needing to decide their commitments, due to their zero transition cost and time. Therefore 

constraint (3.28) is not imposed for those storage technologies, thereby capturing their 

ability to perform charge and discharge operations in the same period. 

3.4.3.2 Dispatch interval 

a. 5-minute Economic Dispatch 

Similar to what is mentioned in section 3.4.2 the following modeling aspects 

apply to short-term storage dispatch within 5-minute ED: 

1. Energy Capacity: A flywheel of 20 MW with 15-min charging or 

discharging time typically has 5MWh energy storage capacity. In 5-

minute dispatch program, it is modeled to have 60MW-5min reservoir 

energy capacity, i.e., could sustain energy across 3 dispatch intervals. 
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2. Same period charge/discharge: Though such devices can perform both 

charging and discharging in a given period, still at any instant they can 

either only charge or discharge. Equation (3.33) ensures the two-quadrant 

regulation commitments of such devices are bound by the maximum 

energy that can be charged or discharged in a 5-min interval, assuming 

E
max

=E
max

(j,i) = E
max

(i,j).  

)()()( max
),(),( tEtete ij

reg
ji

reg  
               

(3.33)
 

b. Hourly Economic Dispatch 

When short-term technologies such as flywheel and batteries are 

dispatched using hourly ED, the maximum possible hourly charge and discharge  

   (E
max

 =E
max

(i,j) = E
max

(j,i)) commitments is estimated using (3.34). 

E
max

 = P
max

 x T
C/D

 x C-Dcycles            
(3.34)

 

where, we define C-Dcycles as the maximum number of full charge and discharge cycles 

within an hour, and T
C/D

as the time in hour taken for one full charge or discharge. For 

instance, a 20MW (P
max

) flywheel with T
C/D

 of 0.25 hour can perform an equivalent of 2 

full charge and discharge cycles, and hence it can commit to the up- and down- regulation 

market a maximum energy capacity of 10MW-hr each.  
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3.5 NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 

A 48-hour PC study was performed using the IEEE 24-bus RTS system as shown in 

Figure 3.5. The results assess the ability of high-fidelity storage dispatch model to simulate 

each storage class’ unique operation. The generation bid data are given in Tables A1-A3 of 

the appendix. The CAES’s energy bid is 1/3rd of a typical gas unit. Storage was co-located 

with wind at bus 21, which is in the upper part of the system with cheaper generation.  

 

Figure 3.5 IEEE 24-bus RTS system 

The data for load and wind generation, as shown in Figure 3.6 at 1-min. resolution, 

is taken from CAISO for two typical winter days [79]. From the 1-min. net load deviations, 

standard deviations (σ) for every 5-minute intervals were calculated, from which hourly 

regulation requirements were estimated as mentioned in section 3.3.3. 
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Figure 3.6 48-hour Wind and Load Data 

3.5.1 Bulk Energy Storage Technologies 

The model’s ability to emulate typical operation of bulk energy storage is discussed 

first, followed by a discussion on the specific aspect of the proposed model, i.e., its ability to 

account for the relationship between various grid services and bulk technology’s reservoir 

status. Any CAES used in this study is assumed to have ratios of charge to discharge and 

reservoir energy capacity to discharge as 1MW:1MW and 4MWh:1MW respectively. The 

round trip efficiency is 80%. 

3.5.1.1 Energy Arbitrage 

The CAES is comprised of a 50 MW turbine, a 50 MW compressor and a 200 MWh 

reservoir. The wind capacity penetration is 22%. Figure 3.7 shows CAES operation in 
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relation to the locational marginal price (LMP) at bus 21. The discharge operation is shown 

in the negative scale.  

 

Figure 3.7 Hourly CAES commitments in relation to LMP 

Figure 3.8 shows the data in Figure 3.7 with respect to sorted LMPs, and it is 

observed that CAES is charged during low LMPs (≤15$/MWh (lc)) and discharged during 

high LMPs (≥28.03$/MWh (ld)). This demonstrates the ability of the model to ensure 

strategic bulk storage dispatch such that it takes advantage of energy arbitrage opportunities. 

Price taker models [56] devise strategic storage bidding such that the marginal price of 

discharge is at least 1.25 (80%
-1

) times marginal price of charge, in order to ensure overall 

revenue. In this case as seen in Figure 3.8, the market dispatches CAES in such a way that ld 

is at least 1.89 times lc.  
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Figure 3.8 CAES operation with respect to sorted LMPs 

3.5.1.2 Load shifting 

Figure 3.9 shows the hourly system load and bus 21 LMPs with and without CAES 

of size 50 MW. It can be observed that by dint of their participation through arbitrage 

opportunities, as seen in Figure 3.7, CAES increases LMP during low-LMP periods, and 

decrease LMP during some high-LMP periods. This is also reflected in the hourly load plot, 

wherein the load at some high LMP period (not necessarily peak load) is shifted to low load 

periods (valleys).  

The overall impact of reduction in high LMPs is the reduction in system production 

costs. With increasing CAES size at bus 21 from 25 MW to 50MW to 100 MW, there is 

decrease in 2-day production costs from 2.655 M$ to 2.645 M$ to 2.635 M$ respectively, 

compared to 2.697 M$ when there is no CAES in the system. This reflects the fact that 

CAES energy bids are relatively low. 
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Figure 3.9 Hourly load and bus 21 LMPs 

Here the model’s ability to emulate general characteristics of typical bulk storage’s 

participation in market is emulated. The following section sheds light on a specific aspect of 

the proposed model, i.e., in accounting the relationship between various services provided 

by the bulk storage and its reservoir status, that impact its dispatch commitments. 

 

3.5.1.3 Multiple Services 

a. Energy capacity 

Figure 3.10 shows AS dispatch of 100MW CAES at 22% wind penetration 

obtained using the developed high-fidelity model. Figure 3.11 shows AS dispatch 

obtained using the model of (3.28). In Figure 3.11, it is observed that the ancillary 

commitments are independent of reservoir level, i.e., the provision of up-regulation 
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in certain hours and spinning reserves in most of the hours, both through discharge 

operation, is not supported by the energy level in the reservoir as indicated by the 

arrows, which means the modeled operation is actually infeasible. The high-fidelity 

model ensures CAES commitments for regulation and spinning reserves are always 

supported by the reservoir energy level, and therefore are feasible. 

 

  Figure 3.10 CAES participation in ancillary services 
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Figure 3.11 CAES participation in ancillary services unrelated with reservoir 

The reservoir modeling influences how CAES is dispatched and consequently the 

production costs and storage revenue as well. The 100 MW CAES makes 2-day revenue of 

$11.8K from the ancillary market when dispatched using the high-fidelity model compared 

to $40.5K revenue earned with the exiting model of (3.28), as more AS are dispatched by 

the existing model than what CAES can actually commit for. 

b. Cross arbitrage 

When energy and ancillary provisions are co-optimized, it introduces the opportunity 

for “cross arbitrage”, i.e., arbitrage across both markets, especially applicable to bulk 

energy storage technologies. For instance, by virtue of providing RD through 
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charging mode, some energy is stored within the reservoir that can be sold in the energy 

market and earned a profit. Due to modeling of reservoir’s interactions between energy and 

ancillary market, this possibility of cross-arbitrage across the markets is captured. The 

revenue that 100 MW CAES makes from energy market based on the high-fidelity model is 

$0.01128M compared to $0.00354M (~69% decrease) as per the existing model as this 

model does not facilitate cross-arbitrage.  

Table 3.1 presents the revenues (Crevenue) CAES get from energy and ancillary 

markets, the operational cost (Cop. cost) computed from the energy discharge and bid price, 

and the payback period for both the models for 50MW and 100MW CAES. The payback 

period is defined as the number of years required to breakeven the investment (Cinv [80]) on 

CAES, and is computed by solving the cost balance equation (3.34). 

  inv

N

t
ttoprevenue C

r
CC 


 

0

cos.
)1(

1
        (3.35) 

where t is the payback period, r is the rate of interest. The existing model promises higher 

revenue from ancillary market, than what it actually can serve. While the high-fidelity 

model developed promises higher revenue from energy market due to the opportunity for 

cross arbitrage. Their implications on the economic evaluation are seen from their payback 

periods. 
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Table 3.1 CAES revenues and payback 

Case 

CAES 50 MW 

Energy (M$) Ancillary (M$) Op. Cost (M$) Payback (yrs) 

Existing model 0.459 3.81 0.992 7.79 

High-fidelity model 1.47 3.09 1.42 8.13 

CAES 100 MW 

   

 

     Existing model 0.644 7.37 1.16 7.44 

High-fidelity model 2.05 2.15 1.66 20.04 

 

The existing model identifies higher revenues from the AS market, however with 

infeasible AS commitments. On the other hand, the high-fidelity model identifies higher 

revenue from the energy market due to the opportunity for cross arbitrage. The influence on 

the economic evaluation is seen in their respective payback periods. The economic 

evaluation based on the high-fidelity model suggests against investing in a larger sized 

CAES at this wind penetration level, whereas that based on the existing model encourages 

such an investment. 

3.5.2 Short-term Storage Technologies 

The battery and flywheel market participation using 2-day hourly and 5-min ED are 

studied by appropriately changing the high-fidelity model parameters and equations to adapt 

to these technologies. For the 5-min PC study, the load, wind and regulation requirement 

data at 5-min intervals are used. The round trip efficiency is assumed to be 85% and 90% 

for flywheel and battery technologies respectively. 
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3.5.2.1 Two-Quadrant operation and dispatch intervals 

Figure 3.12 shows the flywheel dispatch, with P
max

 of 20 MW and T
C/D

 of 15 

minutes. We observe that flywheel provides down-regulation by charging (accelerating) and 

up-regulation by discharging (decelerating), both within every hour. It also shows the stored 

energy status at 5-min dispatch intervals.  

 

Figure 3.12 Flywheel participation in ancillary services – 5-min dispatch 

Figure 3.13 shows the hourly commitments using hourly and 5-min ED. The 

influence of intra-hour net-load variability captured in 5-min ED is seen in terms of 

flywheel’s highly changing hourly commitments, while the commitments from hourly ED is 

relatively stable. Table 3.2 presents the 2-day regulation capacity commitments based on 

both 5-min. and hourly ED, which shows the ability of proposed model to dispatch such 

short-term storage technologies in hourly programs with high fidelity. This aids in modeling 
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such resources in long-term planning programs in order to account them in future energy 

system portfolios. 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Flywheel participation in ancillary services- hourly dispatch 

Table 3.2 shows the estimated yearly revenue from the AS market, and the payback 

period for a 20MW flywheel with an investment cost of $1630/kW. We observe that the 

economic implication of dispatching flywheel in 5-min ED is better than in hourly ED.  

Table 3.2 Flywheel profits and payback 

Case RU/RD  

(MW-hr) 

Ancillary 

(M$) 

Payback  

(Years) 

Hourly dispatch 395.00/464.71 3.59 9.09 

5-min dispatch 391.13/465.52 3.91 8.33 
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Figure 3.14 shows the hourly market clearing prices (MCPs) for up-regulation for 

three cases: base case (without flywheel) using 1 hour ED, base case using 5-min ED, and 

the case with 20 MW flywheel using 5-min ED. Two observations are made by comparing:  

1. Hourly and 5-min base case: The higher hourly MCPs from 5-min dispatch 

due to intra-hour net-load variability benefits flywheel economics (Table 

3.3). 

2. 5-min base case and 20MW flywheel: participation of storage in regulation 

provision reduces the MCPs, and consequently the system production cost. 

(Figure 3.14) 

 

Figure 3.14 Hourly MCPs for up regulation 

3.5.2.2 Battery configuration: Bulk or short-term? 

Battery technologies can also be similarly modeled as a short-term storage and 

dispatched for two-quadrant regulation services using the ED. However, an interesting 

aspect of battery compared to a flywheel is its ability to operate in four-quadrants depending 
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upon its size, i.e., a battery with appreciable energy storage capacity can be dispatched like a 

bulk-storage. Thus for a given size of battery, there is an interesting problem of deciding the 

best battery configuration that yields maximum benefit. This kind of investigation further 

demonstrates the need and ability of such high-fidelity technology adaptive storage dispatch 

model. 

For instance, a 15 MWh battery can be designed using many different combinations 

of cells in series and parallel, resulting in a battery with: 

1. Power rating of 60MW and storage capability of 15 mins.  

2. Power rating of 30MW and storage capability of 30 mins.  

3. Power rating of 5MW and storage capability of 3 hours 

4. Power rating of 7.5MW and storage capability of 2 hours 

Table 3.3 presents the economic assessment using 2-day PC study, by adapting the 

storage model to the above described battery configurations. We assume battery investment 

cost to be $1000/kWh. From the payback period we see that, for this MWh rating, a 

configuration with high power density gets higher benefits from the ancillary market.  

Table 3.3 Battery profits and payback 

Case Energy (M$) Ancillary (M$) Payback (yrs) 

60 MW, 15 mins. - 10.3 1.45 

30 MW, 30 mins. - 7.32 2.05 

7.5MW, 2hr 1.03 2.28 4.54 

5MW, 3hr 0.699 1.54 6.71 
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This demonstrates the need of such studies that capture the ability of the proposed 

model to adapt to different characteristics of storage technologies that enable their economic 

assessment using PC studies.  

3.6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper a high-fidelity storage dispatch model was developed for PC studies 

that captured the relationship between storage’s provision of energy and AS with its 

reservoir status, while also accounting for specific features of bulk and short-term storage 

technologies. This model was adapted to represent three storage technologies, namely 

CAES, flywheel and battery in IEEE 24-bus RTS system, and dispatch them in a co-

optimized energy and ancillary market. 

For bulk energy storage, the simulations corroborated the need for modeling the 

inter-dependencies between reservoir status and all possible energy and ancillary dispatches 

for fidelity of commitments and economic assessment. The model is seen to capitalize on 

cross-arbitrage opportunities while beneficially dispatching bulk storage technology in a co-

optimized market environment. The results also showed the adeptness of the developed 

storage model to dispatch short-term technologies such as flywheel and battery with high-

fidelity in hourly and 5-minute dispatch programs. 

In future investigations, the high-fidelity model will be used to perform detailed 

economic evaluations of different class of storage technologies under high renewable 

scenarios, evaluate appropriate schemes to monetize storage benefits, and compare against 

other competing solutions. 
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CHAPTER 4 ASSESSING THE ROLE OF BULK ENERGY STORAGE IN THE 

GRID 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Bulk energy storages have the capability to sustain stored energy across 

several hours. This type of storage technology is one of the most promising ventures for the 

renewables integrated grid the future is heading towards. Energy Storage Council reports 

that it believes bulk energy storage to be the “sixth dimension” of the electricity value chain 

following fuels/energy sources, generation, transmission, delivery and customer energy 

services [81]. This long-term storage adds flexibility to the grid that alleviates the grid 

security and reliability [82]. The missing part of today’s grid economic framework is its 

ability to monetize and value the benefits from bulk storages such as CAES and batteries.  

In this chapter, we have six main objectives that are accomplished via five different 

studies:  

Study 1: Illustrate typical operation and associated benefits of bulk storage within a power 

system;  

Study 2: Provide a method of quantifying the effect of storage on cycling;  

Study 3: Economically assess the long-term value of storage in terms of pay-back period;  

Study 4: Compare storage benefits to use of a gas turbine;  

Study 5: Compare storage benefits to transmission expansion; and  

Study 6: Develop a method to identify storage siting potential.  
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Overall, bulk storage technologies are evaluated using 48-hour production cost 

simulation under different case studies to bring out its impact on the grid and the ways 

storage can earn its benefits. The high-fidelity storage model in PC developed and presented 

in chapter 3 is used to study bulk storage technologies in this chapter. The IEEE RTS 24-bus 

system was integrated with CAES, chosen as a representative of bulk storage in the grid.  

We present a sequence of case studies that show the role of bulk storage in future 

scenarios. Section 4.2 investigates CAES under different wind penetration levels, and 

section 4.3 performs a cycling assessment and quantifies the impact of storage integration 

on conventional unit cycling under increasing wind penetrations. Section 4.4 provides 

economic indicators on such storage projects in terms of payback assessments. The section 

also devises ways to monetize storage benefits to grid and quantifies its impact on payback. 

Section 4.5 compares CAES investments to other solutions such as CT and transmission 

expansion. A storage optimal allocation methodology has been developed in order to 

compare storage expansion benefits to transmission expansion. Section 4.6 uses the optimal 

storage allocation tool to find indicators that help in identifying candidate locations for a 

possible economical storage investment in any system. Finally section 4.7 presents the 

conclusions. 

4.2 STUDY 1: CAES UNDER DIFFERENT WIND PENETRATION LEVELS 

4.2.1 Impact on System Production Cost 

In these studies the optimization program objective function value is referred to as 

the system production cost. Later sections compute the total production cost that would 

include the cost expended for the generation unit cycling.  The ancillary service (AS) 
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revenue includes the revenues earned by the unit for its commitment in the regulation-up 

market, regulation-down market, spinning reserve and non-spinning reserve market.  

In the system a storage unit – CAES of 50MW, 100MW and 200MW was included 

at bus 21 co-located with a wind farm. The system wind penetration level was increased and 

the production cost was observed. The wind penetration is the nameplate capacity 

penetration. 

We observe from Figure 4.1 that the production cost decreases as the level of wind 

penetration increases as seen from the green bars representing the base case without any 

storage unit. When we include CAES unit the production cost is reduced under increasing 

wind penetration level and it further reduces with increasing sizes of CAES unit. This is 

because CAES participates in the energy market and replaces more expensive generation at 

the top of generation stack during periods of high load.  

 

Figure 4.1 Production Cost with CAES under different wind penetration levels 
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4.2.2 Impact on Fossil Generation Units Starts 

As a consequence of CAES participation in the energy and AS market, it reduces the 

number of starts of coal and natural gas units. As seen from Figure 4.2 50MW CAES 

participation in the grid relieves coal and natural gas units start-ups. 

 

Figure 4.2 Start-ups of Coal And Natural gas units with and without CAES 

Figure 4.3 shows the total starts of 50MW CAES unit under 50% wind penetration 

in green bars plotted against the system load curve. In the same plot, the blue and orange 

bars in negative direction shows the coal and natural gas unit starts in the base case that 

were averted in the case with 50MW CAES. From this plot we can conclude that CAES 

participation in grid reduces fossil fuel unit shut down/start up cycles that are beneficial for 

these units as it reduces the unit stress.  

CAES is three times as efficient as a typical combustion turbine. Hence they are 

designed for cyclic operation. CAES consumes 1/3
rd

 of the fuel compared to the combustion 
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turbine and thus emits 1/3
rd

 of its emissions. Consequently start-up cost for CAES is lesser 

compared to other fossil fuel generations such as coal and natural gas. From the grid 

perspective it is better to cycle and frequently start the CAES and other bulk storage 

technologies compared to slow responding conventional fossil fuel generating units. 

 

Figure 4.3 CAES reducing fossil fuel start-ups for simulation with and without CAES 

4.2.3 CAES Energy and Ancillary Revenue 

The AS and energy revenues earned by the 100MW CAES unit under different wind 

penetrations is shown in Figure 4.4. With higher levels of wind penetration the CAES unit 

earns higher revenues, especially from AS markets. The CAES unit energy revenue Crevenue 

is calculated as: 

Crevenue = ∑ (Pturbine * LMPi (t) – Pcompressor * LMPi (t))                        (4.1) 
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Pturbine: amount of power discharged through the turbine side (MW)  

Pcompressor: amount of power charged through the compressor side (MW) 

LMP: Locational Marginal Price ($) 

i: Bus number 

t: Hour of charge/discharge 

Under 60% wind penetration CAES has negative energy revenue implying the 

charging expenditure is more than the amount earned through its discharging operation as 

seen from Figure 4.4. By virtue of cross-arbitrage, the charging capability of CAES from 

energy market is utilized to supply regulation services. Thus we can understand that under 

higher wind penetrations, the bulk storages such as CAES would benefit more from its AS 

than from its energy transactions with the grid. The reason is that with increasing wind 

penetration, if the system regulation requirement increases (which will occur unless wind is 

controlled to provide AS), then CAES earns more revenue from the AS markets; since it is 

the low cost regulation provider, it is naturally scheduled to provide the majority of the 

system regulation for better grid economics. 

Figure 4.5 shows that as the CAES size increases, the total revenues earned by the 

bulk storage increases under every wind penetration level. The profitability of increasing 

storage size is higher under higher wind penetrations than at lower wind penetrations, as 

higher wind penetrations offer greater opportunities for storage contribution to grid services. 
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Figure 4.4 Revenues for 100MW CAES under different wind penetration levels  

 

Figure 4.5 Total revenues under increasing wind penetration levels and storage sizes 

4.2.4 Impact on System Regulation Service 

Both the charging and discharging operation of the storage units is engaged is 
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size increases its participation in regulation commensurately increases. Bulk storage, though 

has the capability to provide spinning and non-spinning reserves, is generally not seen to be 

committed for those services given the fact that other resources supply them at a price 

competitive to the offer of CAES unit. Thus the grid benefits from committing the bulk 

storage for energy and regulation services are higher in terms of lower LMPs, lower MCPs 

thus lower production cost and higher quality of regulation reserves than committing other 

generation units. This in return benefits storage too. 

 

Figure 4.6 Regulation provided with increasing CAES unit sizes under 60% WP 

As seen from the bar-chart in Figure 4.7, as wind penetration increases the regulation 

requirement increases. In this chart we see that a 100MW CAES unit is the primary 

regulation provider and its participation increases with higher levels of wind penetration. 
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Figure 4.7 CAES participation in Regulation under different wind penetration levels 

Figure 4.8 bolsters the conclusion about the increasing AS revenue earned by CAES 
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Figure 4.8 Ancillary revenue earned by CAES under increasing wind penetration levels 

4.2.5 Impact on System Emissions 

The system emissions decrease with increasing wind penetration as there is more 

emission free generation onto the grid as observed from Figure 4.9. With the inclusion of 

CAES unit, it is observed that the system emissions are further reduced. Within a given 
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Figure 4.9 Total system emissions under different wind penetration and CAES sizing 
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charge it and since CAES has some emissions while discharging, it would contribute more 

towards the systems emissions than just utilizing the fossil units by itself. 

In Figure 4.10 we see from the red and black labels the starts and shut-down of coal 

units with and without CAES in the system. Between hour 9 to 18 we observe that with 

CAES the coal units generation time were reduced by postponing their starts and pre-poning 

their shut-downs. The same effect can be observed between hours 36 and 43. Though CAES 

charges from coal at around hour 30 we see that CAES participation reduces the overall coal 

generation. Furthermore its can be observed that the CAES does not cause coal units to start 

for its charging but rather postpones of pre-pones its starts in a way it can reduce coal 

generation.  

 

Figure 4.10 CAES charging aid wind penetration and discharging reduces coal generation 
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4.2.6 Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from this assessment:  

a. CAES reduces the production cost of the system. As size of CAES is increased and 

with higher wind penetration levels there is significant reduction on the production 

cost.  

b. Inclusion of CAES in the grid reduces the total number of starts of fossil fuel units 

such as coal and natural gas. 

c. Under higher wind penetrations, bulk storages would benefit primarily by providing 

AS. As the storage unit size increases its participation in regulation market 

commensurately increases. The economics of a larger storage under lower wind 

penetration may not look good. 

d. Inclusion of CAES and other non-emitting bulk storages reduce the total system CO2 

emissions. 

4.3 STUDY 2: CYCLING ASSESSMENT 

Cycling phenomena is defined as the unit stop/start sequence, load reversal (full load to 

minimum load and back), load following, and high frequency MW changes as seen by the 

automatic generation control (AGC). Since the base load units such as the coal units are not 

designed for such frequent cycles between different operating points, it causes stress and 

fatigue in these generating units. This causes increased wear and tear in the components of 

the generators such as the boiler that degrade the life cycle of the plant. Typically costs 

associated with heat rate degradation due to unsteady operation are incorporated within 

regulation offers. However Aptech based on their long-term assessments of conventional 
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plants quotes a higher cost impact of cycling phenomena, which are seen to be exacerbated 

under high renewables. So in this section:  

1. Systematic methodology is devised to incorporate the realistic cycling costs reported 

by various studies in open literature within all the generator’s AS offers  

2. The impact of storage integration on these cycling costs are quantified 

4.3.1 Cycling Metrics 

We can measure the impact of cycling in terms of: 

a) Type of start-up – hot, warm or cold 

b) The quantity of fuel consumed at start-up 

c) Auxiliary power usage 

d) Degradation of the operating efficiencies (heat rate degradation) 

e) Decrease in unit response rate 

f) Increase in maintenance 

g) Forced outage rate (FOR) 

h) Increase in annual maintenance cost 

i) Impacts on environment – emission 

j) Very low load operation 

k) Increase in upgrades 

Aptech [83] defines the cost of cycling as: 
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Total Cost of Cycling = Δ Maintenance and Capital Spending + Δ Replacement 

Power Cost Due to Forced Outages + Δ Long-Term Heat Rate Impacts + Δ Operational 

Heat Rate Impacts + Δ Startup Auxiliary Power and Chemicals + Δ Startup Fuel and 

Manpower + Δ Capital Cost Impacts Due to Unit Life Shortening            (4.2) 

Here, Δ refers only to those costs attributed to cycling 

Based on the 48-hour PC simulation results the total cycling cost (Cy$) is estimated 

as given in equation (4.3). In this study we are considering the operational heat rate impacts 

as it is a 48-hour simulation. In this short-period simulation the long-term heat rate impacts 

are not captured and hence not included in the generator cycling components of their offers. 
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            (4.3) 

HS: Hot Start 

RU: Regulation-Up served (MWh) 

RD: Regulation-Down served (MWh) 

HRD: Heat Rate Degradation  

VOM: Variable Operational and Maintenance  

MA: Margin Adder 

SR: Spinning Reserve served (MWh) 

4.3.2 Incorporating Cycling Cost in Generator Offers 

To capture the effect of cycling, additional cost related to cycling can be added to the 

offers of the generators. The cycling cost values estimated and reported by APTECH [84, 
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85, 86] are appropriately used to determine the cycling cost component for the regulation, 

start-up, shut-down and spinning reserve costs. A minimum and maximum cycling 

component was obtained for each service. The next few sub-sections assess the cost 

structures of energy and AS offers provided by generators, and presents means to integrate 

cycling component in them. 

4.3.2.1 Regulation Offers 

The regulation offer construct is given in the PJM manual [87], which is a function 

of heat rate degradation due to non-steady and low load operations, variable operational and 

maintenance cost and a margin adder for enabling the utilities to recover any miscellaneous 

long-term costs. Equation (4.4) referred from the PJM Manual, indicates that the cycling 

related costs are broken down into these three categories appropriately, and added as cycling 

components to the original regulation offer.  

Though in the PJM Manual their offer construct includes the cycling components, 

they have not incorporated the true cost of cycling as reported by APTECH after their long-

standing studies on cycling of coal units. Hence here these components added to the 

generation offer as per equation 4.3 reflect the cost values reported by APTECH studies and 

made the required manipulation to appropriately incorporate in the given cycling 

components.  

The regulation offer with cycling components is given by equation 4.4 

Cycling components = Original offer + Δ HRD+ Δ VOM + Δ MA                 (4.4) 

1. Δ Heat rate degradation (HRD): APTECH quotes minimum and maximum values 

of costs related to load following functionalities for different generators [84] as 
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given in table A5 of the Appendix, as a function of their ramp characteristics. 

Considering the typical ramp rate for regulation services to be twice that of load 

following ramp rate, the costs for 2 times the base ramp rate were extracted from the 

report.  

2. Δ Variable and Operation Maintenance (VOM) increase: The Table A4 is the data 

reproduced from APTECH report [85] quotes the cycling costs of a conventional 

coal plant related to its load following operation. Among all the cycling components 

mentioned, the lower and higher estimates for costs related to operation (E1) and 

maintenance (E2) gives the minimum and maximum VOM components. These costs 

are normalized to respective coal generation ratings in the IEEE 24 bus system. The 

cycling induced VOM component for other generators are estimated based on the 

ratios of typical VOM components of all generators assumed for original regulation 

offer construction, as quoted in [87]. 

3. Δ Margin Adder (MA) increase: From the same table the lower and higher estimates 

of cycling cost related to capital maintenance are used to estimate the additional 

margin adder (MA) component of the regulation offer.   

4.3.2.2 Spinning Reserve (SR) 

To the SR offer construct [87], a cycling component related to heat rate degradation 

at low load operation is added based on APTECH quotes. The minimum and maximum 

values of this HRD related cost are obtained for the base ramp rate of each generator [84]. 
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4.3.2.3 Start-up (SU) and Shut-down (SD)  

Frequent SU and SD are more detrimental to the life cycle of the unit than the load 

following [83]. Thus it is essential to categorize the SU offer based on the type of SU. The 

SUs are categorized as cold, warm and hot, with cold being the more severe for the unit. 

APTECH [85, 86] quotes the comprehensive cycling costs for different kinds of starts. In 

the 48-hour simulation studies, we assume all starts as hot starts and take the corresponding 

minimum and maximum cycling costs for hot starts. The equivalent yearly hot starts for this 

typical coal generator in APTECH report is estimated using the GADS report, and the cost 

per hot start (HS) is estimated for generators in IEEE 24 bus system. This incremental 

component for start-up cost is estimated for other generators too by maintaining the same 

ratio as the original start-up cost ratios. 

The total cycling cost related to unit starts (shut-start cycle) are spilt between the cost of 

start-up and shut-down operations in the same proportion as the original assumed start-up 

and shut-down costs are. 

All these cycling induced additional offer components of respective operations are 

listed in the Table 4.1. The ΔHRD component for regulation offer is 2 times the ΔHRD 

component for SR offer shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Cycling components for generation offers 

Gen (Bus) 
Δ HS Cost 

($/Start cycle) 

Δ HRD - SR offer 

($/MW-hr) 

Δ MA  - Reg offer 

($/MW-hr) 

Δ VOM - Reg offer 

($/MW-hr) 

 
Min/Max Min/Max Min/Max Min/Max 

Oil (1) 79/286 1.91/3.84 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Coal (1) 79/286 1.91/3.84 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Oil (2) 79/286 1.91/3.84 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Coal (2) 79/286 1.91/3.84 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

NG (7) 25/89 1.92/2.32 0.00168/0.01536 0.00342/0.02838 

NG (13) 25/89 1.92/2.32 0.00168/0.01536 0.00342/0.02838 

NG (15) 25/89 1.92/2.32 0.00168/0.01536 0.00342/0.02838 

Coal (15) 79/286 1.91/3.84 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Coal (16) 79/286 1.91/3.84 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Coal (22) 39/124 1.4/3.1 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Coal (23) 39/124 1.4/3.1 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

Coal (23) 39/124 1.4/3.1 0.0028/0.0256 0.0057/0.0473 

CT 22/118 0.94/2.8 0 0 

CAES (21) 12/ 61 0.42/1.7 0 0 

 

4.3.3 Case Studies 

In this section four different scenarios under 60% wind penetration level are 

compared. The scenario specifications are mentioned below: 
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 Scenario 1:Base Case 

o The offers do not have any cycling cost added.  

o There is no storage unit in the system. 

 Scenario 2: CAES 100MW 

o The offers do not have any cycling cost added.  

o There is a CAES unit of 100MW at bus 21. 

 Scenario 3: Minimum Cycling Cost Case 

o The offers are having the minimum cycling cost components.  

o The storage unit of 100 MW CAES is at bus 21. 

 Scenario 4: Maximum Cycling Cost Case 

o The offers are having the maximum cycling cost components.  

o The storage unit of 100 MW CAES is at bus 21. 

4.3.3.1 System Cycling Cost  

Figure 4.11 shows the cycling cost incurred under all the scenarios. It is seen that the 

total cycling and the costs decrease with adding the cost of cycling to the generation offers. 

Table 4.2 compares the yearly cycling cost incurred under each scenario, which are 

approximated based on 48-hour simulation. 
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Figure 4.11 Cycling cost for the system under different scenarios 

Table 4.2 Cycling Case Study Comparison 

Scenarios Yearly Cycling Cost (M$) Savings (M$) 

Base case 3.39 - 

100MW CAES  2.63 0.76 

Min Cycling Cost + 100 MW CAES 2.21 1.18 

Max Cycling Cost + 100 MW CAES 1.98 1.4  

 

With storage of 100MW CAES unit the cycling cost is reduced to $2.63M over a 

year which is a saving of $ 0.76M compared to the base case. The storage unit relieves the 

traditional units from serving the regulation demand and also reduces the starts and shut 

downs as discussed in section 4.2, which saves on the cycling cost of the system. These 

base-load units benefit by addition of storage unit as the storage reduces the thermal stress 

of the units and thus prevents it from performance and economic degradation. 
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With increase in regulation offers by addition of cycling component, the system 

cycling cost further decreases as it further increases the contribution from storage in 

regulation services replacing the conventional units. 

4.3.3.2 Conventional Unit Starts 

In Figure 4.12, we assess the number of starts that coal and natural gas undergo 

under the different scenarios. We observe that under base case over two days coal units have 

a total of 8 starts and natural gas units have a total of 6 starts. With inclusion of 100MW 

CAES, we find the number of starts for coal is reduced to 6 and for natural gas it is reduced 

to 4. Under scenario 4 with addition of cycling cost into offers, we find that it further 

reduces the coal starts to 5 and natural gas still has 4 starts.  

 

Figure 4.12 Starts of Coal and Natural gas units under the different scenarios 
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4.3.3.3 Regulation Service 

Figure 4.13 shows the regulation provision under different scenarios. In base case we 

observe coal units supplying almost the entire regulation. This is because the coal acting as 

the base-load provider with cheap regulation offers than the other faster better quality 

generation units. For instance to commit the natural gas units to provide regulation would 

further incur the start-up cost apart from its higher regulation offer. Hence the optimization 

program chooses coal to provide the regulation. With the cycling component added to the 

regulation bid of coal units we find that coal participation is reduced and natural gas 

participation encouraged.  

When we include a 100MW unit of CAES we find that CAES primarily supplies the 

regulation of the system. By adding the cycling cost to the offer of the generators, we see 

that CAES participation in regulation increased almost to the full requirement. Both the 

results in sections 4.3.3.2 and this section corroborate the decreasing cycling costs in Figure 

4.11.  

 

Figure 4.13 CAES participation in regulation under the different scenarios 
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Without Coal Participation in the Regulation Market 

To investigate the scenario without coal participation in the regulation market two 

scenarios were investigated. First scenario is the base case without CAES unit in the system 

and second case is with CAES 100 MW unit in the system. 

When coal generation does not participate in regulation we find from Figure 4.14 the 

natural gas units act as the regulation provider. With CAES 100 MW under this scenario we 

find CAES unit heavily participates in the regulation market though natural gas supplies 

more regulation than CAES under this scenario.  

  

Figure 4.14 Regulation market without Coal participation 

With coal participation in the regulation market the production cost is lesser 

compared to the base case without coal in regulation market. Without coal in regulation 

market it is seen from Figure 4.14 that natural gas units participate in the regulation market 

which has a higher regulation offer than coal which is one of the reason resulting in slight 

increase of $ 5.3K in the production cost compared to the base case with coal in regulation 
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case incurs a heavy cycling cost of $ 34.5K much higher than $ 20.2K in the base case 

without coal participation in the regulation market. This is because the cost of cycling 

natural gas units is less compared to cycling coal units.  

Under CAES 100MW scenario, with coal participating in regulation, we find the 

cycling cost is reduced to $ 14.1K which is lesser compared to without coal participation in 

the regulation market. This implies that CAES relieves coal unit cycling by participating as 

the primary regulation provider as observed from its AS profit from the Table 4.3. In 

conclusion if there are units with higher ramping capability that participate in regulation 

market in the system, then we do not observe an appreciable reduction due to CAES in the 

cycling cost (as the original cycling cost itself is less). 

Table 4.3 Comparison of Scenarios With and Without Coal in Regulation Market 

 BASE CASE CAES 100 MW 

With Coal in 

Regulation 

Without Coal 

in Regulation 

With Coal in 

Regulation 

Without Coal 

in Regulation 

Production Cost (M$) 2.3423 2.3476 2.3089 2.195 

Cycling Cost (K$) 34.5 20.2 14.1 (-20.4) 16.5 (-3.7) 

CAES AS Profit (K$) - - 62.3 43.9 

CAES Energy Profit (K$) - - -3.5 58.8 

CAES Total Revenue (K$)   58.80 43.87 

 

While without coal in regulation market we find that production cost ($ 2.19M) with 

CAES 100MW is lesser compared to with coal in regulation market. Without coal 

participation in regulation market, CAES is participates in the energy market as seen from 
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the energy profits of $ 58.8K and thus reduces the production cost. As seen from Figure 

4.14 natural gas unit provides most of the regulation. The production cost is primarily 

influenced by the energy prices and thus the optimization program chooses CAES to 

participate more in energy market than in AS market as it is beneficial for the grid.  

4.3.3.4 CAES Revenues 

Storage is providing economic benefits to the system by relieving cycling and 

providing the bulk of regulation services. However, without including cycling costs within 

the generation offers, storage cannot benefit from the provision of this service.  With 

inclusions of cycling cost within the offers, we observe in Figure 4.15 that CAES earns 

greater revenues, as it effectively increases system MCPs at times when storage is not 

marginal. 

 

Figure 4.15 CAES Energy and AS Revenue under the different scenarios 
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4.3.3.5 System Production Cost 

Figure 4.16 shows the market clearing prices (MCP) for both regulation down and 

regulation up. Under base case we see that the MCP for regulation down is a constant 

horizontal line as coal is the marginal unit that sets the price. Under the CAES 100MW 

scenario we find that CAES becomes the marginal unit for regulation many times and thus 

lowers the MCP. Similarly in the regulation up scenario we find that under the base case, 

coal sets the MCP during most of the periods and if coal is not available natural gas 

becomes the marginal unit. With CAES we find that it relieves these traditional units from 

supplying regulation up requirement, and hence lowers the MCPs.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Figure 4.16 Regulation MCPs (a) Down regulation (b) Up regulation 

In Figure 4.17, we observe the production cost under the four scenarios. We find the 

production cost at base case is highest, and 100MW CAES in the system decreases the 
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The cycling cost and production cost under the different scenarios stacked together 

in this plot brings out the actual total production cost under the different scenarios. In the 

base case and with CAES 100MW case, the cycling cost incurred is not included in the 

offers and estimated post-facto. While for the other two scenarios (3 and 4), the cycling 

costs are accounted within the offers and the program generated optimized production cost. 

We realize that the cost of production is much higher in the base case with the addition of 

the cycling cost incurred. When the cycling cost is stacked on to the production cost of 

scenario 2 with 100MW CAES, we find the total production cost is appreciable to the 

scenarios 3 and 4 where the cycling cost in included in the offers. 

 

Figure 4.17 cycling Cost added to System production cost under different scenarios 
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higher production cost is primarily due to increase in start-up and shut-down cost, which 

does not seem to provide much incremental benefit to reduce starts than just including a 

storage, as observed in Figure 4.12. Therefore, just by incorporating cycling components in 

the regulation offers alone will benefit storage and grid, without increasing the production 

cost by too much. However, such a situation may come about, only if conventional 

generators do in fact increase their AS offers. Otherwise, we need to devise some special 

incentives for storage technologies just as production tax credit is awarded to wind 

generators without penalizing the other generators for CO2 emissions.  

4.3.4 Conclusions 

From the cycling assessment study the following conclusions are drawn: 

a. The section discussed a methodology to include cycling related cost components 

to the AS offers and start-up/shut-down costs, and also to estimate these cycling 

related costs from co-optimized dispatch decisions. 

b. With CAES storage unit the system cycling cost is significantly reduced as it 

relieves the base load units from serving the regulation demand, and also reduces 

the conventional unit starts. Participation of CAES in regulation service also 

lowers the MCPs and the system production costs. 

c. Offers with increased cycling cost component encourage higher CAES 

participation in regulation, and higher revenues for storage.  

d. In this study the impact of cycling on emissions has not been assessed. It is 

observed that due to degraded heat rate and operational efficiency while 

providing regulation services and starts, a conventional unit emits more than its 
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usual emission under normal operation [88]. The benefits of storage will be more 

pronounced if such emissions are taken into account. 

4.4 STUDY 3: PAYBACK ASSESSMENT 

4.4.1 Different CAES Sizes with increasing Wind Penetration 

Table 4.4 presents an economic assessment to estimate the payback of each storage 

project based on 48-hour production costing simulation. We observe that for CAES units of 

50 MW and 100 MW size, the payback period improves under increasing wind penetration 

levels. This is because, as the wind penetration increases the system regulation requirement 

increases, and as seen from the table CAES is dispatched more for regulation services than 

any other.  

 Comparing the paybacks of the two CAES sizes within the lower penetration level 

(22%), we find that the smaller capacity CAES has a better payback. Though the 

revenue from energy market is higher for the bigger CAES, still its ability to benefit 

from AS market is lower due to lesser opportunities at lower wind penetration. 

Combined with higher investment cost and operational cost, the economics for a 

bigger storage project at lower wind penetration will not make justice to its potential. 

For practical purposes, to generalize to other systems, the required regulation service 

in the grid may be considered as a proxy for the wind penetration levels. 
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Table 4.4 Simple Payback for different wind penetration levels and CAES sizes 

Attributes CAES 50MW CAES 100MW 

Wind Penetration WP 22 WP 40 WP 60 WP 22 WP 40 WP 60 

Energy Discharge (MWh) 386.45 395.13 132.57 452.06 650.23 368.22 

Up-Reg/Down-Reg (MW-hr)  288/682 513/933 883/1206 138/682 474/1025 1503/1728 

Spin/Non-Spin (MW-hr) 0/0 49.4/0 18/0 67/0 58/100 245/0 

Yearly Fuel Cost (M$) 1.23 1.46 2.37 1.35 1.71 2.73 

Yearly Fixed O&M Cost (M$) 1.63 1.63 1.63 3.26 3.26 3.26 

Investment Cost (M$) 25.5 25.5 25.5 51 51 51 

AS Revenue (K$) 16.97 26.85 43.85 11.81 27.58 70.07 

Energy Revenue (K$) 8.06 8.44 -0.033 11.28 13.88 -5.61 

Total Yearly Revenue (M$) 4.55 6.42 7.97 4.20 7.55 11.73 

Yearly Profit (M$) 1.70 3.34 3.97 -0.413 2.57 5.74 

Simple Payback (years) 15.02 7.64 6.42 - 19.81 8.88 

 

 At higher wind penetration levels of 40% and 60%, 50MW CAES earns yearly 

revenue of about $6.42M and $7.97M respectively, making about 24% more. While 

the 100MW unit earns $7.55M and $11.73M respectively, a leap of about 55%. Thus 

the ability to exploit the high wind penetration levels is more in bigger storage units 

than a comparatively smaller unit that gets saturated with its capacity. At very high 

penetrations, the payback periods are comparable. 
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4.4.2 Payback Sensitivity 

In the previous sections 4.4.1, single 2-day simulation was used to assess the 

payback terms for CAES under different wind penetration levels for various CAES sizing. 

In reality the load and wind data varies. To find its impact on the payback period in this 

section we simulate thirty randomly sampled 2-day load and wind data and then average 

them to calculate the payback terms. The wind and load data are correlated as it is taken 

from the yearly data. The Figure 4.18 illustrates the flowchart for this process. 

 

Figure 4.18 Monte Carlo Simulation for estimating Payback 

In Figure 4.19 the ancillary and energy profit obtained under each of the 30 two-day 

simulation is plotted. The simulations with high AS profit and low energy were identified to 
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be 4, 9 and 16 as shown in orange shaded boxes in the plot. The wind and load profile 

corresponding to these simulation were plotted given in the lavender filled plots below. We 

observe that the winds under these days were high and at times of low demand wind 

exceeded the demand. Hence we find CAES earns higher profits from AS market and low 

energy profit. This corroborates with the earlier findings that reported as wind penetration 

increases in the system, CAES unit earns from AS market.  

Next we identify the two-day simulation periods with high energy profit and low AS 

profit. They were identified to be 1, 5 and 16 as shown in green shaded boxes on the plot. 

The yellow shaded plots show the wind and load profile corresponding to these simulation 

periods. We observe that the wind is low during these days. Hence CAES participates more 

in the energy markets.  

From the profits plotted we find that CAES earns the highest amount of about $ 70K 

profit amongst the 30 simulations for two-day from AS market at 18. While the highest 

amount earned by the CAES unit from the energy market is $ 40K from the 30 two-day 

simulations. This indicates that storage unit such as CAES would benefit more from its 

participation in the AS market than in the energy market.  

The table 4.5 gives the payback periods with the thirty 2-day simulations. From the 

payback terms and comparing with the 2-day simulation we find that the trend is same as 

seen from the previous payback assessment with the smaller size of CAES having a better 

payback term than a larger size of CAES.  

The table 4.6 gives the total starts for the different types of generations. With CAES 

100 MW the number of starts in fossil fuel generation units such as coal, oil, natural gas and 

nuclear are seen to be reduced.  
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Figure 4.19 Ancillary Profit vs Energy Profit compared with 2-day 30 Wind Load Profile 
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Table 4.5 Simple Payback from thirty 2-day simulation 

WP 40% CAES 50 MW CAES 100 MW 

Energy Discharge (MWh) 38134.84 47724.16 

Up-Reg/Down-Reg (MW-hr)  8992.96/25250.29 9038.82/23808.69 

Spin/Non-Spin (MW-hr) 64231.36/30401.93 78996.38/38988.19 

Yearly Fuel Cost (M$) 1.08 1.45 

Yearly Fixed O&M Cost (M$) 1.63 3.26 

Investment Cost (M$) 25.5 51 

AS Revenue (M$) 5.97 7.57 

Energy Revenue (M$) 1.17 0.778 

Total Yearly Revenue (M$) 7.14 8.35 

Yearly Profit (M$) 4.43 3.64 

Simple Payback using Monte Carlo 

for 30 2-day simulations (years) 

5.76 
14 

Simple Payback (years) using 7.64 19.81 

 single 2-day simulation 

 

Table 4.6 Starts of different generation types from thirty 2-day simulation 

 STARTS Base CAES50 CAES100 Base-CAES50 Base-CAES100 

Coal 446 428 434 18 12 

Oil 128 111 101 17 27 

Natural Gas 244 243 222 1 22 

Nuclear 135 134 120 1 15 

CAES 0 168 143 -168 -143 
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These results corroborate the results from the previous studies comparing starts of 

fossil units with and without CAES in the system over two days (Figure 4.12). Thus bulk 

storage in the grid reduces the total conventional generation unit’s starts. 

4.4.3 Impact of Market Clearing Prices on Payback Period 

In this section the impact of market clearing prices (MCPs) on the system payback 

period is assessed under the scenarios with generation units’ offer prices raised by their 

cycling cost component.  

4.4.3.1 Market Clearing Prices - Cycling Cost 

The payback period is computed using equation 3.34 from chapter 3: 
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Table 4.4 compares the payback periods for 100MW CAES at 60% wind 

penetration. In these simulations, the minimum up and down time imposed in the production 

costing simulation were removed. This provides that fossil plants may transition more 

quickly than they are able to in reality, even instantaneously. This essentially allows them to 

cycle even more, if the economics benefit from them doing so. Although all fossil plants do 

have some transition time, studying this situation amplifies the influence of incorporating 

cycling cost on start-ups and shut-downs over 48 hours and enables identification of the 

trend that increased cycling would have on regulation market clearing prices (MCPs). The 

only other way to achieve this end is by changing cost or offer data which would introduce a 

direct influence on the MCPs. We find that the trend in payback period supports the 
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conclusions of the earlier cycling assessment study. Cycling cost components effectively 

increases the MCPs and reduces the payback period from about 11.45 years to 5 years. 

Just as system MCPs naturally decrease from the presence of storage, the final 

column in Table 4.7 shows a scenario with lower MCPs to evaluate the risk involved in such 

a storage investment. All the generator’s regulation bids were reduced by $12.5 by 

removing the margin adder component, and dispatch simulation was performed. It is seen 

that when MCPs are less, storage’s AS revenues is reduced greatly and in turn energy 

revenues increase. The energy dispatched from CAES within the energy market in this case 

is about 1940 MWh over 48 hours, compared to 335 MWh generated otherwise.  

 Table 4.7 Payback with Cycling Cost for 100MW CAES at 60% Wind 

Attributes CAES Min Cy$ Max Cy$ MCP_less 

Yearly Fuel Cost (M$) 2.71  2.98  3.03  5.52 

Yearly Fixed O&M Cost (M$) 3.26  3.26  3.26  3.26 

Investment Cost (M$) 51 51 51 51.0 

AS Revenue (K$) 61.4 80.9 92.8 3.09 

Energy Revenue (K$) -4.11 -4.8 -2.35 25.5 

Total Yearly Revenue (M$) 

Yearly Profit (M$) 

10.42 13.85 16.46 5.21 

4.45  7.61  10.2 -3.57 

Simple Payback (years) 11.45 6.70 5.01 - 

 

However, it is observed that the yearly profits (revenue less operational (fuel) cost) 

are negative, and hence with such a deficit it is unlikely to break even on its investment. The 

risk is much less for a smaller storage project. For instance, a 50MW CAES project at 
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reduced system MCPs, still is estimated to incur a yearly deficit, but a smaller one by 

1.73M$. 

4.4.3.2 Locational Marginal Prices – CO2 tax 

In this study carbon dioxide emission tax of $30/tons is imposed on the energy 

generated by CO2 emitting generators. The CO2 emission rate for each type generation unit 

is given in Table A6 in the Appendix. By imposing the carbon tax, it is expected that the 

base-load emitting generations such as coal would generate less, and CAES would benefit 

more by higher participation in energy services. The imposition of CO2 tax will also 

increase the system LMPs, which also improves the arbitrage opportunities for storage. 

 

Figure 4.20 Impact of CO2 Tax on system emissions with CAES 

Figure 4.20 shows emissions results for scenarios with and without CO2 tax at 60% 

wind penetration. Studying the emissions from the various generations, we observe that the 
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carbon tax causes the coal plants to produce less, and the overall system emissions are 

greatly reduced. CAES is receives increased revenues from the energy market and as a result 

is more profitable. 

Table 4.8 Payback with CO2 Tax at wind penetration 40% 

Attributes Without CO2 Tax With CO2 Tax 

Energy Discharge (MWh) 647.09 975.84 

Up-Reg/Down-Reg (MW-hr)  388/1017 277/1010 

Spin/Non-Spin (MW-hr) 0/200 82/40 

Yearly Fuel Cost (M$) 1.71  2.86 

Yearly Fixed O&M Cost (M$) 3.26  3.26  

Investment Cost (M$) 51 51 

AS Revenue (K$) 27.6 19.06 

Energy Revenue (K$) 13.9 42.11 

Total Yearly Revenue (M$) 

Yearly Profit (M$) 

7.55  11.13 

2.57  5.01  

Simple Payback (years) 19.81 10.18 

 

From Table 4.8, we observe that with CO2 tax CAES is estimated to break even with 

its investment at half the time it will take if CO2 tax is not imposed. CAES, with ability to 

provide load leveling, and due to its low cost and to its low CO2 emission rates, supplies 

more energy with the CO2 tax than without. This results in lowered overall production cost 

As observed in Table 4.8, most of the discharge commitments in the AS market (for up 
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regulation and non-spinning reserves) are reduced, and in turn about 300MWh more energy 

is generated in the energy market. The higher arbitrage opportunities enable CAES to obtain 

higher revenues within the energy market. 

4.5 BULK STORAGE VS OTHER PROBABLE SOLUTIONS 

To compare the effectiveness of storage technology we need to compare it against 

other viable solutions that can help integrate variable generation. In this section, we 

compare the benefits of the bulk storage, CAES, with the benefits from Combustion Turbine 

(CT) and transmission expansion. 

4.5.1 Study 4: CAES Vs CT 

The CAES is assumed to be non-adiabatic, and hence both CAES and CT use natural 

gas for its operation. The CT energy bid is assumed to be about $60.45, about 3 times larger 

than the CAES energy bid. This is because CAES is 3 times more efficient than the CT, i.e., 

its heat rate is a third of the CT’s heat rate, as result of its independent compressor and gas 

turbine operations. The ancillary offers of CT are assumed to be the same as that of a typical 

natural gas unit. The cycling cost of CT is given in Table 4.1, computed based on data 

indicated in [84]. Both their ramp rates on the generation side are the same (about 20% of its 

rating per minute); of course however, CAES can also provide services even through its 

charging operation.  

Here we run the two sets of simulations with CAES and CT of same capacity. As 

shown in Figure 4.21, CAES 200 MW in the system under 40% and 50% wind penetrations 

lowers the system production cost compared to a CT of equal capacity.  
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Figure 4.21 CAES vs CT Production Cost under different wind production 

A 200MW CAES co-located at bus 21 with wind is able to increase wind energy 

penetration by about 2% at 40% wind penetration. Storage technologies absorb wind 

generation that is otherwise spilled due to lack of demand or transmission access. Storage 

helps to improve the energy penetration of wind and thus improves the overall wind 

capacity factor for a given penetration level [80]. 

 

Figure 4.22 CAES charging vs Wind generation changes at 60% wind penetration 
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Figure 4.22 shows the change in wind generation with and without the 100 MW 

CAES in pink. CAES charging for the case with the 100 MW CAES is shown in green. We 

can observe from this figure that the CAES unit charges from wind generation and thus 

improves wind energy capacity penetration onto the grid. 

It is observed that the number of coal unit starts is lower with CAES than with CT 

by a factor of 3. The main reason for this effect is that the energy price of CAES is closer to 

coal units’ energy offers and hence when the CAES is charged it is preferred to be 

committed in the energy market and thus reduces coal starts.  

CAES participation in the regulation market decreases coal units’ regulation 

provisions significantly than under the case with CT on the grid. As the CT regulation offers 

are higher and with the added start-up cost it is more expensive than committing an online 

coal unit to provide the regulation service.  

In the case study with 50% wind penetration, CAES reduces the production cost by 

about $3.64M yearly compared to CT solution. The main reason for this effect, i.e., that the 

electricity market with the CAES outperforms the market with the CT is that the overall 

expense of charging the CAES during low LMP periods and discharging during peak 

periods subject to its round trip efficiency is proving to be cost effective to the grid than 

using a high priced conventional peaking unit. Apart from this, the fact that CAES is a low-

cost high-quality regulation provider makes CAES more preferred than a CT within a 

renewable-integrated grid scenario.  

In studying the impact on emissions with CAES and CT on the system using Figure 

4.23, we find that with CAES the system CO2 emissions is reduced. Generation from coal 

and natural gas units are reduced with CAES in the grid, which also encourages more wind. 
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On a yearly basis, approximately 0.441 million metric tons of CO2 is reduced with CAES 

compared to CT of equal capacity in the system.  

 

Figure 4.23 CAES Vs CT – Impact on System Emissions 

Table 4.9 compares the benefits offered by 200MW CAES and CT each with 

investment cost of $500/KW and $510/KW, respectively. As discussed in the previous 

paragraphs, CAES is able to provide higher benefits for the same rating under this scenario. 

CAES being able to provide AS via charging side too, its ability to decrease the cycling 

related costs are better than a CT. Three different total cost benefits are computed, i.e., one 

using the savings from production cost, another including the cycling related savings, and 

the last one also including CO2 emissions related cost savings. A $30/metric ton CO2 tax is 

imposed. The Cost/Benefit ratio of CAES is about 3.5 times CT’s in the first case, and it 
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increase to 3.75 times with the addition of savings in cycling. It increased to about 6.5 times 

when savings related to CO2 emissions are considered.  

Table 4.9 Comparison of CAES and CT at 40% Wind Penetration 

Attributes Base CAES200 CT200 

Investment Cost (IC) (M$)  100 110 

Production Cost (PC) (M$) 2.31 2.28 2.30 

CO2 Emissions (Metric tons) 42054 41563.7 42138 

Coal Cycling Cost (M$) 0.0183 0.0047 0.0155 

Total 1 (PC) (M$) 2.31 2.28 2.30 

Total 2 (PC + Cycling Cost) (M$) 2.33 2.28 2.32 

Total 3 (PC + Cycling Cost + CO2) (M$) 3.59 3.53 3.58 

Yearly Total Cost 1 (M$) 420.42 414.96 418.6 

Yearly Total Cost 2 (M$) 423.75 415.82 421.42 

Yearly Total Cost 3 (M$) 653.25 642.77 651.47 

Yearly Benefit B1 (M$)  5.46 1.82 

Yearly Benefit B2 (M$)  7.93 2.33 

Yearly Benefit B3 (M$)  10.48 1.78 

Yearly Cost/Benefit ratio 1 (IC/B1)  18.32 60.44 

Yearly Cost/Benefit ratio 2 (IC/B2)  12.61 47.21 

Yearly Cost/Benefit ratio 3 (IC/B3)  9.54 61.80 
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CONCLUSIONS 

CAES proves to be beneficial compared to CT in the overall analysis due to its lower 

energy and AS offers and higher utilization within grid affairs. The savings in system 

production cost, emissions and cycling is higher for a CAES than a CT of same capacity. 

4.5.2 Study 5: Optimal Allocation of CAES vs Transmission Expansion 

The high-fidelity storage and production cost model was used to develop a 

framework to allocate storage in a system, identifying at effective locations, storage 

capacities, and investment times, and determining how much storage earns at the identified 

locations. . The resulting “storage expansion solution” is compared with a transmission 

expansion solution in terms of the benefits provided by each one. 

Neither the transmission nor the storage expansion studies consider variation in 

investment cost by location. Here only a “copper sheet” transmission expansion is 

performed to identify the candidate locations where additional capacities could be invested. 

Copper sheet analysis is a preliminary transmission plan obtained by allowing the 

optimization program to decide the areas lacking in transmission facilities by running a 

power flow with no limits on transmission capacity) [89]. 

4.5.2.1 Transmission Expansion 

Figure 4.24 shows the transmission loading of IEEE 24 bus system at 50% wind 

penetration in terms of percentage of its MW rating. It is observed that the transmission path 

from the northern section of the IEEE 24 bus system with most of the generation to the 
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southern section of the system with high load centers are highly congested, especially the 

western paths. The stress was such that about 2 MW load at bus 8 had to be curtailed.  

A copper sheet transmission expansion was performed to identify the candidate 

transmission expansion paths, with maximum system transmission increased by 150% of 

original. Table 4.10 shows most of the transmission in the western section of the system 

(indicated by the arrow in Figure 4.24) needed additional capacity. 

Table 4.10 Transmission Expansion Candidates 

Transmission 

Lines No. 
3_9 3_24 8_9 15_21 15_24 16_17 21_22 

Capacity 

(MW) 
105 240 105 600 300 300 300 

Increase (MW) 50 120 46 112 60 112 20 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Transmission loading in IEEE 24 bus system 
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A similar study was performed to identify the candidate storage locations. A storage 

model with 100 MW charging and discharging capacity and 400 MWh reservoir capacity 

was installed in all the 24 locations of the system and production costing simulation for 50% 

wind penetration was performed with storage installed in all buses. CAES energy/AS offers 

and round-trip efficiency (80%) were used for storage offer and efficiency parameters.  

Following identification of the most effective storage locations, two storage 

expansion (SE) case studies were performed,  

(i) SE1- Storage participating only in energy market, and  

(ii) SE2- Storage participating in energy and AS co-optimization market. 

Storage’s rating is estimated by extracting the maximum of charge and discharge 

commitments over 48 hours. 

4.5.2.2 Storage Expansion in Energy Market 

SE1 study utilizes storage in 4 locations as shown in Table 4.11, namely buses 3, 8, 

9 and 24, which are exactly along the transmission paths in the western section of the 

system chosen as transmission candidates. It is seen that bulk energy storage can effectively 

expand transmission, i.e., displace the need for actual transmission expansion, by locating 

on the load side of the congested transmission and operating to charge during low 

congestion periods and to discharge during high congestion periods. All the candidate 

storage locations are in the l oad side of the congested transmission so that the system 

benefits in reducing total production costs and also so that storage can utilize the available 

arbitrage opportunity between congested and uncongested time periods due to the associated 

large difference in prices. The storage in bus 9 and 24 make higher profits from energy 
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arbitrage. The rating of each storage facility is estimated as the maximum of charge and 

discharge commitments over 48 hours. 

Table 4.11 Storage in Energy Market  

Bus Rating (MW) Energy Profit ($) 

3 56 1404.16 

8 31 497.66 

9 100 5110.99 

24 60 4547.30 

 

4.5.2.3 Storage Expansion in Co-optimization Market 

SE2 study utilizes storage in 9 locations as shown in Table 4.12, which are again in 

the western section of the system along the candidate transmission paths. Apart from acting 

as a virtual transmission access and benefitting from energy arbitrage, storage also provides 

AS. It is observed that the storage candidates in the southern section of the system near load 

centers are deriving benefits mainly from energy sales and candidate storage in the northern 

generation rich section of the system benefits mainly from AS provisions (even if it requires 

purchasing cheap energy from energy market for AS provisions). Therefore, storage in co-

optimized market is seen to make a higher profit, by an order of magnitude, than if it 

participates in energy arbitrage alone. The reason for this is due not only to the presence of 

an additional revenue stream but also to the ability to make use of cross-arbitrage between 

energy and AS markets. The production cost for SE1 is 2.3M$ while the production cost of 

SE2 decreases to 2.22M$, compared to the original (without storage or transmission) 
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production cost of about 2.4M$. The production cost with the transmission expansion 

solution is 2.16M$, indicating that in this case, storage is capable of providing some of the 

benefits of transmission, but not all. 

Storage used primarily for AS provisions may also be short-term technologies, while 

storage near the load centers benefitting from high price differences and alleviating 

transmission congestion need to be bulk storage technologies. Of course, different storage 

technologies will result in different profits due to their different bids and efficiency 

parameters. 

Table 4.12 Storage in Co-optimization Market 

Bus Rating (MW) Energy Profit ($) AS Profit ($) Total ($) 

3 87 33693.77 4.02 33697.79 

7 100 48177.25 1.01 48178.26 

8 100 55139.91 61.09 55201.00 

9 100 49594.89 34.05 49628.95 

15 60 -1860.78 3667.66 1806.88 

17 26 -394.17 722.68 328.51 

18 25 -943.71 1730.20 786.49 

21 16 -251.22 460.59 209.37 

24 60 -27075.86 52819.69 25743.83 
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4.5.2.4 Comparison of System Benefits 

Figure 4.25 shows Bus 9 LMP in order to compare SE2 storage expansion with 

transmission expansion scenarios. It is seen that transmission expansion of up to 200% of 

original capacity gives access to cheaper generation, and thereby reduces higher LMPs and 

effectively flattens the LMP curve. Storage of 100 MW at Bus 9 also flattens the LMP at 

that bus, i.e., increases lower LMPs by charging and decreases higher LMPs by discharging.  

In this figure 4.25 we observe that the LMPs have negative value implying that the 

generators pay to generate power. Such a situation arises when generators such as nuclear or 

wind prefer to continue its generation of power than reduce it momentarily due to lack of 

demand. These situations are primarily observed in a transmission congested system such as 

this IEEE RTS system. 

Hence the storage units benefit from negative LMPs by getting paid to charge than 

paying the grid for its charging. Thus only by charging operation it can make profit. 

Figure 4.26 shows the highest and lowest LMPs over 48 hours at each bus under 

different scenarios. It is seen that both storage and transmission expansion mitigates the 2 

MW load shed at bus 8, and thereby reduces the peak LMP at buses 7 and 8. Under Base 

case, buses 7, 8, 9, 10, 3 and 4 seem to have appreciable price differences, and thereby 

provide arbitrage opportunity for storage. The SE1 and SE2 study both model candidate 

storage locations among these buses in order to take advantage of energy arbitrage 

opportunities, and in effect reduce the price difference across all the buses as seen in Figure 

25. Both transmission expansion and storage expansion increases wind energy penetration.  
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Figure 4.25 Bus 9 LMP under storage and transmission expansion scenarios 

 

Figure 4.26 Highest and Lowest LMPs under storage and transmission expansion  
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The Trans150% case increases it by about 13%, while SE2 increases it by about 6%, and 

hence the lower LMPs at most buses are lesser for Trans150% than the SE2 case. However 

higher LMPs at most buses are lesser for SE2 case than Trans150%, and it requires 

Trans200% case to come on par with SE2 on higher side of bus LMPs. 

Table 4.13 shows four system attributes, namely production cost, wind spillage, CO2 

emission (CO2 tax of $30 /ton) and coal plant cycling cost under storage (SE2) and 

transmission expansion (150%) scenarios in comparison with the base case. The total 

investment cost of $287.07M for storage expansion was computed for additional capacity 

mentioned in Table 4.10, assuming $500K/MW investment cost for typical bulk storage. 

Cost sensitivity is accounted by assuming a lower investment cost of $200K/MW, typically 

attributed to short-term storage technologies, thereby obtaining a total investment cost of 

$114.83M. Transmission expansion cost is computed to be $826.30M for the total additional 

capacities mentioned in Table 4.8, assuming a transmission investment cost of 

$3K/MW/Mile [90, 345KV AC]. The transmission length was estimated from the 

susceptance data, assuming 0.001 ohm/mile. Transmission expansion cost sensitivity was 

computed assuming shorter transmission lengths, by assuming 0.01 ohm/mile and thereby 

obtaining $82.63M as the total cost. 

From Table 4.13, it is observed that both storage and transmission expansion reduces 

total system production costs and reduces CO2 emission related to coal unit energy 

production. In this case, for the assumed AS offers, transmission expansion increases coal 

cycling by increasing their participation in AS, while storage decreases coal unit cycling by 

providing AS. The impact on cycling cost can be expected to be less pronounced for a 

system with more natural gas units as marginal AS providers. However such a scenario with 
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more natural gas units than coal units will come with higher energy production costs and 

increased need for gas pipelines. A decrease in natural gas price should also benefit bulk 

storages like CAES (with heat rate 1/3
rd

 of natural gas based gas turbine’s). 

Table 4.13 System Benefits under Storage and Transmission Expansion 

Attributes Base Storage Trans150% 

Investment Cost (IC) (M$) 

 

287.07 (114.83) 826.30 (82.63) 

Production Cost (M$) 2.40 2.22 2.16 

CO2 Emission (Metric tons) 41273.21 39334.57 36553.46 

CO2 Tax (M$) 1.24 1.18 1.10 

Coal Cycling Cost (M$) 0.041 0.007 0.046 

Total 1 (PC) (M$) 2.40 2.22 2.16 

Total 2 (PC + Cycling Cost) (M$) 2.44 2.23 2.21 

Total 3 (PC + CO2 + Cycling Cost) (M$) 3.68 3.41 3.30 

Yearly Total Cost 1 (M$) 437.43 404.90 393.04 

Yearly Total Cost 2 (M$) 444.82 406.13 401.35 

Yearly Total Cost 3 (M$) 670.17 620.89 600.94 

Benefit B1 (M$) 

 

-32.53 -44.39 

Benefit B2 (M$)  -38.69 -43.46 

Benefit B3 (M$)  -49.28 -69.23 

Cost/Benefit ratio 1 (IC/B1) 

 

-8.82 (-3.53) -18.61 (-1.86) 

Cost/Benefit ratio 2 (IC/B2)  -7.42 (-2.97) -19.01 (-1.90) 

Cost/Benefit ratio 3 (IC/B3)  -5.83 (-2.33) -11.93 (-1.19) 
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Similar to the CAES vs. CT assessment, three total costs are computed; one 

comprising of system production costs only, another production cost with the coal cycling 

cost, and the last one includes CO2 tax with the production cost and cycling cost. The 

benefits under each case are estimated with respect to base case costs. Three cost-to-benefit 

ratios are estimated for storage and transmission expansion scenarios. 

It is seen that storage is able to provide system benefits in much more cost effective 

manner compared to transmission expansion projects, assuming lengthier lines. The 

competition for investment cost per unit benefits (or vice versa) is much tighter for short 

distance transmission projects in the system and storage projects with low capital storage 

technologies. Storage’s cost to benefit ratio improves with inclusion of coal cycling cost in 

the picture, which does not help transmission case. Per unit of transmission expansion 

provides higher CO2 emission reduction (due to higher wind spillage reduction) than storage 

expansion. 

4.5.2.5 Storage Expansion under Transmission Expanded Situation 

Transmission expansion of up to 200% of original capacity has the effect of reducing 

system costs by giving access to cheaper generation, and thereby decreasing the arbitrage 

opportunities as observed in Figure 4.25. Under 150% transmission expansion study, the 

system still provided some arbitrage opportunities for storage, however much reduced than 

the base case. Storage expansion simulation with 150% transmission capacity places storage 

at bus 9, making about $12762.85 in total profit, which is about 4 times lower than what the 

storage at bus 9 earns under base transmission case. However storage at bus 24 makes about 

$23383.04 in profit, very close to what it made in base case, as the storage profit in those 
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buses does not depend on LMP differences but on AS provisions and cross-arbitrage 

between AS and energy market (i.e., charging at cheaper energy price for AS provisions). 

So even at increased transmission, storage can make its way into grid under higher wind 

penetration for providing cheaper and effective AS. 

4.5.2.6 Conclusion 

While it is seen that bulk storage alone can provide most of the benefits that 

transmission could provide and transmission alone cannot solve system ancillary or ramping 

related issues; however the value that transmission brings to the grid in terms of 

competitiveness, relieving system congestion and opportunities are higher. However these 

come with the usual social and political issues that a transmission project faces. Therefore 

bulk storage can be a good way to defer a transmission project, and in some cases it would 

also be cost-effective to do so. In best cases transmission projects together with a fast 

ramping unit such as storage in today’s scenario of increasing variable generation 

penetration can address system’s most of the energy and AS related issues. 

4.6 INDICATORS FOR CANDIDATE STORAGE LOCATIONS IN MARKETS 

Traditionally opportunities for storage projects in markets are identified using LMP 

patterns, i.e., observing the differences between peak and low LMPs at a particular system 

location. This provides a first-hand screening for identifying any possible storage projects in 

a market, before performing a storage dispatch study within a market optimization 

framework. In this section, we investigate to find such indicators using the SE studies done 

in previous section, which can be used as indicators to find candidate locations in existing 
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markets such as MISO and PJM. Such opportunities are identified in these markets and 

summarized in chapter 6 under dissertation conclusions. 

Based on the LMPs, we can construct “arbitrage value” curves at various locations 

for 1 MWh transactions, taking into account round trip efficiency (η). For instance, for a 

1MWh charge, if 0.8MWh is discharged (considering 80% efficiency), the arbitrage value 

can be defined in terms of equation (4.5), 

Arbitrage Value = LMPdischarge (j)*η - LMPcharge (k)    (4.5) 

where j is the time of maximum LMP and k is the time of minimum LMP.  

Arranging the LMP over 2 day cycle period in ascending order, arbitrage values in 

descending order for 24 possible 1MWh transactions can be identified (i.e., pairing the 

highest LMP with the lowest, and pairing the second highest with the second lowest, and so 

on). Figure 4.27 shows the arbitrage values for various locations, where the discharge offer 

of a typical CAES unit is also plotted. Figure 4.27 indicates there are a number of buses 

where transactions can be profitable for storage. Top 5 buses include buses 7, 8, 9, 3, and 

10.  
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Figure 4.27 Arbitrage opportunities over 48 hours 

Figure 4.28 shows the money that storage makes by just charging 1MWh at various 

locations. The LMPs are negative at some buses such as buses 9, 24 and 3 that charging by 

itself is profitable. Combined with the fact that these buses get higher value for discharging 

energy as seen from Figure 4.27, they are well suited for energy arbitrage. This was 

corroborated by SE1 study results in Table 4.11, where storage was offer only in energy 

market.  
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Figure 4.28 Opportunities by charging 

This can be also inferred from Figure 4.29 showing sorted LMPs for all the buses. It 

is seen that buses 9 and 3 have LMPs both well above and below the marginal discharge 

price, thereby well-suited for energy arbitrage. However, though the storage at buses 7, 8 

and 10 are conducive to make high revenue from arbitrage, the lower LMPs in those buses 

are quite high than the marginal discharge offer. However in a co-optimized market these 

buses benefit as seen from Table 4.12, by taking advantage of cross-arbitrage opportunities 

and utilizing AS provisions as cheaper means of charging. 

Therefore, the profitability for all the candidate buses increases in a co-optimized 

market with opportunities for cross arbitrage between energy and AS markets. As seen from 

SE2 study results in Table 4.12, at buses with high energy selling price such as buses 3, 7, 8 

and 9 (seen from sorted LMPs in Figure 4.29), AS provisions (down regulation) were 
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utilized to charge the reservoir and sell into energy market. On the other hand, at low LMP 

buses including buses 24, 15, 18, and 21 as seen from Figure 4.27 (LMPs lower than 

discharge offer), cheaper energy purchases were done to enhance AS provisions. 

 

Figure 4.29 Sorted LMPs in base case 

This conclusion on bulk storage’s market interactions at various locations is 

quantitatively corroborated using Figure 4.30, where 24 separate simulations were 

performed with 100MW storage placed at each bus. It is seen that storage at buses 7, 8, and 

9 derives major benefit from energy market, while storage at low LMP buses such as 24, 15, 

18 and 21 benefit majorly from AS provisions exploiting the opportunities for cross 

arbitrage. 
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It is also observed that the buses thriving on energy market benefit the grid by 

reducing the system production cost the most, with bus 9 reducing it by maximum. The 

buses that thrive on AS market too reduce system production costs (by virtue of lower 

MCPs); nevertheless their main benefit is in reducing the cycling cost incurred by 

conventional generation while providing regulation services. Incidentally, SE2 study chose 

the union of both these set of buses as the candidate buses for storage allocation. 

 

Figure 4.30 Storage at various buses: Profit, production and cycling costs 

However it is to be noted that these storage allocation decisions are needed for bulk 

storage which can provide a range of grid services. Short term storage technologies that 

provide only up and down regulation may be allocated at any location, though to site them 

closer to cheaper variable generation is beneficial to arrest the fluctuations instantaneously. 

Storage expansion simulations performed for 20MW storage with arc characteristics of 
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short-term technologies showed all candidate locations to be equally beneficial, as seen 

from Figure 4.31. The estimated AS profits are less at around $1000-$1200 because with 

higher penetration of storage the AS provisions from storage will be much more than the 

required regulation services, which consequently reduce the MCPs in the system. When 

short-term storage is placed separately at each of 24 buses and 24 different simulations are 

performed, it earns more (about $9248 at all buses) because regulation MCPs are high with 

some other conventional generator being marginal. 

 

Figure 4.31 Short-term Storage Allocation Study 

CONCLUSION 

Finally, the indicators for candidate locations for bulk storage allocation can be 

summarized as follows: 
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 In energy market: Intersection of buses with arbitrage opportunities from 

energy transactions and charging alone 

 In co-optimization market: Union of buses with arbitrage opportunities from 

energy transactions and charging alone 

This study also shows that in the grid, depending on the topology of the power 

system, at different locations different kinds of avenues to earn revenues and aid the grid 

services are naturally created. Concentrated storage investments are not as beneficial as 

compared to investing in a mix of storage technologies that are distributed strategically, both 

from the grid point of view and also in terms of various storage technologies’ active role and 

profitability.  

4.7  CONCLUSIONS 

The high-fidelity storage dispatch model developed for the production costing study 

was used to investigate the impacts of bulk storage under various scenarios. Many case 

studies were performed to draw conclusions on the conditions in which bulk storage prove 

profitable to the grid in terms of system emissions, cycling and economics; and can make 

significant energy and AS revenues.  

The chapter developed a methodology to incorporate cycling cost into generation 

start-up/shut-down cost and AS offers. The chapter developed ways to monetize bulk 

storage’s benefits to the grid in terms of its ability to reduce cycling cost and increase wind 

energy penetration, and quantify their significance to such project’s payback periods.  

The chapter devised an optimal allocation framework for storage technologies, 

which can be used to optimally decide on the mix, location and rating of storage investments 
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in the grid and could also be used in long-term investment planning studies. Such a study 

was used to assess bulk storage’s competitiveness with transmission expansion, and also 

infer system indicators that could help identify promising candidate locations in any grid for 

a profitable storage venture. 

Some significant conclusions drawn are: 

1. Higher wind penetration profit storage ventures, especially of larger capacities. 

The ability to make revenues is also higher in larger capacities under such high 

wind penetrations. 

2. Bulk storage benefits the grid immensely by relieving conventional unit cycling 

in terms of starts and regulation provisions, lowers regulation MCPs and reduces 

system production cost. Increase in generation AS offers with inclusion of 

cycling components, increases contribution of regulation from bulk storage and 

its revenues. The reduction in system cycling related costs compensates for 

increase in system production cost. 

3. Risks in storage project’s economics are there when the regulation requirements 

are low (low wind penetration or competing technologies such as demand 

response) and when MCPs are low. The risk is lower for smaller sized projects, 

which can still earn from cross arbitrage opportunities in energy and AS market. 

4. Giving non-CO2 emitting storage incentive for wind spillage savings, improves 

its economics. Sharing production tax credit with variable generation is a viable 

approach. 

5. Bulk storage technology CAES looks better than CT due to its lower energy and 

AS offers, and higher ability to provide regulation through both charging and 
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discharging operations, provided system has high wind penetration for cheaper 

charging of CAES. 

6. Bulk storage providing most of the benefits that transmission provides can be a 

good way to defer transmission projects, and in best cases together with 

transmission projects can address system’s most of the energy and AS related 

issues under high wind penetrations. 

7. Bulk storages earn more revenues from a co-optimization market due to 

opportunities for cross arbitrage. Due to nature of grid topologies and the 

distributed opportunities, investing in a mix of storage technologies that are 

distributed strategically will prove beneficial to both the grid and to the storage 

technologies. 
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CHAPTER 5 STORAGE IN AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL AND 

SHORT-TERM STORAGE ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the significant impacts of renewable integration into the traditional and 

inflexible power system is upon the frequency response of the system [91]. Since these 

renewables especially wind are intermittent, thus variable and unpredictable, the system is 

facing frequent and large ramps [92]. It has led to significant rise in regulation reserves (to 

compensate the minute-to-minute mismatch between generation and load) and contingencies 

reserves (10-minute spinning and non-spinning) procurement.  

The slow responding conventional generation units are counterproductive in 

facilitating these renewable related services as they add to the net area control error (ACE) 

and thus impose higher regulation requirements [93]. Furthermore  by committing to these 

fast responding services they undergo fatigue and reduction of unit life time due to  the 

heavy cycling [94]. This eventually contributes to increase in contingency reserves, 

operational & maintenance costs and overall production costs. Thus the conventional 

generation units’ reserve and ramping capabilities have proven to be insufficient to tackle 

the renewable integration challenge [77]. Overall, the need is not only for higher ramping 

capability requirements, but also for higher quality reserves, i.e. fast response (almost 

instantaneous) and precise control in providing regulation. 

Fast ramp providers such as gas turbines, demand side resources and storage 

technologies are touted as some of the technologies capable of supplying the required 

amount of regulation at the precisely scheduled moment [95]. Such technologies are capable 
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of quickly responding to system regulation needs and increasing reliability of the system 

both in terms of decreasing their generation level and cycling, and improving the frequency 

response to comply with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 

Control Performance Standards (CPS) [96].  

In this chapter, the effort is to study the impact of fast-responding short-term storage 

technologies in providing frequency regulation services to the grid and stabilizing the 

frequency response. The impact of these storage technologies on frequency performance is 

studied using a slow dynamics Automatic Generation Control (AGC) model; quantified in 

terms of CPS measures. The chapter presents the following: 

1. Slow dynamics model of IEEE 24 bus RTS system in Section 5.2: A single area 

multi-machine AGC model of RTS system is presented in a state space form. 

This section also discusses integration of AGC with SCUC and SCED programs, 

and the manners in which impacts of increasing wind penetration can be 

accounted within AGC simulation. 

2. Slow dynamics model of storage technologies in Section 5.3- CAES and battery, 

and integrate them within RTS system AGC model. 

3. Benefits of fast-responding storage to the grid observed from AGC study, and 

comparison with few other strategies in Section 5.4.  

4. A comprehensive framework to assess the economics of short-term storage 

technologies in Section 5.5, which involves integration of modeling and 

simulation methodologies at different time-scales. The short-term storage is 

modeled within production costing programs using the technology adaptive 

model developed in chapter 3 to dispatch them for regulation services in 5-
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minute RTED market in the IEEE 24 bus RTS system. The production costing 

tool is used to assess the economic impact of these storage technologies within 

the markets for various wind penetration levels, while also taking into account 

information relevant from AGC study that impacts economic assessment.  

5. Other applications of the state space models of storage in Section 5.6, such as 

studying the ability of CAES and batteries to render a wind farm dispatchable, 

and appropriately size these storage for such an application. 

Finally the chapter ends with a conclusion section. 

5.2 AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL 

5.2.1 Introduction 

In the power system the load and generation are constantly changing and hence there 

is a need to balance out these fluctuations. When the load and generation is balanced the 

power system is said to be in equilibrium. The reactive power balance is carried out by the 

Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) that maintains the terminal voltage of each generator 

in the system to a constant value using its excitation system. The real power balance is 

achieved using two levels of control. The primary control loop is called the Automatic Load 

Frequency Control (ALFC) or the speed governor that adjusts the turbine output to match 

the change in the load. All the generators in the system contribute to change in generation to 

balance the load change. Apart from the power change, the load fluctuation causes a steady 

state frequency deviation which is balanced using the integral controller. This is called the 

secondary or supplementary control loop. Both the ALFC and the integral controller loop 

are together called as the Automatic Generation Control (AGC).  
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The automatic generation control (AGC) is like a remote control to the generator as 

it replaces some of the manual controls to change its generation level based on the input 

signal received at the system control center, i.e., raise, lower or no pulse indicating increase, 

decrease or maintain the current generation levels respectively. If frequency deviation is 

positive, the area generation has to be decreased and vice-versa. The main objectives of the 

AGC are: 

i) Maintain the steady frequency 

ii) Maintain the scheduled tie-line flows 

iii) To distribute the required change in generation among the online generators 

economically 

In a multi-area system, the AGC therefore corrects the frequency deviations and the 

tie-line deviations in a way that each control area compensates for its own load change. All 

the generators within a single area are typically replaced by an equivalent generator for that 

area ALFC. The measurement of the steady-state frequency deviation and the net tie-line 

deviation (actual-scheduled) is combined into a signal called Area Control Error (ACE). 

Using the ACE signal, the AGC for each area corrects its own load deviations. 

 SA TTfBACE  10                                           (5.1) 

where B is frequency bias in terms of MW/0.1Hz, usually a function of natural frequency 

response of the area. In the single area system the AGC has the function of regulating the 

system frequency in an economic fashion using the available generators. In this case, the 

ACE signal comprises of only steady-state frequency deviations. The dynamics of a system 
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with different types of generations such as thermal, hydro, gas, oil, etc. depends on the 

contributions from various generations towards offsetting the ACE. 

5.2.2 Frequency Response- Control Performance Standards 

CPS1: It is a short term measure of the ACE i.e. the error between the load and the 

generation. It is an index to gauge the performance of the ACE in conjunction with the 

frequency error, and is computed as per equation (5.2). This control parameter reflects the 

extent to which the generators in the area are contributing towards correcting or hindering 

system frequency error correction.  

%100*)2(1 CFCPS         (5.2) 
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where, 1-min and 1-min are the 1-minute averages of the frequency deviations and ACE 

-state frequency deviation, which is 

constant for a system. Presently, based on historical frequency deviations, є is 0.018 for 

eastern interconnection, 0.0228 for western interconnection and 0.030 for ERCOT [97]. A 

CPS1 score of 200% implies that the actual measured frequency and the scheduled 

frequency are equal. It is recorded every minute but reported and evaluated annually. NERC 

has set the minimum long-term score to be 100% for a 12-month rolling average [96]. 

CPS2: It is the ten-minute average value of the ACE signal. This is a monthly 

performance standard and limits the ten-minute average of the ACE signal for each control 

area. The primary objective of CPS2 is to limit unscheduled power exchanges between 
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balancing areas, and appropriately penalize if one area is found to over- or under-generate to 

get a very good CPS1 score, while impacting the neighbor area with excessive flows. CPS2 

score is generally kept above 90%. However, since in this chapter single area AGC 

simulation is investigated, CPS2 is not considered. 

5.2.3 Single-Area IEEE 24 bus System 

In the single area 24-bus IEEE RTS-AGC model consists of the 7 coal generation 

units, 2 oil generation units and 3 natural gas generation units. The nuclear generation does 

not participate in the AGC loop due to its slow responding nature. In this section the 

mathematical model of the two types of generation plant namely thermal and gas is 

presented. Figure 5.1 shows the AGC block diagram with thermal and gas unit. An integral 

controller is used as the secondary controller (AGC) and the speed governor of the power 

plants acts as the primary controller. 

The coal and oil generation units are represented using the thermal plant model with 

corresponding governor, turbine and re-heater modules, and with different ramp rates 

(3%/min. and 5%/min. of its rating respectively). Natural gas unit is modeled using a gas 

turbine module with a re-heater (with a ramp rate of 10%/min. of its rating) [98]. The 

thermal plant consists of a turbine with the re-heater. This turbine is the prime mover for the 

generator that generates power and feeds it into the power system. The speed governor 

controls the steam input into the turbine.  

Rowen developed this mathematical model for the gas turbine [99]. This model 

consists of the single shaft gas turbine, its control system and its fuel system. The fuel 

system consists of two time constants. One time constant is associated with the gas valve 
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positioning system and the second time constant is of volumetric type associated with the 

downstream piping and the fuel gas distribution manifold. The error between the reference 

speed and the rotor speed is fed into the speed governor. 

 

Figure 5.1 Single area AGC block diagram – Thermal and gas 

The model parameters are given in Table 5.1. Each generator’s governor responds to 

the frequency deviation based on its respective droop characteristics defined by R. The 

following sub-section 5.2.3.1 describes the state space representation of slow dynamics of a 

system with thermal and gas units. The sub-section 5.2.3.2 provides the state space 

representation of IEEE 24 bus single area system with multi-machines, integrated with 

economic dispatch program. 
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Table 5.1 AGC Model Parameters 

Description Parameter Value 

Speed governor lead time constant (sec) X 0.6 

Speed governor lag time constant (sec) Y 1 

Governor Mode Z 1 

Valve positioner constant a 1 

Valve positioner constant b 0.05 

Valve positioner constant c 1 

Fuel time constant (sec)  T_f 0.23 

Combustion reaction time delay (sec) Tcr 0.3 

Compressor discharge volume time constant (sec) Tcd 0.2 

Speed governor regulation parameter for gas unit (Hz/pu MW) RG 2.4 

Power System Gain Constant (Hz/pu MW) Kp 20 

Power System Time Constant (sec) Tp 2 

Frequency bias constant (puMW/Hz) B 0.425 

Speed Governor time constant (sec) Tg 0.08 

Turbine time constant (sec) Tt 0.3 

Re-heater time constant (sec) Tr 10 

Coefficient of re-heat steam turbine  Kr 0.5 

Speed governor regulation parameter for thermal (Hz/pu MW) RT 2.4 

Coal & Oil Gen integral controller gain (Hz/pu MW) KIT 0.2 

Gas generators integral controller gain (Hz/pu MW) KIG 0.2 

5.2.3.1 State space representation of AGC with thermal and natural gas units 

The state space representation is expressed as shown in (5.4) in terms of system 

states, input signal and disturbances [100]. Without explicit control inputs, it looks like 

(5.5). 
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XCY

PuBXAX d



 
       (5.4)  

dPXAX           (5.5) 

The relations between various states of the system are converted into state space 

form in time domain. The various system states (11 of them) are given in (5.6), where the 

states can be divided into 3 categories as shown in (5.7): system related state Xp (state 1), 

thermal unit related states XT (states 2-5), and gas unit related states XG (states 6-11). 

(5.6) 

 

(5.7) 

 

Components of state matrix A and disturbance matrix Γ: 

To find the components of matrices in (5.5), the various slow dynamics relations are 

expanded and expressed in time domain in the same form as (5.5). 
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Natural Gas generation states: 
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The matrices A and Γ for (5.5) is shown in (5.34) and (5.35) respectively. 
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State Space Representation in Compact Form: 

The full-fledged state space representation is reduced to a compact form notation, so 

that it will be easy to show the integration of storage state space representation into it. 

Equation (5.5) is rewritten as (5.36), using the state categories shown in (5.7). All the sub-

matrices are also defined. Some of the sub-matrices of matrix Asys are null, indicating 

absence of influence of one state category of state over another. For instance, ATG=0 means 

the states of natural gas unit does not directly impact states of thermal unit, but indirectly 

impact through the system frequency. On the other hand, AGT≠0 means the states of natural 

gas unit does get influenced by states of thermal unit as captured in (5.33).  

dsyssyssyssys PXAX          (5.36) 

        (5.37) 
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(5.44) 
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(5.50) 

 

5.2.3.2 IEEE system with multi-machines- State space representation and 

integration of AGC with dispatch module in Simulink 

The IEEE 24 bus system has 7 coal generators, 2 oil generators, and 3 natural gas 

generators. Equations (5.51) and (5.52) show the ∆Xsys and Asys for this system with each 

individual generator modeled into the AGC. 
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(5.52) 

Generally in AGC simulations, a group of generating units of same class (e.g., 

thermal generators) is represented using 1 representative model as shown in Figure 5.1. 

However here each generator’s participation in the AGC is individually modeled using 

MATLAB Simulink, in order to capture the following: 

1. Connection with SCUC and SCED: Each generator’s participation is dictated 

by the economic dispatch program’s output, which decides economic regulation 

service allocations based on offers, system conditions, physical conditions of the 

generators, and past dispatch states of the generators. 

2. Ramp rates: Each generating unit (even if all belongs to thermal group) has 

different per second ramping capabilities to AGC signals depending upon their 

capacities.  

Implementation of AGC connection with SCUC and SCED: 

Figure 5.2 shows the overall operational scheme of power system market within 

which AGC fits in the real-time operational environment [101]. Typically a day-ahead (DA) 

24-hour forecasts of load, wind together with generating unit offers are used by independent 

system operators (ISOs) to execute security constrained unit commitment (SCUC) and 

economic dispatch (SCED) respectively to make unit commitment decisions for the next day 

24 hours. Then real-time economic dispatch (RTED) market is run at 5-minute intervals 

considering the real-time load and wind data, and accordingly dispatches are adjusted to 

meet the uncertainties (In each ISOs, there are intermediate unit-commitment routines 
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executed on the operating day for reliability purposes). Each generator based on its 

regulation offers is allocated regulation service in the real time market every 5-min (300s). 

Based on the real-time market dispatch set points, AGC module gets appropriate signals to 

ensure that appropriate generators participate in AGC in each period to maintain reasonable 

frequency response against fluctuating net-load (load(L) - wind(W)).  
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Figure 5.2 Integration of dispatch and AGC for frequency assessment 

This feature is implemented in Simulink using the “dynamic saturation blocks” in 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4, which ensures the unit participates in AGC according to ED decisions. 

A particular unit may have governor response scheme, but it may not participate in it if the 

ED doesn’t allocate a unit to provide regulation service. This is accounted within the 

simulation by multiplying the droop parameter of respective unit with sign block of its 

regulation commitment during each period. The simplification done in the implementation 

compared to what is shown in Figure 5.2 is: RTED module is not simulated after every 300s 

of AGC simulation in order to circumvent the computational requirements. Instead, the 

hourly unit commitments and the regulation allocations obtained from hourly DA-SCUC 

and SCED are used, and the unit participations in AGC are updated every hour (3600s) of 

the AGC simulation. 

 

Figure 5.3 Thermal unit in AGC subject to SCUC and SCED decisions- 7 coal and 2 oil 

units 
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Figure 5.4 Natural gas unit in AGC subject to SCUC and SCED decisions- 3 gas units 

5.2.4 Impact of Wind Penetration on AGC 

The total wind generation in the system is split into buses 17, 21 and 22 respectively 

in the ratio 3:4:3. The data for load and wind generation, as shown in Figure 5.5 at 1-min. 

resolution, is taken from CAISO for two typical winter days [79]. The net-load (NL) data at 

1-second resolution is obtained by interpolating the data at 1-minute intervals, and the net-

load deviations (∆Pd) computed at 1-second resolution is input as the disturbance to the 

AGC model as shown in Figure 5.1. Since typically the generation base points are decided 

by 5-minute RTED based on the average net-load in that period, the deviations are 

computed as shown in (5.53).  

))()(())()(()( min5 tWtLavgtWtLtP RTRTRTRTd       (5.53) 

 

Figure 5.5 System load and wind data over 2 days at 1-minute resolution 
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As wind penetration increases, three kinds of impact on AGC model is captured 

within the simulations:  

i) Increase in net-load deviations  

ii) Higher allocation of regulation service by SCED 

iii) Decrease in system inertia 

Figure 5.6 shows the net-load deviations for the two days (172800 s) at different 

wind penetrations. It can be observed that the deviation increases as the wind penetration 

increases, with the peak deviation at 60% wind penetration about 5-6 times the peak 

deviation at 10% wind penetration. 

 

Figure 5.6 Net-load deviations at various wind penetration at 1-s resolution 

The increase in net-load deviations with increasing wind penetration imposes higher 

ramping and regulation requirements on the generators in AGC. Figure 5.7 shows the total 
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hourly (3600s) regulation allocations by the DA-SCED at various wind penetrations, since 

the estimation of hourly regulation requirements within the DA-SCED algorithm is made a 

function of net-load variability within every hour [72]. At each hour, the regulation 

requirements are allocated amongst coal (regulation offer = $36), natural gas ($27) and oil 

($62) units, with coal and gas units taking the bulk of the regulation services due to their 

offers. 

 

Figure 5.7 Hourly regulation allocations at various wind penetrations 

As the wind generation increases, the system usually experiences reduction in inertia 

(H) mainly due to the displacement in conventional units [102]. In this study, this 

phenomenon is quantitatively captured using the hourly schedules from SCUC module. The 

system inertia for AGC simulation is computed as a function of the generators committed 

during every hour, as decided by the SCUC. Figure 5.8 shows the impact of increasing wind 

penetration on system inertia every hour (in terms of percentage of the total system H 
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(MWs/MVA)). This is accomplished by updating Tp (power system time constant) in Figure 

5.1, which is a function of H (directly proportional).  

 

Figure 5.8 Impact of increasing wind penetration on system inertia 

There is decrease in the inertia during many hours due to displacement of 

conventional units by wind generation. The degree of conventional unit displacement also 

depends on many other factors such as forced outage of generators (captured within the 

SCUC using a random sampling process based on unit forced outage rates (FOR)), load 

level, and wind spillage due to transmission flow limits. 

5.3 INTEGRATION OF STORAGE IN AGC  

Typically storage technologies such as battery, flywheel and Superconducting 

Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) [103, 104] that have short-term energy capacity and 

respond faster are utilized to compensate the ACE instantaneously, and offset the frequency 
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deviation. Figure 5.9 shows the operational logic behind short-term storage participation in 

AGC, wherein if ACE is negative due to net-load increase and frequency dips, then storage 

discharges short burst of power to offset it, and if ACE is positive due to net-load decrease 

causing frequency increase, then storage quickly absorbs power. The ability to absorb and 

discharge at any instance also depends on the reservoir (storage medium) energy status. As 

shown in Figure 2.2, the modes of operation for short-term storage can be termed as “two-

quadrant” operation, i.e., quick bursts of charge increase and discharge increase as required. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Short-term storage participation logic in AGC 

Bulk energy storages stores energy for hours, e.g. CAES and PHS. Thus these 

storage technologies have the ability to offer both in energy and AS markets. For instance, a 

generator operates in two-quadrant as shown in Figure 2.2, it provides regulation through its 

discharge operation only, i.e., by moving up and down from a discharge set point committed 

in energy market. Similarly, in a given hour, depending upon whether the bulk storage is 

charging or discharging from the energy market, it can also provide regulation by moving 

up or down about its charge and discharge commitments. This makes such bulk storage 

operate in all the “four-quadrants”. In this section, we present the state space model of 

CAES and battery for integrating them within AGC module, and specifically focus on 

investigating the impact of fast-responding battery storage on system frequency response. 
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5.3.1 State Space Model of Compressed Air Energy Storage 

CAES operation is similar to that of the conventional gas turbine (or combustion 

turbine (CT)), with the difference being that the expansion and compression stages are made 

independent. A conceptual design of CAES is shown in Figure 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10 Conceptual representation of a basic CAES system 

This section presents the integration of slow dynamics model of CAES into AGC 

module as shown in Figure 5.11. The turbine model is similar to that of the natural gas unit 

model presented in section 5.2.3, with the only difference being the absence of the re-heater. 

The compressor system’s pressure rising process is modeled as first order inertia system 

with large time constant T1C, and the speed control system is approximately represented as 

another first order inertia system with time constant T2C, with T1C>T2C.  
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Figure 5.11 Slow dynamics model of CAES integrated into AGC 

The following equations show the development of state space representation of 

CAES’s slow dynamics. Equation (5.54) shows states related to compressor operation, 

(5.55) shows states related to turbine operation, and (5.56) shows states related to reservoir 

operation (i.e., reservoir energy, mass and pressure). 

 

(5.54) 

 

(5.55) 

 

            (5.56) 
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System state: 

Both turbine and compressor power generation and withdrawal will impact the 

system frequency, depending upon which one of the components is available online in a 

particular hour (based on CAES commitments by SCUC indicated by U and U
C
 parameters). 

The turbine impacts the frequency in a manner similar to any conventional generation, and 

the compressor impacts in a manner similar to a load disturbance.  
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Compressor states: 
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Reservoir states: 

Equation (5.76) shows the reservoir energy status which depends on the overall 

energy compressed and generated over a period. 

 mCTmComesR PP
s

E 
1

       (5.76) 

 mCTmComesR PPE         (5.77) 

The following modeling assumptions are made for capturing other subtle states of 

the CAES reservoir such as mass and pressure: 

 Isentropic process, i.e., no heat is added to the flow, and so the temperatures 

remain constant. 

 Ideal gas with a constant specific heat. 

 The ratio of fuel to air inside turbine is constant. 

The compressor train compresses the air at atmospheric pressure to the reservoir 

pressure. The rate of flow of air mass into the reservoir is [105] given by (5.78). 
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where Cp1 is the specific heat at constant pressure, 
2P and 

1P  are the compressor output 

pressure and input pressure, respectively (in bar), Tin is ambient temperature at input of 

Compressor (K), and Cv1 is specific heat at constant volume. 
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The air withdrawn from the reservoir by turbine is compressed in a high pressure 

stage, and subsequently combusted with fuel in a low pressure stage. The mass of air 

discharged from the reservoir is calculated using the turbine equation [106]. The rate of flow 

of air discharged from the reservoir is given by (5.80).
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 (5.80) 

where, T1 is the HP turbine inlet temperature (K), T2  is the LP turbine inlet temperature (K), 

P1 and P2 are the pressures in LP and HP turbines (in bar). Pb is the atmospheric pressure, 

fuelCT mm   is the ratio of the air discharge rate from the reservoir to the rate of flow of fuel 

that combines in the combustion chamber to generate electricity, and is the CAES round trip 

efficiency [107].  

Inside the reservoir as the compressor pumps in air, the mass of air increases and 

simultaneously, the pressure of the reservoir increases. Typically, the reservoir operates 

within the pressure range of 15 to 70 bar. The CAES reservoir can be an underground 

storage, depleted natural gas/oil fields, piping systems or compressed air tanks with different 

ratings. The mass and pressure inside the reservoir is computed by [108], 
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  (5.84) 

where KmCom and KmCT are the reciprocal of denominators of the equations (5.78) and (5.80) 

respectively, R is the gas constant (J kg
−1 

K
−1

), V is the volume of the storage(m
3
), Tin is 

temperature at input of storage and Ts is the temperature at which the compressed air is 

stored in the storage (K). This design where the pressure changes with the mass of air is 

referred to as sliding pressure [108].  

The energy that the reservoir can store is determined by the pressure and mass values 

of the reservoir. In real time, the reservoir cannot be discharged below a minimum pressure 

and charged beyond a maximum pressure limit. This model facilitates enforcing this 

operational constraint during the simulation by conducting the charging and discharging of 

CAES reservoir within the operational pressure ranges. The gradual pressure leakage from 

the reservoir of 15bar/hour [109] is also accounted in this model. 

5.3.1.1 CAES Reservoir model validation with Huntorf operational data 

The CAES reservoir model was validated with the output curves from the Huntorf 

model [109]. The input power Pmcom and output power PmCT used to validate the state space 

model are shown in Figure 5.12. These curves are the real-time input/output power to the 

Huntorf CAES. The pressure from the state space model was compared to the Huntorf 

CAES and verified its operation. As can be see from Figure 5.13 that the Huntorf CAES 

pressure ranges between 48-62 bars while the state space model pressure ranges from 30-62 

bars. The pressure for the state space model starts from 30 bar as the CAES reservoir was 

charged from empty to full. On the otherhand the Huntorf model real time data is a snapshot 
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from its real time operation and had previously charged its reservoir with corresponding 

pressure of 48bar.  

 

Figure 5.12 Input/output curves from real-time data of Huntorf CAES 

 

Figure 5.13 Pressure curves compared from State Space model and Huntorf CAES 
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5.3.1.2 Integration of CAES state space into AGC 

The various system states are divided into 6 categories: system related state Xp (1 

state), thermal unit related states XT (4 states), gas unit related states XG (6 states), CAES 

compressor related states (2 states), CAES turbine related states (5 states), and CAES 

reservoir related states (3 states). Equation (5.85) shows the standard state space 

representation of IEEE 24 bus RTS system integrated with CAES. The state matrices that 

are non-empty and capture the interactions between various components are defined 

subsequently. 
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where, 
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where. ACT,T, ACT,G, ACT,Com, AG,Com, and AG,CT are (5X4), (5X6), 5X2), (6X2), and (6X5) 

matrices respectively, with all the other elements being zero. 
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         (5.96) 

 

 

(5.97) 

 

5.3.2 Battery integration into AGC 

The battery model available in Matlab Simulink has been used in this work [110, 

111], a simplistic version of which is shown in Figure 5.14. The model captures three 

typical characteristics of batteries: exponential voltage drop of a typical battery when it is 

charged, the linear relationship between charge and voltage up until a nominal value, and 

finally the non-linear discharge beyond the nominal voltage value. The various parameters 

of the model are estimated based on the charge-discharge characteristics of various batteries, 

i.e., lead acid, lithium ion, Ni-Cd, and Ni-MH. In this work, the Ni-MH battery model of 

Simulink is used with suitable parameters to realize a 1 MW 1200V 1000A (66.67Ah) 

battery with a response time of 100ms. 

The operational logic in integrating battery into AGC is depicted in Figure 5.15. The 

parameter series_cells is used in the model (within and outside the battery) to increase the 

battery power rating by emulating the series connection of many cells that adds up all the 

voltage to make up a high-power battery bank with similar A-h rating. The battery voltage 

is always positive and the current is bidirectional. The internal voltage E of the battery is a 

function of its state of charge (SoC), as shown in Figure. 5.14. At full-charge the battery 
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voltage is at its maximum rated voltage of about 1200V and decreases as the state of charge 

decreases to a low of 1020V. The SoC is given by (5.98) 
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Figure 5.14 Simplistic representation of battery model in Matlab Simulink 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Battery integration into AGC 
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The battery is connected to the grid through ac/dc converter. The voltage across the 

converter is a function of the system ACE. The change in the voltage is proportional to the 

deviation in the ACE and consequently the system frequency, as given by (5.101). 
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As shown in Figure 5.15, a positive voltage Vbatt across the first convertor (i.e., 

positive ACE) triggers a convertor leg to apply 2500V across the battery terminals, whereby 

the battery is charged. A negative voltage (negative ACE) across the first convertor triggers 

a convertor leg such that -280 V is applied across the battery terminals, thereby discharging 

the battery. When the deviation is 0, the battery terminal is open-circuited thereby not 

charging or discharging.  
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The battery current is given by (5.104), 

 
 batt
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batt VE
RR

I 



int

1
      (5.104) 

where, Rbatt is battery external resistance of 1.48ohm. As the current flows out or into the 

battery the state of charge of the battery changes, as shown in (5.100). The converter voltage 

varies from -280 V to 2500 V, such that the maximum current is restricted to 1000A. The 

charging and discharging power output from the battery is given by (5.105), 

battbatt IEP           (5.105) 
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5.4 AGC SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section AGC simulation with battery is presented. Three cases were 

investigated. Case 1 is the base case with the existing generators providing regulation 

through AGC according to the dispatch set points obtained from SCUC-SCED. Case 2 and 

case 3 are case 1 with the addition of 1MW and 2 MW batteries respectively.  

5.4.1 Frequency Response Assessment 

Figure 5.16 shows the 12-hour frequency response at 10% wind penetration, for all 

the three cases respectively. It is seen that the frequency response is progressively better 

with increasing battery contribution in the system. 

 

Figure 5.16 Frequency response at 10% wind penetration 
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Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 show the ACE movement vs. generation movement over 

a period of 10 minutes for case 1 and case 3 respectively. According to the SCUC-SCED 

decisions, in this period only coal units are dispatched to supply regulation, and hence 

respond to the AGC signals. 

 

Figure 5.17 ACE vs. Resource Response – without storage 

The following can be observed from the two figures: 

1. ACE Reduction: When battery contributes to frequency regulation in Figure 

5.18, the ACE is highly reduced due to its very fast movement, compared to coal 

alone trying to supply regulation as seen in Figure 5.17. Just comparing the peak 

ACE, an improvement of about 7-times is observed. 
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Figure 5.18 ACE vs. Resource Response – with storage 

2. Impact of slow responding units on ACE: As seen in Figure 5.17, many times 

coal units, due to their slow movement, are unable to respond to the steep ramps of 

ACE caused by net-load fluctuations. Because of that even though coal unit move to 

offset the ACE, still it contributes to the total system ACE as seen by the shaded 

regions. The performance of conventional units will be much poorer with increasing 

wind penetration. On the other hand, as seen in Figure 5.18, due to battery’s very 

quick response, the ACE is offset instantaneously. Due to efficient frequency 

response, and highly reduced ACE movement, the coal movements are also less and 

do not contribute to system net ACE. 

5.4.2 CPS1 Measure 

Figure 5.19 shows CPS1 curves with є=0.0228 Hz at various wind penetration 

levels. It is seen that without fast responding storage, for case 1 the CPS1 values decrease 
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with increasing wind penetration. The available generating units are unable to offset the 

steep ramps of net-load deviation that occurs with increasing wind penetration. For the 

present case, beyond 15% wind penetration, the CPS1 values decrease less than 100%, and 

beyond 17.5% it is even worse.  

The CPS may be improved by many ways, such as increasing fast acting regulation 

providers, aggregating control areas to reduce net-load variation, wind output control and 

inertia emulation, and increasing regulation requirement in SCUC/SCED algorithm. An 

ideal solution may be a combination of all these strategies, and fast responding devices may 

form a vital piece of that strategy. Fast responding regulation can be provided from 

combustion turbine, demand response and storage devices. In this study, the impacts of 

batteries are assessed. As seen in Figure 5.19, with increasing penetration of fast responding 

storage, the CPS values are improving, thereby enabling higher penetrations of wind in the 

system without violating the NERC CPS criteria for frequency response. In this case study, 

an addition of 10 MW battery to the existing AGC fleet helps facilitate about 10-15% more 

wind integration without causing frequency issues. Figure 5.20 shows the CPS-1 curves 

with a slightly relaxed frequency bounds, with є=0.0342 Hz. Consequetly the CPS-1 values 

are better in all the cases, again the addition of fast responding storage facilitating higher 

wind penetration. 
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Figure 5.19 CPS-1 at various wind penetration – є=0.0228 Hz 

 

 

Figure 5.20 CPS-1 at various wind penetration – є=0.0342 Hz 
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5.4.3 Generation Miles & Regulation Deployment 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the coal and natural gas units’ movements for the first 

12 hours of the AGC simulation. The movements are termed as “mileage” [93] that denotes 

the net absolute MW movements in both the directions (up and down) made by a generator 

in response to AGC signals to offset ACE. The results are summarized in Table 5.2, where 

from it is clear that with fast responding storage in the system, not only the total ACE-miles 

decreases, but additionally the movements by conventional units, especially coal also 

decreases. Just an addition of a 2 MW battery to the AGC fleet in this case study reduces 

about 60% and 77% of contribution from coal and natural gas units respectively. 

 

Figure 5.21 Coal unit movement for various cases 
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Figure 5.22 Natural gas unit movement for various cases 

Table 5.3 shows the regulation in MW-hr expended from various units during the 

first 4 hours under case 1 and case 3. With the inclusion of 2MW battery, the total 

regulation supplied over the 4 hours decreases in case 3 by about 24.3 % compared to case 

1. In case 3, the battery supplies about 37% of the total regulation required, while regulation 

from coal and natural gas units reduced by about 45% and 65% respectively. The reduction 

in coal and natural gas unit participation and hence the reduction in their cycling also has an 

impact on the overall system operating cost, CO2, SO2 and NOx emissions, and also on the 

forced outage rates (FOR) and life of these conventional units that are not designed to cycle. 

The results shown are at 10% wind penetration. At higher wind penetration, the benefits 

from battery for frequency response and also for improving the health of the conventional 

units are highly pronounced and economically very valuable. 
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Table 5.2 Impact of Battery on Generation Miles-Wind Pen. 10% 

Case ACE miles (MW) Coal Miles (MW) Natural Gas Miles (MW) Storage Miles (MW) 

1 1533481.99 4022.91 13004.07 0 

2 1299097.69 (-15.28) 3058.43 (-23.97) 10738.32 (-17.42) 2677.51 

3 351546.9 (-77.08) 1633.36 (-59.40) 2933.50 (-77.44) 18089.44 

 

Table 5.3 Impact on Hourly Regulation Deployments (MW-hr)-Wind Pen. 10% 

Hour Coal Natural Gas Total Coal_Batt2MW 
Natural 

Gas_Batt2MW 

Battery 

2MW 
Total 

1 3.89 0 3.89 2.35 0 1.04 3.38 

2 0.08 3.44 3.52 0.002 1.00 0.68 1.68 

3 1.04 0.72 1.76 0.45 0.44 0.72 1.61 

4 2.02 0 2.02 1.07 0 0.72 1.79 

Total 7.03 4.16 11.19 3.872 (-44.9%) 1.45 (-65.2%) 3.15 8.47 (-24.3%) 

 

Decrease in regulation deployment also means there can be a decrease in regulation 

capacity allocation by AS market. As discussed in section 5.4.2, the hourly regulation 

requirements specified in SCUC-SCED is a function of net-load variability and additional 

capacity allocations (δCPS) to improve CPS standards as shown in (5.106). ERCOT allocates 

additional regulation by monitoring the CPS scores [75].  

CPStNLfntgeR  ))(()(         (5.106) 
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Since these short-term storage devices improve the CPS even with lesser deployment 

of regulation service as observed in Table 5.3, this could lead to reduction in the total hourly 

regulation allocations and consequently the production cost. This is illustrated in Table 5.4 

for higher wind penetration of 30%. Case 1 and Case 2 are two 48-hour generation dispatch 

scenarios, with Case 2 allocating 40% higher regulation over Case 1 and consequently 

resulting in increased production cost of about $10000 over 2 days. Table 5.4 also shows the 

12-hour regulation deployment based on the regulation allocation decisions of production 

cost. We can observe that increased regulation allocation is useful in deploying more 

regulation (about 16.86 MW-hr, i.e., ~17.5%) to ensure increase in CPS1 measure, though 

still lesser than 0. While with a 1MW battery added to the SCED of Case 1 enables 

maintaining a good CPS-1 score even with same regulation deployment, thereby saving the 

requirement for additional 40% allocation of regulation services by production costing for 

betterment of CPS. This reduces regulation market MCPs and system production cost. 

Table 5.4 Regulation and Generation Miles for 12 hours – Wind Pen. 30% 

Case (48-hr 

Prod. cost M$) 

Regulation 

(MW-hr) 
ACE miles 

(MW) 

Coal Miles 

(MW) 

Natural Gas 

Miles (MW) 

Storage 

Miles 

(MW) 

CPS-I 

1 (2.32) 96.09 1121483 14474 81934.11 0 -205.2 

2 (2.33) 112.95 1312925 21643.15 90821.47 0 -107.4 

1+Battery1MW 97.73 553531.3 12143.19 57112.54 8307.18 32.56 

5.4.4 Comparison with Technologies 

Table 5.5 shows the 12-hour AGC simulation results for various different 

technologies under 40% wind penetration. For є=0.0342 Hz, the CPS-1 measure is shown 
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for all the cases. While the 150% transmission expansion case reduces system production 

cost from about 2.37M$ in base case to about 2.16M$, it requires the support of faster 

ramping unit to enhance the CPS-1 score. In this case, transmission expansion alone 

increases coal cycling due to the exposure of cheap coal to more regulation services. The 

table also shows a 1MW battery to be performing almost 16 times the MW miles possible to 

be performed by a 1MW CT, and hence offers CPS-1 score on par with a 20MW CT which 

is about 44 times its investment cost. The CT operation in AGC is tantamount to CAES 

operation in generation mode. The total regulation deployment obtained from the 12 hour 

AGC simulation with 1MW battery is about 100.65 MW-hr, compared to about 125.98 

MW-hr with 20MW CT to get a similar CPS-1 score. CAES with ramping characteristics 

similar to CT at the discharge side and with additional capability to provide regulation 

through charging operation at a higher rate (compressor) can be expected to provide slightly 

better performance in terms of improving CPS-1 score, however far short of short-term 

storage’s ability. 

Table 5.5 Technology Comparison - Wind Pen. 40% 

Case 
Investment 

(M$) 

Coal Miles 

(MW) 

NG Miles 

(MW) 

CT/Batt Miles 

(MW) 
CPS-I 

Base - 47265.50 36378.34 - -651.87 

CT 2MW 1.1 47467.98 36370.41 1046.54 -646.06 

Trans.150% 82.6 58308.28 16137.38 - -574.83 

Batt-1MW 0.25 46043.61 33677.20 8684.21 -532.02 

CT 20MW 11 47385.79 36214.21 10729.78 -507.33 
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5.5 SHORT-TERM STORAGE ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 

The technology adaptable model for short-term technologies with 5-minute SCED 

described in chapter 3 is used to investigate the participation, grid impacts and economic 

viability of short-term storages such as flywheel and battery under various wind penetration 

scenarios. It should be noted that the revenue estimation for short-term storages from 

production costing studies are based on the MCPs for regulation capacity. All the grid 

benefits discussed are also by virtue of capacity commitments of short-term storages in the 

AS market. However in order to evaluate the economics of short-term storage credibly, the 

integrated approach of production costing with AGC has to be taken as shown in Figure 5.2.  

5.5.1 Integrated approach 

From the discussions in previous section 5.4.3 that used the integrated approach, the 

economic implications of using short-term storage could be in terms of: 

1. Reduction in regulation deployment 

2. Reduction in conventional unit cycling 

Table 5.6 shows the MCPs, the revenue that battery earns by supplying regulation 

and the savings due to decrease in regulation deployment in the first four hours. The table 

also estimates the reduction in cycling related costs in these hours, as a consequence of 

reduction in coal and NG unit deployments. According to the cycling studies done by 

APTECH [84, 85], the estimation of cycling costs related to load following (which include 

components such as heat-rate degradation, operation and maintenance costs, FOR and 
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upgrades) on an average for a coal and NG unit is about $3.34/MW-hr and $1.92/MW-hr 

respectively as shown in Table 4.1. According to Table 5.6, battery in this case promises a 

minimum of about $97.5 (Reg + Cyc savings) savings in these first four hours by virtue of 

its performance, i.e., instantaneous response and frequent cycling. Aptech studies also quote 

higher values of these cycling costs, depending upon the specific characteristics of each unit 

studies and the ramp rates they are subjected to. These savings may further increase when 

the savings in emissions related to unsteady cycling operations are considered along with a 

suitable emission tax.  

Table 5.6 Economic Implications of Battery in AGC 

Hr MCP ($/MW-hr) Batt2MW ($) Reg. Saving ($) Coal Cyc ($) NG Cyc ($) 

1 36 37.44 18.36 5.14 0 

2 27 18.36 49.68 0.26 4.68 

3 36 25.92 5.4 1.97 0.54 

4 36 25.92 8.28 3.17 0 

  107.64 81.72 10.55 5.22 

 

NE-ISO proposes to pay for these short-term storages based on performance, i.e., the 

actual mileage a device provide [93]. Pay by performance values the quality of rapidly 

providing regulation by these short-term fast responding storages.  

     MCPCSmilesMWMileage $

        

(5.107) 

where, the capacity-service ratio (CS) is the ratio of the MW capacity to the MW-miles a 

conventional regulation provider may perform within an hour. 
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In this chapter, we propose the following economic incentive for mileage 

performance of storage as expressed in (5.108), which will be credited to the hourly storage 

revenue. 

 
 

 Saving
milesMWGenTotal

milesMWStorage
Mileage $

.
$ 

      

(5.108) 

The 2 MW battery, with an average of about 1507.45 MW-miles per hour (from 

Table 5.2), contributes about 79.8% of the total generation miles. Therefore, the additional 

revenue associated with the mileage-service over the first 4 hours will be about $77.8, i.e., 

79.8% of the $97.5 estimated savings, thereby totaling the revenue in these hours to be 

$187.44. This impacts the payback period of the battery investment, and hence encourages 

penetration of such storage devices. For instance, based on economic evaluation a 2MW 

battery makes about $46.86/hr with payment for its performance, compared to about 

$26.91/hr normally. Estimating yearly revenues from this, a 2MW battery can breakeven its 

$500k investment in about 1.22 years with payment for performance compared to about 

2.12 years otherwise. 

5.5.2 Production costing study and estimated AGC information 

In this section, short-term storages of various sizes are dispatched using high-fidelity 

dispatch model in grid at 5-minute intervals under various wind penetration, and for all the 

cases AGC study is not performed. Instead, information about such storage’s services 

gained from previous AGC studies are used to add credibility to the production cost study 

results. This discussion will help learn what is important from these small time-scale studies 

that need to be imported into long-term studies; so that such technologies’ economic 
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assessment can be done in a reasonable manner (if a full-fledged integrated approach is not 

possible). 

The actual payment or storage revenues is subject to the duration for which the 

device is able to supply regulation service in each hour and the payment it receives for its 

performance (mileage payment), as discussed in section 5.5.1. As shown in Table 5.2, the 

2MW battery performing almost 79.8% of MW miles earned additional revenue of about 

72% of its revenue from deployed regulation. The 1 MW battery in Table 5.2 performing 

only about 16% of the MW miles is expected to earn lesser percentage of revenue for its 

mileage performance. PJM MCP data in early January 2013 shows the additional payment 

for performance ranges from about 5% to 120% of the payment made for regulation 

capacity. As far as the actual deployment of regulation service from short-term storage is 

concerned, it depends on: 

i. Actual regulation deployed  by AGC - The AGC simulations do indicate that 

typically about 15-20% of the regulation service allocated by SCED gets 

deployed. 

ii. Fade time/Utilization Factor - Short-term storage will face fade time i.e., time 

when it cannot take any more charge due to hitting the maximum and minimum 

state of energy (when it hits the 100% or 0% energy capacity within every hour). 

Therefore the utilization factor (UF), which is defined as the ratio of average 

hourly energy delivered to its rated energy will be less than 100%. Studies do 

indicate a UF for flywheel of about 30% to 58% [43, 112]. From the AGC 

studies, we can estimate UF to be about 39% (2MW battery in Table 5.3)-64% 

(1MW battery in Table 5.4). 
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Assuming that the factor (i), i.e., the required regulation deployment in reality is 

high enough to be more than the short-term storage’s capacity, UF factor (30-65%) and the 

additional mileage payment (16%-72%) must be taken into account appropriately in the 

forthcoming revenue/profit results reported based on 48-hour 5-min. SCED. 

5.5.2.1 Wind penetration levels 

In the system a flywheel storage of size 20MW and 50MW was included at bus 21 

co-located with a wind farm. The system wind penetration level was increased and the 

production cost was observed. The wind penetration is the nameplate capacity penetration. 

From Figure 5.23 we observe that when we include flywheel unit the production cost 

is reduced under all wind penetration levels for which regulation requirements increase. The 

production cost further reduces with increasing sizes of flywheel unit. For instance, at 60% 

wind penetration, 20MW flywheel reduces the yearly production cost by about $5.14M 

compared to its base case. However at lower wind penetration, beyond a storage size there is 

not much scope for grid to benefit. 

 

Figure 5.23 System production cost with flywheel in SCED 
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Flywheel storage has no fuel cost and is cheaper than all other generating technology 

with a regulation offer price of $ 2 /MW-hr. Thus when flywheel is added to the grid it 

replaces the expensive generating units to supply the regulation which is a pricey grid 

service. At times flywheel also is the marginal unit in the regulation market and sets a lower 

Market Clearing Price (MCP).  These reasons justify the lowering of system production cost 

with flywheel.  

Also, as discussed in section 5.4.3 with the help of Table 5.4, short-term storages do 

reduce system production cost by reducing the amount of regulation capacity procured by 

the market. A similar AGC study for these bigger sized short-term storages considered in 

Figure 5.23 will help us estimate the system frequency response and the CPS scores. Based 

on equation (5.8), the hourly regulation requirement (δCPS) can be reduced if the CPS is 

satisfactory and very high, and the system can afford to operate with a lower CPS with the 

support of short-term storage. This will help lower production costs, market prices and 

relieve some generation capacity from regulation market. Implementation of this idea can be 

thought of as a feedback from AGC studies to the economic dispatch program in Figure 5.2, 

based on continued monitoring of the impact of short-term storage’s services on CPS 

scores. In this case, the CPS scores may be computed more frequently than usual intervals. 

From Figure 5.24 we observe that under same wind penetration, the AS revenue 

earned by flywheel is more with higher size. However, how much more depends on the 

regulation requirement at a given wind penetration. For instance, at 22% the scope for a 

bigger flywheel of 50MW to earn from AS is less. A 20 MW flywheel is committed to 

deliver about 856.65MW-hr of regulation over 48 hours, while a 50MW flywheel is 

dispatched to deliver 1243.21MW-hr of regulation service. However when the wind 
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penetration is increased to 60%, we find that the 50MW flywheel is estimated to earn twice 

as much revenue compared to the 20 MW flywheel, since the required regulation amount is 

higher at 60 % wind penetration and a larger unit will benefit more. While the 20 MW 

flywheel is dispatched to deliver 887.77MW-hr of regulation, the 50 MW flywheel is 

dispatched to deliver 2202.48MW-hr. 

 

Figure 5.24 Flywheel AS revenue vs. wind penetration 

These simulations indicated that wind spillage is not affected to any significant 

degree by the flywheel installments in the grid. This is because flywheel is a fast responding 

short-term storage aiding the grid to relieve minute-to-minute power deviations by 

supplying and absorbing short bursts of power, acting as a net-zero energy resource. They 

do not necessarily absorb spilled wind energy and retain it over time to deliver during peak 

periods like any bulk storage. A bigger size battery with sufficient storage capacity could 

perform such functionalities like reducing wind spillage similar to bulk energy storage. 
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In previous section the impact of battery operation on conventional unit cycling was 

studied, and the hourly benefits of cycling reduction were appropriately estimated and 

included within storage performance monetization. Here the potential to reduce cycling 

related costs of conventional units by virtue of short-term storage’s capacity commitments 

in AS market are studied and quantified. Figure 5.25 shows that the cycling costs are 

significant under high wind penetration with higher regulation requirements. The inclusion 

of flywheels that are designed for cycling operation is able to relieve the conventional units 

from cycling stress incurred by providing regulation service. Thus greater the size of 

flywheel lesser the cycling cost at higher wind penetrations. 

 

Figure 5.25 Impact on Conventional Unit Cycling Costs 

5.5.3 Payback Assessment 

In Table 5.7 the simple payback for flywheel unit of 20MW and 50MW at 22%, 

40% and 60% wind penetration is given. The regulation offer times its regulation 
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commitment is considered as the operational cost of storage unit. The investment cost of 

$1630/KWh [113] ($407.5/kW) is assumed for the flywheel with 15-minute charging and 

discharging time (T
C/D

). The AS revenue of the unit is estimated using the hourly MCPs 

obtained from the 5-minute production costing study over 48-hours. In estimating AS 

revenues from capacity commitments, UF of 50% was assumed and hence 50% of AS profit 

estimated from production costing study is used in payback calculation. Two payback 

periods were computed, one without mileage compensation and another with assumed 

mileage compensation worth 50% of original revenue subjected to UF (Note: AGC 

simulations are required to estimate actual mileage compensation). 

From Table 5.7, as wind penetration increases the payback period reduces for short 

term storage. Flywheel of 50MW had a longer payback term compared to 20MW unit at 

lower wind penetration of 22%. However at 60% wind penetration the payback periods of 

20MW and 50MW units are comparable. It is to be noted that beyond a certain wind 

penetration, the scope for a smaller flywheel to earn is limited by its size, however it 

continues to improve on its payback due to higher MCPs at higher wind penetration. With 

inclusion of payment for performance, the economics is sure to improve depending on the 

percentage of additional mileage based revenue the storage earns. In this case, with the 

assumption being 50%, the payback also improves by about 35%. 

The table also shows results for a generic battery, where it has better economics than 

a flywheel of same size. The short-term battery’s characteristics are same as flywheel except 

for a higher efficiency of about 90% compared to flywheel’s 85% and lower investment cost 

of about $1000/KWh ($250/KW). Ofcourse, there are battery types at various investment 

cost levels and efficiencies, and accordingly the payback period will change. However, the 
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assumed cost of $250/KW is higher for many batteries such as NaS, Ni-Cd than what has 

been quoted in literatures [114], which also note a price decline in these technologies’ 

investment cost. Most literatures quote an efficiency of around 80-85% for Li-ion and Ni-

Cd, while promise higher efficiencies of more than 90% for NaS. 

Table 5.7 Short-Term Storage Payback Assessment 

PAYBACK FW 20MW FW 50MW Batt 50MW 

 WP 22 WP 40 WP 60 WP 22 WP 60 WP 60 

Regulation Offer ($/MW-hr) 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Investment Cost (M$) 8.15 8.15 8.15 20.375 20.375 12.5 

Rating (MW-hr) 5 5 5 12.5 12.5 12.5 

Regulation served (MW-hr) 856.65 887.73 887.77 1243.21 2202.48 2260.61 

AS revenue (K$) 10.768 12.512 13.567 11.737 26.338 26.684 

Yearly revenue (M$) 1.96 2.275 2.47 2.135 4.795 4.86 

Yearly op. cost (M$) 0.155 0.16 0.16 0.225 0.4 0.41 

Yearly profit (M$) 1.805 2.115 2.31 1.91 4.395 4.45 

Payback (years) 4.52 3.85 3.53 10.67 4.64 2.81 

Payback w/ Mileage$ (years) 2.93 2.51 2.29 6.84 2.99 1.82 

 

If regulation offers of each conventional generation were reduced by $12.5, leading 

to lesser MCPs, then the project’s payback will experience a setback. For instance, in such a 

case the average 24 hour MCP is about $13.5, with maximum being around $17.2 and 

minimum at about $7.25. For the 20MW flywheel at 40% wind penetration, the 48-hour AS 

profit is about $9K (about $3.5K lesser than the value in Table 5.7) and the payback years 
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will be about 6.89 years even with mileage payment and about 10.62 years without it. As 

seen in section 4.4, the economic implication of lower MCPs will be heavy for bigger 

storage projects than smaller owing to the investment costs. 

5.5.4 Impact of Cycling Cost 

As observed in Figure 5.25 with flywheels, the cycling related costs are reduced by 

fast responding battery of 50MW too at 60% wind penetration as shown in Figure 5.26, by 

virtue of reducing the allocation of conventional generation capacities for regulation 

services. On adding cycling cost component to the regulation offers of generators as 

discussed in section 4.3.2, it is seen that the cycling related costs are further decreased in the 

system as indicated by the bar corresponding to “Batt 50 Cyc”. Figure 5.27 shows the 

system production cost under different scenarios. Clearly the addition of battery reduces the 

production costs by about $74K over 40 hours by lowering the regulation MCPs and also 

the cycling costs involved. However it is also seen that the increase in MCPs due to 

additional cycling component increases the overall production cost of the system by about 

$69.3K, while still lower than the base case production costs including cycling costs by 

about $4.7K over 48 hours. 
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Figure 5.26 Cycling Costs with 50MW Battery at 60% Wind Penetration 

 

Figure 5.27 Production Cost at 60% Wind Penetration 

However due to increase in MCPs of marginal units with cycling cost additions the 

battery earns higher revenue from AS market by about $27.8K as seen from Figure 5.28. 

The payback period is lesser by a year at about 1.79 years, and almost closer to the payback 

period with payment for its mileage performance. If the scenario is such that both the MCPs 
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are higher in market and mileage payment is awarded to the short-term storage, then the 

payback year is about 1.17 years (reduced by about 6 months). 

 

Figure 5.28 50MW Battery AS Revenue at 60% Wind Penetration 

5.5.5 Regulation offers 

There could be two reasons why the offers of short-term storages could be varied:  

1. Short term storages are at a vantage position in the grid to get chosen in the 

balancing market due to its ability to ramp up faster to offset the power 

deviations at a lower offer. In the cost-based regulation offers, there is a 

component “margin adder” as explained in section 4.3 which allows the offerer 

to add a value (limited to a prescribed amount) to ensure the provider doesn’t 

incur some miscellaneous losses while providing such unsteady services.  

2. While short-term storages are made to cycle faster without much deterioration in 

operational cost and health, they could in some cases incur high maintenance 
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costs. Hence this is another scenario where genuinely the operational cost of a 

short-term storage may be higher, even if its investment cost is lower.  

So in this section the analysis on storage revenues and payback is made by 

increasing its regulation offers, while keeping the O&M cost to original value for the first 

scenario above, and increasing the O&M cost too for the second case stated above. The 

flywheel offers were increased such that it remains the lowest bidding entity in the market, 

with offers of $10/MW-hr and $20/MW-hr, given that the original offer was $2/MW-hr.  

Increase of offers slightly reduces regulation provision by flywheel, but however 

increases the revenues earned by it as shown by Figure 5.29. If the flywheel was not the 

marginal unit then there would not be any change in the AS revenues of the flywheel with 

change in the offers. But the increased revenues indicate flywheel being the marginal unit at 

certain hours, thereby setting a higher MCPs. This also increases the production cost as seen 

from Figure 5.30.  

 

Figure 5.29 AS revenue vs. offers 
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`  

Figure 5.30 Production Cost vs. offers 

Table 5.8 shows the sensitivity of payback period to storage regulation offers or in 

other words to different operational and maintenance costs of a same 20MW (5MWh) 

flywheel storage with same investment cost ($1630/KW-hr) and at same wind penetration 

level of 22%. If the increased offers are due to higher O&M costs incurred, then even 

though their higher revenues and production costs are justified, still their payback period 

increases due to high O&M cost. In this case, it is important for such short-term storage 

technologies to have a performance based payment in order to breakeven with the 

investment at reasonable time of about 4.5 years. By simply increasing the offer for making 

profit, even though the O&M costs are less, the storage will breakeven at around 4 years at 

the expense of system production costs.  
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Table 5.8 Short-Term Storage Payback sensitivity to Offers 

PAYBACK FW 20MW @ WP 22%- Operational Cost Strategic 

 Offer 2 Offer 10 Offer 20 Offer 20 

Investment Cost (M$) 8.15 8.15 8.15 8.15 

Regulation served (MW-hr) 856.65 798.84 773.07 773.07 

AS Revenue (K$) 10.768 11.05 11.849 11.849 

Yearly AS Revenue (M$) 1.96 2.01 2.155 2.155 

Yearly operational cost (M$) 0.155 0.725 1.405 0.155 

Yearly profit (M$) 1.805 1.285 0.75 2 

Payback (years) 4.52 6.34 10.87 4.075 

Payback w/ Mileage$ (years) 2.93 3.56 4.46 2.65 

 

5.6 OTHER APPLICATIONS OF STATE SPACE MODELS 

The state-space model of CAES presented in earlier section captured the essential 

dynamics of its storage reservoir related to mass flow rates in and out of the reservoir and 

reservoir internal pressure. These two parameters bear direct effect on the storage reservoir 

power intake and output. Such a state-space model is helpful in understanding the limiting 

factors associated with different storage technologies’ reservoir capacity, in this case CAES. 

These smaller time-scale models help in ascribing economic value to storage’s ability to flex 

its energy capacity by virtue of gaining control over the actual subtle limiting factors.  
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Since the successful demonstration of Huntorf CAES plant in 1978, there has been 

several dedicated efforts [115, 116, 117, 118] to design CAES model representing its 

detailed thermodynamic cycle. Such models enabled performing techno-economical and 

performance analysis, and advancing the technology. However such detailed CAES models 

may be too involved and prove to be a bottleneck to conduct a grid level long term 

simulations for planning purposes. The state space model can be simplified by assuming 

steady state versions of the compressor and gas turbine operations (as discussed under 

reservoir modeling in section 5.3.1 using equations (5.78) and (5.80)), thereby resulting in a 

model that simulates within reasonable time and yet enables capturing realistic reservoir 

operational phenomena for assessing the performance. 

The developed simplified model was used as a plug-and-play module for 

representing storage unit within a hybrid-wind technology to devise a solution strategy to 

address wind farm’s long-term and short-term variability (results reported in “Hybrid Wind 

Systems: Design, Operation and Control” project report submitted to DOE) [119, 120]. This 

section further presents another application, where performance assessment of CAES 

connected to a stand-alone wind-farm is performed using the developed state-space model. 

The sub-sections define a number of performance and economic indices that can be 

computed using a one year simulation of CAES plant. These can be used as criteria to 

evaluate the worth of different CAES configurations. 
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5.6.1 Performance indices 

5.6.1.1 Charging time 

Charging time, TCharge, is defined as the time taken to charge the storage reservoir to 

its full capacity within the maximum pressure limit. It depends on the reservoir volume and 

compressor rating, and is expressed in hours 

5.6.1.2 Discharging time 

Discharging time, TDischarge, is defined as the time taken to discharge the storage 

reservoir from its full capacity (at maximum pressure limit) to minimum pressure limit. It 

depends on the reservoir volume and turbine rating, and is expressed in hours.  

5.6.1.3 Demand met 

This is defined as the percentage of power demand requested on the CAES turbine 

side that is generated by CAES respecting its charge level and pressure limits. 
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where Pd is the CAES demand met in % and PD
t
 is the power demand requested from CAES 

at hour t. 

5.6.1.4 Spillage 

This is defined as the percentage of available wind power input into CAES 

compressor side spilled due to insufficient reservoir space or pressure limit hits. 
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where Pspillage is the CAES input power spilled in %, Pin
t
 is the power input command into 

CAES at hour t.  

5.6.1.5 Carbon emissions 

Traditionally reserves are fossil fuel units, and in this case we assume them as coal 

units. When the CAES facility is unable to meet the demand, it is supplied by such reserve 

units. Thus the cumulative carbon emissions from the natural gas turbine of CAES and the 

coal unit are calculated. This index also serves to quantify the advantages of CAES.  
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            (5.111) 

where CE is the carbon emissions from CAES and coal unit in tons/year, ENG  and ECoal are 

the carbon emissions from natural gas unit  and from coal unit in tons/kWh.  

5.6.2 Economic indices 

According to the current market policies, some of the avenues that bear significant 

impact on CAES economics and revenue would be energy arbitrage, charging cost, 

frequency regulation, spinning reserves, installed capacity, market revenues (ICAP), system 

upgrade cost deferral, and environmental impacts [121, 122]. For instance, revenue from 

energy arbitrage will be drawn by strategically charging and discharging CAES in order to 

take advantage of the differences in peak-load and off-peak load prices. This means that the 

decision on CAES configuration will also depend on the application. For higher energy 
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arbitrage, a CAES configuration with higher power density is suitable. In the case of 

revenue opportunity from frequency regulation, there is a great potential if CAES responds 

appropriately to ISO regulation signals. Then it stands a chance to be paid for both charging 

and discharging. Optimal placement of CAES in the system could possibly defer 

transmission and distribution upgrade costs, generating benefits of about 0.15- 1 M$/MW-

year [123]. 

In this section, we have defined some traditional as well explorative economic 

indices, which can be used to evaluate the economic value of CAES. Some of the indices are 

defined in relation to CAES operating with a collocated wind farm. 

5.6.2.1 CAES cost 

Investment cost of CAES is the combination of investment costs required for 

turbine, compressor and reservoir. The turbine rating translates into power rating of the 

CAES, and reservoir rating translates into the energy rating of the CAES. 

INV Tur T CR CC  = P  C P  C Rated CE S          (5.112) 

argRated Tur Disch eE P T               (5.113) 

where CINV  is the investment cost of CAES in $/kW, PTur is the turbine power rating in 

MW, PCR is the compressor power rating in MW, CT is the turbine cost in $/kW, CC is the 

compressor cost in $/kW, ERated is the energy rating of CAES in kWh, SC is the CAES 

storage capacity cost in $/kWh, TDischarge is the discharge time of reservoir in hours. 

Since TDischarge is a function of reservoir volume, it reflects the reservoir investment. 

For a particular turbine rating and pressure limit, higher the reservoir capacity higher is the 

discharge time. 
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5.6.2.2 Operational cost of CAES 

CAES consumes natural gas in the process of generation of electricity. The cost 

associated with fuel consumption and operation & maintenance over a year is calculated as 

operational cost per year. 
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          (5.114) 

where COP is the operational cost in $/year, PG is the power generated by CAES in MW at 

hour t, HR is the CAES heat rate in MBtu/MWh, CNG  is the natural gas price in $/MBtu at 

hour t, and CFOM is the annual fixed operation & maintenance cost of CAES in $/kW. 

5.6.2.3 Operational revenue from CAES 

The hourly electricity prices (LMPs) over a year are used to compute the operational 

revenue. 
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           (5.115) 

where CR is the operational revenue from CAES in $/year, Eh is the hourly electricity prices 

in $/kWh. 

5.6.2.4 Production Tax Credit (PTC) 

This is a business credit to the wind farm owner and is equivalent to the electricity 

generated from the facility. This typically applies for the first 10 years of the wind plant 

operation. If the CAES facility is collocated with the wind farm, then more electricity is 

generated by the wind facility with CAES’s support. This increases the tax credits. 
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where PTCCAES is the production tax credit through CAES in $, TPTC is the tax credit in 

$/kWh. 

5.6.2.5 Revenue opportunity lost due to wind spillage 

We propose a new index to quantify the spillage defined above as an equivalent loss 

in revenue opportunity, i.e., if there was an opportunity to store the spilled power and sell it 

at yearly average spot price. This could be used to strike a comparison between many CAES 

configurations. 
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           (5.117) 

where Sorl is the spillage opportunity revenue loss in $/year, η is the round trip efficiency of 

CAES, EP is the average electricity price $/kWh. 

5.6.2.6 Credit from reserve saved 

Assuming the energy supplied by CAES to the system is typically obtained from 

reserves, in the presence of CAES facility the reserve required by the system is reduced, 

which could contribute to the yearly credits. 
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where RC is the reserve credits due to CAES in $/year, Rp is the hourly reserve price in 

$/kWh. 

5.6.2.7 Credits due to carbon tax reduced 

In the same manner as the carbon emissions, the carbon tax is calculated. With 

CAES, we can expect reduction in this tax. 
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where CT is the carbon tax credit due to CAES in $/year, TNG is the carbon tax for natural 

gas unit in $/kWh, TCoal is the carbon tax for coal unit in $/kWh. 

5.6.2.8 Payback Period for CAES 

It is defined as the number of years required to recover the invested amount on 

CAES facility through revenues. It can be computed by solving the below cost balance 

equation, 
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        (5.121)  

where n is the payback period, r is the rate of interest, and NR is the net revenue per year 

given by
RC RC CT  . 

If the CAES is not collocated with wind farm during the first 10 years of wind farm 

operation, then the above equations will not include the PTCCAES term. So it is treated 

separately from the net revenue per year term in the above equation. 

5.6.3 Numerical Results 

5.6.3.1 Study Description 

This model can be run to simulate and analyze a stand-alone CAES or CAES 

collocated with wind-farm scenario. To illustrate the functionality and features of this model 

we have designed the CAES facility to be co-located in a wind farm. This study would 
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demonstrate how CAES mitigates the wind variability, increases the capacity factor, 

benefits environment and also generates excess revenue opportunities for the wind farm 

owners. It can also act as a spinning reserve to the grid. 

The wind data was taken from the EWITS 2006 database for site# 2302. Figure 5.31 

shows the mismatch between the forecasted and observed wind power data for this site.  

 

 

Figure 5.31 Wind mismatch 

The CAES was operated in load leveling mode, i.e., it functions to smooth the wind 

farm output. The wind forecast power was assumed to be the scheduled wind power Wsch, 

and the difference between wind forecast and actual wind power (Wa) was sent to the CAES 

model. Since, the CAES was operated in wind-farm output smoothing mode, if Wa > Wsch, 

the excess wind output was sent to compressor (Pin) to store equivalent mass of air in the 

CAES storage reservoir. Similarly, if Wa < Wsch, then CAES was requested to generate (PD) 

the required deficit. Therefore, 

If Wa > Wsch, Then Pin = Wa – Wsch        (5.122) 

If Wa < Wsch, Then PD = Wsch- Wa       (5.123) 
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The CAES model was simulated in Matlab Simulink for a total of 8760 hours (1 

year) using the variable time step solver ode23s. One year simulation, took about 10 minutes 

to complete in the load-leveling mode. 

5.6.3.2 Simulation Results for 220 MW CAES 

The peak input and demand to the CAES from the wind farm over a year was found 

to be about 200 MW and 220 MW respectively. So CAES configuration chosen for this 

study consists of 220MW turbine, 200MW compressor and 150,000m
3 

storage reservoir 

volume. Table 5.9 [39, 108, 124, 125] presents the constants and assumptions used for 

CAES simulation and evaluation. References [124, 126] provide hourly electricity and gas 

prices. 

Table 5.9 Constants and Assumptions 

Constants Values Constants Values 

cP1 1.055 kJ/kg K CT 200 $/kW 

P2/P1 69 CC 150 $/kW 

Tin 298.15 K CFOM 32.6 $/kW 

γ 1.3 SC 40 $/kW 

cP2 1.009 kJ/kg K HR 3.8 MBtu/MWh 

fuelCT mm   0.25 
TPTC 0.021 $/kWh 

R 287.058 Jkg
−1

 K
−1

 

T1 823.15 K Η 70 % 

T2 1098.15 K EP 46.14 $/kWh 

P1 42 bar ENG 0.181 kg/kWh 

P2 11 bar ECoal 0.333 kg/kWh 

Pb 1 bar TNG 0.0066 $/kWh 

ηM 48 % TCoal 0.0121 $/kWh 

ηG 99 % R 1% 
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The CAES facility was fully charged in 8.629 hours and discharged in 4.154 hours. 

Thus the charge ratio is about 1:2. Figure 5.32 (a) shows the wind power spillage off the 

wind farm that was input into the CAES compressor side for storage. During this week of 

Jan 8-15, CAES had enough storage volume and never hit its maximum pressure limit of 70 

bar as shown in Figure 5.32 (c), and hence all the wind spilled has been effectively 

compressed and saved. But during other periods of the simulation due to upper pressure 

limit hits, CAES had failed to fully compress the available wind power at the input and thus 

spilled the wind power. For a given pressure limits, compressor size, the rate of charging 

and the reservoir volume plays critical role in deciding CAES’s storage ability. 

Figure 5.32 (b) shows the power generated by CAES according to the power 

requested from CAES during the same week, in order to meet the wind farm scheduled 

power. It can be noticed that CAES does not supply the requested power demand all the 

time. There have been many occasions when the lower operational pressure limit of 13 bar 

was hit and there was no CAES generation at those times. In Figure 5.32 (b), we observe 

that there are failures to meet the demand on Jan 8
th

, 11
th

 and 13
th

 due to pressure 

constraints; even though some stored mass is observed in the reservoir at those times as 

shown in Figure 5.32(d). The simulation model takes into account these operational 

phenomena, and hence provides realistic opportunity to evaluate the dispatch strategy, 

operational performance, economic benefits associated with CAES. 
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(a) CAES power input and wind spillage saved 

 

(b) CAES power generation and power requested  

 

(c) Pressure of the CAES Reservoir 

 

(d) Stored mass of the CAES Reservoir 

Figure 5.32 Simulation results for the CAES Model: week of Jan 8-15 
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Table 5.10 summarizes some of the operational benefits of using a CAES facility 

with wind farm. The wind farm spills about 188.12 GW of power over a year’s operation, 

and requires about 186.97GW of power from reserves to meet its scheduled power. With the 

introduction of CAES, only 27.23% of 188.12GW power is spilled and the rest is 

compressed by CAES. CAES supplies 48.33% of 186.97GW power required by wind farm, 

operating within its allowable pressure range throughout the year. The remaining 51.17% 

(96.6GW) is supplied from reserves, as shown in Table 5.10. Considering spinning reserve 

prices for an year, the 90GW of reserves saved will amount to a savings of 0.585M$ per 

year. 

Since CAES reduces the reserves required from conventional generators, we can 

observe that the carbon emissions and carbon tax with CAES are reduced by 22%. With 

CAES, the capacity factor of the wind farm is increased to 0.4003 from 0.3644, as shown in 

Table 5.10. Thus this CAES facility provides a viable solution to the wind variability.  

Table 5.10 Operational Benefits of CAES 

Operational factors Without CAES With CAES 

Demand supplied by reserve (GW) 186.97 96.6 

Carbon emissions (tons/year) 62262 48527 

Carbon tax (M$/year) 2.262 1.765 

Capacity factor 0.3644 0.4003 

 

Table 5.11 summarizes the economics involved with this CAES facility. Under the 

assumptions of cost and interest rate as shown in Table 5.9, the credits from reduced carbon 
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tax and reserves due to CAES facility amount to a total of 1.088M$ per year. Accounting for 

all the revenues as per their net present value, the payback period comes to about 84 years. 

Table 5.11 Economic Evaluation of CAES 

Item Value (M$) 

Investment cost 115.09 

Operational cost per year 3.44 

Operational revenue per year 4.03 

Carbon tax credit per year 0.502 

Reserve credit per year 0.586 

Production tax credit per year 1.89 

Payback period (years) 84 

 

5.6.3.3 Effect of CAES sizing on economics and performance 

The results of another simulation study to ascertain the impact of CAES sizing on its 

overall performance and cost are shown in Table 5.12. The turbine power rating is sized to 

50 MW, which is a reasonable design modification considering average power demanded 

from the CAES throughout the year to be less than 50 MW. From this simulation, we can 

infer that changing even one parameter of CAES design leads to significant influence in the 

performance and cost of the CAES.  
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Table 5.12 CAES Configuration Comparison 

CAES Turbine Rating 220 MW 50 MW 

Charging time (hours) 8.629 8.629 

Discharging time (hours) 4.154 18.371 

Wind spillage (%) 27.23 28.57 

Demand met by CAES (%) 48.33 47.25 

    Demand supplied by reserve (GW) 96.6 98.6 

Carbon emissions (tons) 48527 48834 

    Carbon tax (M$/year) 1.765 1.77 

Capacity factor 0.4003 0.399 

Investment cost (M$) 115.09 77.50 

Operational cost per year 3.44 2.07 

Operational revenue per year 4.03 4.0 

Carbon tax credit per year 0.502 0.492 

Reserve credit per year 0.586 0.571 

Production tax credit per year 1.89 1.85 

Payback period (years) 84 22 

 

Table 5.13 provides a spreadsheet analysis of various CAES configurations showing 

their impact on operational and economical indices obtained from simulation. The CAES 

model developed is able to capture the influence of storage reservoir dynamics on 

performance measures such as demand met and input spillage percentage.  
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Figure 5.33 CAES reservoir volume vs. Performance 

 

Figure 5.34 Payback period vs. Compressor/turbine sizing, Volume = 150000 m
3
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From Figure 5.33, it is seen that irrespective of turbine and compressor sizing, a 

good enough reservoir volume is required to ensure effective addressing of wind variability 

issues by CAES for this particular wind farm. However from Figure 5.34, we can infer that 

for a particular reservoir volume, significant operational and economic benefit is achieved 

by suitably sizing turbine and compressor.  

Considering only economics, configuration#1 in Table 5.13 could be favored. 

Considering performance measures such as discharge capacity along with economics, 

configuration#22 with increased investment in compressor and storage reservoir could be 

favored. 

Table 5.13 CAES Performance with different Compressor, Turbine and Reservoir Ratings 
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5.6.3.4 Effect of pressure limits on economics and performance 

Figure 5.35 shows the effect of maximum pressure limit on revenue and 

performance for the configuration#22. We can notice that as the maximum pressure limit 

increases, the revenue per year and the operational performance measures too increase. So it 

corroborates the model’s ability to account for internal storage dynamics and their direct 

influence on CAES operational and economic outcome.  

Relaxing CAES unit’s energy capacities within dispatch studies based on its internal 

reservoir status updated every 5-mins. can enable investigating the economic incentives in 

making short and timely excursions over its pressure limits, rather than just keeping the 

limits constant in the dispatch studies.  

 

Figure 5.35 Effect of maximum pressure limit on revenue and performance 
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5.7 CONCLUSION 

An assessment framework to evaluate the benefits and economics of short-term 

storage devices is presented in this chapter. The chapter discusses the state space 

representation of slow dynamics model of IEEE 24 bus system, and storage technologies. 

The short-term storages are dispatched using the real-time 5-min SCED program and 

subsequently the AGC simulation is run.  

The impact of short-term fast responding storage on frequency response of the 

system is assessed using AGC simulation. AGC model of single area IEEE 24 bus RTS 

system is used, and battery storage is integrated. The impact of increasing wind penetrations 

in AGC study is modeled in terms of increasing net-load variations and consequently the 

increased regulation requirements, and the decrease in the system inertia as a function of 

hourly dispatch decisions.  

The integration of short-term storage in production costing tool enables assessing the 

impact of such devise’s capacity commitments on dispatch decisions, MCPs, and production 

costs. Modeling short-term storage within such resource allocation tools will also enable 

accommodating such devices within the future generation portfolio. However the chapter 

recommends importing valuable information about the short-term storage’s services from 

small-time scale studies such as AGC into such planning tools in order to make the 

assessment and conclusions credible. The chapter demonstrates assessment of such storage 

devices of various capacities under different scenarios using PC tool, and estimates payback 

periods of such projects. 
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The chapter also presented other applications of the developed state space model of 

CAES. The model facilitates capturing storage dynamics’ influence on CAES’s operational 

performance and economic indices. For a co-located wind farm scenario, the model helps to 

assess standard CAES configurations consisting of variations in turbine, compressor and 

reservoir ratings using a wide range of performance indices to quantify the worth of each 

configuration for that particular geography. 

Some significant conclusions drawn are: 

1. AGC simulation results indicate the ability of the battery storage to improve 

frequency response in the face of increasing wind penetration and effectively aid 

wind integration. The benefits will be more if there is scope to relax frequency 

bounds. 

2. The results quantified fast responding storage’s benefits at the system level and 

machine level in terms of instantaneous ACE corrections and lowering net 

regulation deployments, and reducing cycling (MW swings) of conventional 

generation. 

3. Attributing the system benefits to such device’s fast response, a payment for its 

regulation service (MW swings) or performance as initiated by FERC and 

implemented in pilot projects by NE-ISO is supported. Based on the proportion 

of MW-miles served by short-term storage, a suggestion is made to pay the 

storage that proportion of total monetary savings made in the grid. Such an 

economic incentive improves the project’s payback period significantly (by 

about 50%). 
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4. The production costing studies indicated short-term storage devices to reduce 

system production cost, conventional unit capacities allocated to regulation and 

hence their cycling. These benefits are higher with increasing capacity of short-

term storages under high wind penetration levels. 

5. These short-term storages also benefit the grid by reducing the requirement for 

regulation capacity procurements by the AS market, and consequently the 

production costs. This requires regular feedback of CPS scores from AGC 

module to the economic dispatch programs, which can accordingly procure 

lesser capacities for regulation. 

6. The revenues earned by such devices are a function of MCPs in the system. 

When the regulation offers of the conventional units increase under high wind 

penetration due to cycling components, they increase the MCPs and thus benefit 

short-term storage technologies immensely. When the regulation offers are lower 

resulting in lower MCPs, it adversely affects the economics of such storage 

ventures. In such scenarios (lower wind penetration, lower historical system 

MCPs, presence of competitive schemes such as demand response), smaller 

projects pose lesser risk. However for short-term storage that have the 

characteristics of a battery, there are cross arbitrage opportunities as investigated 

in chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation developed modeling and evaluation approaches to assess the role 

and value of energy storage technologies in electric power grids. Among the various 

solution strategies for enabling higher renewable interconnection to the grid in a reliable and 

economical manner, storage technologies are seen as one of the very promising ones. 

Among the many challenges that face storage technologies’ adoption and proliferation in the 

grid, ranging from technology maturity to operational expertise, this work focused on 

evaluating the economic implications of venturing into a storage project in the present and 

future power markets. 

This work developed a high-fidelity storage dispatch model for production costing 

studies performed within energy and AS co-optimized market structure. The models enabled 

to dispatch and evaluate storage economics considering energy storage as an active 

participant in market affairs, rather than the traditional price taker paradigm of storage 

participation in grid. The model incorporated two significant features: energy limited 

devices’ ability to provide multiple services and being able to adapt to two different broad 

classes of storage technologies, namely bulk energy and short-term storage devices. The 

dissertation also created different taxonomies for energy storage which categorized the 

various technologies based on their characteristics, applications and specific functionalities. 

These characterizations helped in capturing the technology specific features of each class of 

storage’s operations within the dispatch model. The dissertation also developed a state space 

model of CAES that can monitor the reservoir’s mass and pressure status dynamically. 
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Based on the developed dispatch model several studies were constructed to evaluate 

both bulk energy and short-term storage technology’s contribution to the grid and 

profitability under various wind penetration scenarios in IEEE 24 bus RTS system. CAES is 

used as a representative for bulk energy storage with an investment cost of $500/KW and 

80% efficiency. Flywheel and battery are used to represent short-term storage technologies 

with investment cost of $1630/KWh and $1000/KWh respectively, and 85% and 90% 

efficiencies respectively. The work implemented an integrated approach based on 

production costing and automatic generation control (AGC) simulation tools to evaluate 

short-term technologies. The dissertation also developed a systematic methodology to 

estimate cycling related cost impacts from generation dispatch decisions under various wind 

penetration, and quantifies storage’s ability to reduce them. 

Bulk storage is shown to provide several benefits to the grid such as relieving 

transmission congestion, transmission deferral, lowering the LMPs and MCPs, and reducing 

cycling of conventional units. Incentives for relieving cycling and increasing wind energy 

penetration helped in improving bulk energy storage projects’ economics. Short-term 

storage is shown to provide several benefits such as reducing conventional unit cycling, 

reducing regulation energy deployment by AGC and regulation capacity procurements by 

dispatch tool, and reducing system MCPs and production cost. Attributing all these to the 

instantaneous response of these short-term devices, incentivizing its MW-mileage 

performance helped in improving the expected payback from such ventures. 
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6.1.1 Opportunities in Market 

The dissertation designed an optimal storage allocation study, using which indicators 

were developed to identify possible candidate locations for storage investments in a market. 

The study indicated that placement of bulk or short-term storage always benefits the grid, 

but the nature of grid services provided by the storage and the extent of revenues it draws 

could be highly influenced by the location where it is sited, especially for bulk energy 

storage. By virtue of variegated opportunities the grid presents in different parts of the 

system, the study also indicated a distributed and mixed storage portfolio to benefit the grid 

operations and enable different storage projects co-exist and make reasonable profits. 

The indicators for identifying candidate locations are based on the market price data, 

and the risks to investments can also be qualitatively judged based on comparing the market 

clearing prices with that of what we saw in this dissertation. 

MISO and PJM real-time LMP data for two consecutive days (19
th

 and 20
th

) in the 

months of March, June, September and December were taken, and arbitrage values were 

computed as per equation (4.5). The highest arbitrage value over the 48 hours in each 

location were plotted in descending order to see the opportunities for siting bulk storage in 

these markets. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the arbitrage plots for MISO and PJM respectively. 

We can see that there are many locations where the highest arbitrage from a 1MWh energy 

transaction is higher than the typical CAES energy discharge offer. Even considering the 

extremely high arbitrage values to be some special cases, still there are many buses with 

values around $50-$200, which is closer to the working values in this dissertation, as shown 

in Figure 4.27. 
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Figure 6.1 Arbitrage values in MISO buses 

 

Figure 6.2 Arbitrage values in PJM buses 

Figure 6.3 shows the regulation MCPs on a two randomly selected days in PJM and 

MISO markets in comparison to MCPs from IEEE 24 bus system, based on which all 

conclusions on this dissertation are drawn. The IEEE system MCPs shown are from two 
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types of simulation studies: base cases and lower MCP (LB: when regulation offer reduced 

by $12.5) simulations. Figure 6.4 shows the MCPs in the month of December 2012 in PJM 

market. We can notice that the MISO regulation MCPs are generally at lower side than the 

range of values we have been seeing in our studies. Storage (having lower AS offers) will 

still make revenues in MISO AS market, however lesser than the figures seen in this 

dissertation. However with the high energy arbitrage opportunities as seen in Figure 6.1, 

bulk storage technologies participating to provide multiple services in co-optimized market 

will find good cross arbitrage opportunities and promising revenues. With monetization 

schemes, the value for both energy arbitrage and AS for storage will increase. In PJM, 

storage technologies look attractive in co-optimization market as well as for AS alone due to 

the higher MCPs seen in both Figures 6.3 and 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.3 Typical regulation MCPs in MISO, PJM and IEEE 24 bus system 
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Figure 6.4 Regulation MCPs in PJM- December 2012 

Similarly the opportunities in other markets can be assessed qualitatively, and by 

conducting production costing studies embedded with the developed high-fidelity storage 

model in their respective system qualitative results can be estimated. 

6.1.2 Recommendations 

Some selected and new recommendations unprecedented in the current markets, 

based on the studies conducted in this dissertation are: 

1. Investigate ways to monetize storage (especially, non-CO2 emitting) for aiding in 

increasing wind energy penetration – Sharing production tax credit for the 

energy saved from spillage can be a viable approach. 

2. When fast-responding storage is present among the fleet of regulation providers, 

compute CPS measures at faster intervals and feed it back to the market clearing 
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tools, such that the hourly regulation capacity procurement can be dynamically 

adjusted to make grid operation economical.  

3. The opportunities in a co-optimized market do not just depend on energy 

arbitrage values, but also the opportunities for cross-arbitrage. The lower side of 

LMPs together with arbitrage values helps in finding candidate locations for new 

ventures. 

6.2 SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION 

The significant contributions of this research are: 

1. Modeling aspects of storage integration into grid 

a. High-fidelity technology adaptive storage dispatch model for markets, 

which can ascertain cross arbitrage opportunities while dispatching 

storage for multiple services. The model can also be integrated into long 

term resource planning software, e.g., Iowa State University’s 

NETPLAN. 

b. State space modeling of CAES to enhance price taker economic 

assessment that adds economic value to a storage’s ability to flex its 

energy capacity 

2. Evaluation methodologies 

a. Incorporate cycling related cost components into AS offers 

b. Integrated approach based on production costing and AGC simulations to 

assess short-term storage services, benefits and revenues 
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c. Monetization based on cycling cost components, wind spillage savings 

and MW mileage 

d. AGC CPS feedback to SCED for reducing regulation capacity 

procurements 

e. Optimal allocation of storage to find the best location, mix, and amount 

of storage 

3. General conclusions or useful insights 

a. Storage taxonomy based on regulation provision- helpful in modeling and 

categorizing storage into different classes 

b. Bulk energy and short-term storage technology assessment under various 

wind penetration- quantifies benefits and compares technologies 

c. Easy indicators for identifying opportunities for storage ventures in a co-

optimized market 

d. Comparisons between storage and conventional units and transmission– 

Storage has a role to play together with other strategies under high wind 

penetration.  

6.3 PUBLICATIONS 

1. Trishna Das, V. Krishnan, and James McCalley, “High-Fidelity Dispatch Model of 

Storage for Production Costing Studies,” to be submitted to IEEE Trans. Power Syst.  

2. V. Krishnan, Trishna Das, E. Ibanez, C. Lopez, and J. McCalley, “Modeling 

Operational Effects of Wind Generation within National Long-term Infrastructure 

Planning Software,” IEEE Trans. of Power Systems, Oct 2012 
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3. Trishna Das, V. Krishnan, Y. Gu, and J. McCalley, “Compressed Air Energy 

Storage: State Space Modeling and Performance Analysis,” in Proc. IEEE PES 

General Meeting, July 2011, Citations: 1 

4. Trishna Das, and J. McCalley, “Compressed Air Energy Storage,” Educational 

Chapter, 2012, Citations: 1 

5. R. Dai, J. McCalley, D.  Aliprantis, V. Ajjarapu, Trishna Das, D. Wu, M. Riaz,and 

R. Umer, “Hierarchical control for hybrid wind systems,” North American Power 

Symposium, 2009 

6. R. Dai, Trishna Das, M. Riaz, D. Aliprantis, J. McCalley, and V. Ajjarapu, “Hybrid 

Wind Systems: Design, Operation and Control,” Final Report, US Department of 

Energy, April 2010 

7. D. Wu, H. Chen, Trishna Das, and D. C. Aliprantis, “Bidirectional power transfer 

between HEVs and grid without external power converters.”Proc. IEEE Energy 

2030 Conf., Atlanta, GA, Nov. 17-18, 2008, Citations: 1 

8. Trishna Das and D.C. Aliprantis, “Small-Signal Stability Analysis of Power System 

Integrated with PHEVs,” Proc. IEEE Energy 2030 Conf., Atlanta, GA, Nov. 17-18, 

2008, Citations: 7  

6.4 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

1. Market Assessment- Economic evaluation of storage in real power network can be 

performed. MISO has been undertaking such efforts using PLEXOS and EGEAS 

software. 

2. Demand Response 
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a. Storage vs. demand response- It will be interesting to evaluate 

opportunities for storage in a grid integrated with demand response 

programs. In some ways based on the dissertation’s work, from storage point 

of view the resultant effect could be seen as decrease in regulation 

requirements or energy arbitrage opportunities seen by storage. 

b. Storage within demand response- Another interesting perspective will be to 

assess storage’s participation in demand response programs; though type-1 

storages would be more likely to participate. In many ways, the modeling of 

charging operation of type-3 storages can be considered equivalent to type-1 

storage modeling, which would impose electric load on the grid by charging 

energy that would be used later to reduce the system load during peak times. 

So in conjunction with a load model and type-3 storage’s charging 

component, type-1 storage could be modeled and its participation can be 

evaluated in a grid integrated with demand response programs. 

3. Storage with stochastic generation dispatch- High-fidelity storage dispatch model 

can be integrated within stochastic UC and ED programs to render with more 

flexibility to meet the uncertainties in an economic manner 
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APPENDIX 

Table A1 System Generation Parameters and Energy Offers 

Gen (Bus) Min-Max 

(MW) 

Offer 1(MW)/Price 

($/MWh) 

Offer 2(MW)/Price 

($/MWh) 

Offer 3(MW)/Price 

($/MWh) 

Oil (1) 0-40 0-20/93.7 21-40/98.8 - 

Coal (1) 50-152 50/26.9 51-100/32.4 101-152/41.9 

Oil (2) 0-40 0-20/93.7 21-40/98.8 - 

Coal (2) 50-152 50/26.9 51-100/32.4 101-152/41.9 

NG (7) 100-300 100/51.8 101-200/60.8 201-300/73.8 

NG (13) 200-591 200/48.6 201-400/57.6 401-591/70.6 

NG (15) 0-60 0-20/48.6 21-40/54.7 41-60/66.4 

Coal (15) 50-155 50/24.5 51-100/28.5 101-155/36.5 

Coal (16) 50-155 50/24.5 51-100/28.7 101-155/37.1 

Nuc (18) 300-400 300/10.5 301-400/17.5 - 

Nuc (21) 300-400 300/10.5 301-400/17.5 - 

Coal (22) 150-300 150/24.6 151-250/32.2 251-300/44.3 

Coal (23) 150-310 150/20.5 151-250/28.5 251-310/41.3 

Coal (23) 150-350 150/20.6 151-250/27.8 251-350/39.3 

Wind (17) 0-300 0-300/15 - - 

Wind (21) 0-400 0-400/15 - - 

Wind (22) 0-300 0-300/15 - - 

 

Table A2 Generation Cost-Based AS Offers 

Gen Ramp Rate (%) SR ($/MW-hr) NSR ($/MW-hr) RU/RD ($/MW-hr) 

Oil 6.25 7.8 - 62 

Coal 3.25 8 - 26 

NG 10 7.9 4.1 27 
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Table A3 AS Offers of Different Storage Class 

Storage 
Energy  

($/MWh) 

SR   

($/MW-hr) 

NSR   

($/MW-hr) 

RU/RD   

($/MW-hr) 

CAES 20.15 7.5 4 17.9/12.5 

Flywheel - - - 2/2 

Battery 2 5 - 2/2 

 

Table A4 Cycling Cost data for Offers from APTECH [85] 

From Aptech Report - Table 2-4d –  

Cost elements for Most Significant Load Follow Cycles (SLFs) at 

Harrington Unit 3(based on CY 2008 cycles and in 2008 dollars) 

Baseline Data 

($/MW-hr) 

             

 LOW             HIGH 

E1: Cost of operation – 

 Includes operator non-fixed labor, general engineering and 

management cost (including planning and dispatch); excludes 

fixed labor 

$0.0010  $0.0127 

E2: Cost of maintenance –  

Includes maintenance and overhaul maintenance expenditures for 

boiler, turbine, generator, air quality control systems and balance 

of plant key components 

$0.0047  $0.0346 

E3: Cost of capital maintenance –  

Includes overhaul capital maintenance expenditures for boiler, 

turbine, generator, air quality control systems and balance of plant 

key components 

$0.0028  $0.0256 
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Table A5-Typical bounds for Cycling Cost and other data for various generation types [84] 

 

Unit Types 

 

 

Coal - Small 

Sub Critical 

 

Gas - Steam 

Typical Load Follows Data-C&M cost ($/MW cap.)-

Typical Ramp Rate 

  

25
th

 _centile 1.91 1.17 

75
th

_centile 3.84 2.32 

Multiplying Factor - Faster Ramp Rate (1.1 to 2x)   

*Range 2 to 8 1.2 to 6 

 

Table A6 – CO2 Emission rates for different generation types. 

Generation Type CO2 emissions per 1 MWh (metric tonnes) 

Coal 0.834 

Natural Gas 0.374 

Oil 0.743 

CAES 0.125 

Combustion Turbine 0.511 

Nuclear 0.0078 
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